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4 Lessons the Canucks can learn from the Hurricanes about building a contender 

By Harman Dayal 

An NHL coaching staff will run brief pre-scout meetings 
where they show players video clips of their next opponent. 
The point is to familiarize the players with the basic system, 
habits and stylistic tendencies of their opponent, including 
strengths and weaknesses. Bruce Boudreau admitted that he 
had to be careful about what clips he chose to show 
Canucks players ahead of Monday night’s game because 
they didn’t want to make the Carolina Hurricanes look like “ 
That wasn’t a dig at the Canucks’ internal belief, it was a tip 
of the cap for a Hurricanes team that owns the fourth-best 
record in the NHL since the 2019-20 season. Vancouver, 
meanwhile, is winless in seven straight to begin the season 
after missing the playoffs in six of the last seven years. It’s 
clear that the Canucks need to embrace significant changes 
to field an elite team in the foreseeable future. 
Interestingly, before Carolina emerged as an elite team, it 
had actually missed the playoffs for nine consecutive 
seasons. What can the Canucks learn from Carolina’s 
ascent? No singular team will ever have the perfect formula 
or model to follow, especially the Canes as they haven’t 
achieved enough in the playoffs yet. There are still some key 
takeaways the Canucks can glean from the Hurricanes’ rise. 

Offensively gifted forwards aren’t enough, you need top-nine 
players who are high-end defensively 

On paper, the Canucks have a pretty flashy top-nine group. 
For reference, here’s what it looked like on opening night. 
Vancouver’s top nine is chock full of fun, exciting talent. Any 
of those nine players could conceivably score 40+ points and 
the best names are capable of much more. 
Now let’s contrast that to the top-nine group Carolina rolled 
out against Vancouver on Monday. 
At first glance, the Canes’ top nine doesn’t seem special and 
offensively, they could use a little more oomph (they’ll get 
some of it back when Max Pacioretty returns). But the stark, 
underrated contrast between Carolina and Vancouver’s top-
nine is the two-way intelligence of the forwards. Carolina’s 
blue line is elite and powers the club’s airtight defensive 
environment but the relentless commitment, discipline and 
defensive smarts that their forwards possess is an 
underrated part of what makes them a nearly impenetrable 
five-man unit. 
“Oh, it’s team (five-man) defence,” Miller corrected a 
question that specifically asked about the effectiveness of 
Carolina’s defencemen. “I talked about that in the summer 
with you guys, they’re about as disciplined as it gets in their 
checking responsibilities and there’s a reason they’re one of 
the top teams in the league the last handful of years. They 
just have 20 guys that are ready to work and skate and 
there’s no time. 

“You have no time, to score against them it’s like a playoff 
game, you got to get to the net and go to the point and catch 
a break here and there.” 
Carolina’s forwards are fast, win all their battles and 
backcheck like crazy. Sebastian Aho, Jordan Staal, Seth 
Jarvis, Jesper Fast, Martin Necas and Teuvo Teravainen are 
all strong defensive pieces in the top nine. There are no 
obvious defensive liabilities among the forward group. The 
Canes are exceptional at closing gaps quickly and forcing 
the opposition to make panicked plays in all three zones. 
That only works because they’re all connected and applying 
pressure as a collective five-man unit. 
Here’s an example of that from Cam Charron’s terrific piece 
on Carolina’s defensive system. Below, St. Louis does an 
excellent job of making quick passes. But Carolina closes 
quickly in the neutral zone and Jarvis tracks the play back to 
stick with Robert Thomas and ensure the Blues couldn’t get 
behind the defence to generate a high-danger rush chance. 
Meanwhile, how many high-end defensive forwards do the 
Canucks have? Elias Pettersson is emerging as by far the 
club’s best two-way piece, but even he isn’t perfect 
defensively because of his shortcomings in the faceoff dot. 
Ilya Mikheyev is big, fast and disruptive. Tanner Pearson’s 
pretty reliable and rarely makes mistakes. Beyond that, there 
isn’t much. 
Miller leaves a ton to be desired defensively, especially when 
he’s at centre. Bo Horvat is adequate in a tough matchups 
role, but in his own zone, he’s below average. Nils Höglander 
and Andrei Kuzmenko are liabilities away from the puck, with 
Boudreau citing the latter’s defensive game as an area that 
needs improvement just last Sunday. Vasily Podkolzin has 
two-way potential but he’s still very young and has details to 
iron out. Brock Boeser’s improved his all-around game a lot 
over the past few seasons but nobody would consider him a 
defensive ace. Conor Garland is average at best defensively. 
Both Jim Rutherford and Boudreau have said that 
Vancouver’s forwards need to do a better job of supporting 
the back end defensively. The Canucks’ top nine is shiny and 
can put up points but it simply doesn’t have enough forwards 
who can help in the defensive end, an issue that’s been 
exposed on the penalty kill in particular. 
The Tampa Bay Lightning are another fantastic example of 
that. Sure, they have elite offensive weapons. But the 
Lightning also boasted an elite checking line with Blake 
Coleman, Yanni Gourde and Blake Coleman that absorbed 
tough matchups during their back-to-back Cup wins, in 
addition to other savvy two-way forwards like Anthony Cirelli, 
Ondrej Palat and Alex Killorn. The Canucks need more of 
those kinds of players. 
Leverage cap space as an asset to acquire talent for pennies 
on the dollar 
Everybody knows the importance of cap space in the modern 
NHL. With that said, it’s impressive to see how much talent 
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the Canes have acquired for pennies on the dollar because 
of how they weaponized their cap space. 
Teravainen, who’s scored between 63 to 76 points in every 
season other than the 2021 shortened campaign since 2017-
18, was acquired from the Blackhawks in 2016. All Carolina 
had to do was absorb Bryan Bickell’s $4 million cap hit for 
one season and surrender a second- and third-round pick. 
The Hurricanes added Toronto’s 2020 first-round pick for 
taking on the final year of Patrick Marleau’s $6 million cap-hit 
deal. That pick turned into Seth Jarvis, who had 40 points in 
68 games as a 19-year-old rookie last season. Jarvis looks 
like a future star — he was essentially a free acquisition. 
This summer, Carolina received defender Dylan Coghlan as 
a sweetener for acquiring Pacioretty, who has one year left 
at a $7 million cap hit. Pacioretty’s been right around the 
point-per-game mark the last two seasons so he still has a 
ton left in the tank. 
If the Canucks decide to rebuild, they need to leverage cap 
space to acquire young and/or high-end talent for pennies on 
the dollar. 

The importance of limiting pre-shot movement (and how it’s 
been killing the Canucks) 

Vancouver’s surrendered 30 goals this season, which is the 
second-most in the NHL. All but two of them were empty-
netters. The NHL’s best defensive teams, the Hurricanes 
being among them, are all excellent at preventing dangerous 
passes that force a goalie to move laterally in his crease. 
The most important pass to stop is the cross-seam one that 
goes east-west through the middle of the slot. Earlier 
research has shown that shots preceded by a cross-seam 
pass on the power play have an average shooting 
percentage of around 25 percent. Boudreau referred to it as 
the most dangerous type of play after Monday’s game. 
I manually tracked all the 28 non-empty net goals the 
Canucks have allowed. Out of those 28 goals, 13 were 
directly preceded by a pass that crossed east-west through 
the middle. That included two of the three goals that Carolina 
scored on Monday. 

Beware of signing UFA-age players to long-term deals 

No team in the league has been more disciplined about 
avoiding expensive, long-term commitments to UFA-aged 
players than Carolina. 
They let top-pair defender Dougie Hamilton walk in 2021. 
They bet they could replace Hamilton’s offensive and power-
play impact for a fraction of the cost and so they signed Tony 
DeAngelo for last season, which turned into one of the best 
bargains. Then when it came time to pay DeAngelo they 
once again trusted their ability to inexpensively solve the 
need, instead flipping him to the Flyers for multiple draft 
picks. 
Up front, the Canes were comfortable letting Nino 
Niederreiter and Vincent Trocheck depart in free agency this 
past summer. 
It’s remarkable because Carolina’s in win-now mode. If any 
club can justify signing those kinds of contracts it’s the 
Hurricanes. But their management group is vigilant about the 
risks. 
“You’re always worried about giving a 29- or 30-year-old 
player and having to sign them because all those guys want 
six, seven years,” GM Don Waddell explained in the 
summer. “It doesn’t fit into our thinking of how to run the 
team. It doesn’t mean they’re bad players but at some point, 
you’re going to be paid for something that they’re not. So 
we’ve been very careful about that. And we’ll continue to 
keep that in mind as we try to move forward here.” 
Vancouver bucked that philosophy with the Miller extension. 
With him and Oliver Ekman-Larsson on the books for a long 
time, the Canucks need to be very calculated about any 
further long-term commitments. That means Bo Horvat, for 
example, should only be re-signed if management 
steadfastly believes that the team can turn around and 
contend for a Cup within the next two or three years. If not, 
the Canucks might need to reconsider their long-term plans 
with Horvat. 
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Recap: Canes Close Out Road Trip With Victory In Vancouver 

By Walt Ruff 

VANCOUVER, BC. - The Carolina Hurricanes scored twice 
just 37 seconds apart in the third period, pushing them to a 
3-2 victory over the Vancouver Canucks Monday. 
The Story 
Entering the building of the only team in the NHL without a 
win yet, the Canes jumped on an opportunity early to take 
control of the game. Coming into the evening Vancouver's 
penalty kill ranked dead last in the NHL, successfully killing 
off just 55.6% of their tries, and 5:55 in they provided 
Carolina with a chance to get the first one. 
Courtesy of Andrei Svechnikov they did just that. 
As the Canucks allowed the seam to remain wide-open for 
Martin Necas, #88 capitalized and put one on the tape for 
#37's seventh of the season. 
In the moments following the tally that gave Svechnikov a 
share of the league lead, it looked for a moment as Carolina 
had doubled their lead courtesy of Paul Stastny. Another 
hard-working shift from the line of Stastny, Derek Stepan and 
Stefan Noesen resulted in a chance for the veteran forward, 
which wound up going by Thatcher Demko after going off of 
his skate. 
Nearly immediately following though the officiating crew 
signaled no goal on the ice, citing incidental contact between 
Stastny and the Vancouver netminder. Rod Brind'Amour and 
staff would challenge, but to no avail. 
As a result of the unsuccessful challenge that then allowed 
the home team to get their first try on the power play of the 
night. 
Like Carolina, they too would cash in. 
J.T. Miller evened the score at 1-1, putting a feed from 
Captain Bo Horvat by Frederik Andersen. 
The evened score would hold into the middle period and 
after a sleepy second 20 minutes of hockey, the two sides 
headed to the final frame of regulation deadlocked. 
In their final period of play on their 13-day road trip, 
Sebastian Aho then did his part to ensure his club would be 
coming home happy. After second-year skater Seth Jarvis 
created an opportunity by utilizing his speed in a one-on-one 
situation, #20 continued crashing the net, tapping home the 
rebound home just 50 seconds into the frame.  
Then, just as the Canes took momentum, they doubled it up. 
At the 1:27 mark of the third period Jordan Staal sent a pass 
across to a streaking Jesper Fast, one that would redirect off 
of Fast's skate and in for the game-winning goal. 
 J.T. Miller would take advantage of a fortuitious bounce to 
earn his second of the night to pull his team back within one, 
but it wasn't enough for Vancouver. 

They Said It 

Rod Brind'Amour providing his opening thoughts following 
the contest... 
"You've got to have your top guys contributing nightly or it's 
going to be hard. They've come to play every game this year 
and I've been real proud of the group, honestly. I know it's 
early in the year but we've really come out hard in every 
game. Tonight was tough sledding. I felt like we were in 
control but it was a tight game. Guys just kept working and 
we got the two points. That's what we wanted." 
Seth Jarvis describing the initial go-ahead goal at the start of 
the third... 
"It was a great play by [Teuvo Teravainen] getting it out to 
Fishy. I knew I had the defenseman beat and when he 
moved it up to me my instinct was just to take it to the net. I 
thought I scored, I went five-hole, but then I saw Fishy knock 
it in and that was awesome. It was a great way to start the 
period." 
Jordan Staal summarizing the trip as a whole, post-game... 
"It was a long one, but I thought we played some good 
hockey. We had some lulls with our special teams. Our 
power play was iffy now and then but I think our five-on-five 
game for the most part was great. We're excited to get 
home, play in front of our fans and see our families. It was a 
good road trip." 

Bonus Notes 

 Andrei Svechnikov scored his seventh goal of the 
season tonight, tying Geoff Sanderson (1993-94) for 
the most goals through Hartford/Carolina's first six 
games of any season. 

 Brent Burns picked up an assist on Svechnikov's 
goal, now giving him four in six games to start the 
year. 

 Sebastian Aho and Jesper Fast scored at 0:50 and 
1:27 of the third period, respectively, marking the 
fifth-fastest two goals from the start of any period in 
team history (since relocation). 

 In total, Carolina outshot Vancouver 39-16, 
including 15-3 in the third period. 

 Tonight was Frederik Andersen's 23rd career game 
against Vancouver, the most times he has faced 
any single opponent in his career.  

What's Next? 

The Canes are scheduled to stay in Vancouver post-game 
and travel back to Raleigh on Tuesday. They'll then return to 
practice on Wednesday before a Friday-Saturday back-to-
back set against the Islanders and Flyers. 
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Hurricanes score twice in 37 seconds, keep Canucks winless

By Kevin Woodley 
VANCOUVER -- Sebastian Aho and Jesper Fast scored 37 
seconds apart early in the third period, and the Carolina 
Hurricanes kept the Vancouver Canucks winless with a 3-2 
victory at Rogers Arena on Monday. 
Andrei Svechnikov also scored, and Frederik Andersen 
made 14 saves for the Hurricanes (4-1-1), who bounced 
back from consecutive losses and finished 3-1-1 on a five-
game, 11-day road trip. 
"It was a battle," Aho said. "I give a lot of credit to the 
players. It was a grind. It wasn't easy, but happy we got two 
points here." 
J.T. Miller scored twice, and Thatcher Demko made 36 
saves for the Canucks (0-5-2), who remain the only NHL 
team without a win and failed for the eighth straight time to 
get coach Bruce Boudreau his 600th NHL victory dating to 
the finale last season. 
"Night in and night out, losing takes a toll on you mentally, 
physically," Vancouver captain Bo Horvat said. "It's 
frustrating right now, obviously, and you've got to stay 
optimistic. You can't just keep beating yourself up or keep 
feeling sorry for yourself, because it's just going to get worse 
if you do that." 
Svechnikov put Carolina ahead 1-0 at 6:06 of the first period, 
one-timing a cross-ice feed from Martin Necas past Demko 
11 seconds into a power play. 
It was Svechnikov's team-leading seventh goal of the 
season, tying him for the NHL lead with Tampa Bay 
Lightning forward Steven Stamkos, and Geoff Sanderson 
(1993-94) for the most in Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers 
history through the first six games. 
"You got to have your top guys contributing nightly, or it's 
going to be hard," Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "I'm 
real proud of the group, honestly. I know it's early, but we 
really come out hard every game. Tonight was tough 
sledding; I felt like we were in control, but it was a tight game 
and the guys just keep working." 
The Hurricanes appeared to double their lead at 11:48, but 
Derek Stepan's goal was waved off because Paul Stastny 

interfered with Demko in the crease. Carolina unsuccessfully 
challenged, and Miller tied it 1-1 at 12:30 on the resulting 
power play with a backdoor tap-in of Horvat's pass through 
the crease. 
Aho scored the go-ahead goal 50 seconds into the third after 
Seth Jarvis's shot on a partial breakaway trickled between 
Demko's pads. 
"I thought maybe I scored, and then I saw [Aho] knocked it in 
and that was a great way to get the period going," Jarvis 
said. 
Aho has nine points (four goals, five assists) during a five-
game point streak. 
"He's an elite player," Jarvis said. "You expect nothing less 
from them (Aho and Svechnikov), and it's nice to see to see 
him getting production and scoring a lot and that only helps 
our team win. Anytime he's having a good night, it usually 
results in wins." 
Fast made it 3-1 at 1:27 when Jordan Staal's cross-ice pass 
bounced in off his leg. 
Miller cut it to 3-2 at 10:40 with a one-timer over Andersen's 
glove from the top of the left face-off circle after a dump-in hit 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi in the face and bounced to Miller. 
Vancouver was outshot 15-3 in the last 20 minutes and has 
been outscored 15-2 in the third period this season. 
"It's like we're afraid to push," Boudreau said. "It's like they're 
standing around and looking like, 'Oh, what's going to 
happen now?' And it's unfortunate because I think they all 
care." 
NOTES: Carolina defenseman Dylan Coughlan, who is from 
nearby Vancouver Island, played his second game of the 
season in place of Calvin de Haan, who was scratched. … 
The Canucks penalty kill entered last in the NHL (55.6 
percent) and gave up one goal on three Hurricanes power 
plays. … Vancouver defenseman Quinn Hughes (lower 
body) missed his second straight game and was placed on 
injured reserve earlier Monday. … Canucks forward Brock 
Boeser did not play for the first time this season because of 
an undisclosed injury. He is day to day. 
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Svechnikov, Hurricanes hand Canucks 7th straight loss

VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — Andrei Svechnikov 
scored his seventh goal of the season and the Carolina 
Hurricanes handed the winless Vancouver Canucks their 
seventh straight loss, 3-2 Monday night. 
Sebastian Aho and Jesper Fast also scored for the 
Hurricanes, and Brent Burns had two assists. Frederik 
Andersen had 14 saves. 
“You’ve got to have your top guys contributing nightly or it’s 
gonna be hard,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 
“They come to play every game this year. I’m real proud of 
the group, honestly.  
“I know it’s early in the year, but we really come out hard in 
every game and tonight was tough sledding, I felt like we 
were in control but it was a tight game and the guys just keep 
working and we got the two points.” 
J.T. Miller scored two goals for the Canucks (0-5-2), who are 
the only NHL team without a win. Thatcher Demko stopped 
36 shots. 
“Night in and night out, losing, it takes a toll on you mentally, 
physically, trying to come from behind the last couple 
games,” Canucks captain Bo Horvat said. “It’s frustrating 
right now, obviously, and you’ve got to stay optimistic. You 
can’t just keep beating yourself up or keep feeling sorry for 
yourself because it’s just  
Tied 1-1 since midway through the first period, Carolina 
scored twice early in the third to take control. 
In the opening minute of the period, Seth Jarvis got a partial 
breakaway and fired a shot at Demko. The goalie made the 
stop but couldn’t corral the puck, leaving it unattended in the 
blue paint. Aho sprinted in and popped it into the yawning net 
to give the Hurricanes a 2-1 lead at 50 seconds. 
The goal extended Aho’s point streak to five games, with four 
goals and five assists in the stretch. 
“He’s elite. He’s an elite player,” Jarvis said of Aho. “You 
expect nothing less from them and it’s nice to see to see him 
getting production and scoring a lot and that only helps our 
team win. So any time he’s having a good night it usually 
results in wins.” 
Just 37 seconds later, Fast registered his first of the season 
when a pass from Jordan Staal caromed off his skate into 
Vancouver’s net to make it 3-1. 

The Canucks pulled to 3-2 midway through the period after 
the puck hit Hurricanes forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi and 
Miller picked it up, firing a quick one-timer past Andersen for 
his second goal of the game. 
Vancouver called a 30-second timeout with 2:20 left, then 
pulled Demko in favor of an extra skater but couldn’t get the 
tying score. 
The Canucks were 1 for 2 on the power play while the 
Hurricanes went 1 for 3. 
Carolina opened the scoring early in the first after 
Vancouver’s Dakota Joshua was called for interference on 
Paul Stastny. It took the Hurricanes just 11 seconds to score 
on the man advantage as Necas sent a cross-ice pass to 
Svechnikov and the Russian unleashed a one-timer that beat 
Demko for a power-play goal at 6:06. 
Svechnikov’s goal tied him with Tampa Bay’s Steven 
Stamkos for the NHL lead at seven apiece. 
Carolina briefly appeared to double its lead midway through 
the period when Derek Stepan batted a puck in over 
Demko’s pad. Officials quickly disallowed the goal, citing 
goalie interference by Stastny, whose skate was in the blue 
paint. The Hurricanes challenged the call but a video review 
upheld the ruling and Carolina was handed a delay-of-game 
penalty. 
Vancouver capitalized with Elias Pettersson moving the puck 
behind the net and whipping it up to Horvat. The captain 
tapped it across the crease to Miller and he tapped it in to tie 
the score at 1-1 with 7 1/2 minutes left. 
THE FINAL MELTDOWN 
Vancouver has been outscored 15-2 in the third period over 
their first seven games of the season. 
“I’m not a psychiatrist,” Canucks coach Bruce Boudreau said. 
“I mean, sometimes coaches have to be. But I think maybe 
... they don’t want to make the mistake, to be the one that 
loses the game. But in effect when you’re doing that, that’s 
what you do. You become the player that makes the mistake 
because you don’t play forward, you’re playing waiting.” 
Hurricanes: Host the New York Islanders on Friday night. 
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‘We’re going to get better’: Canucks holding on to hope amidst continued losing streak 

By Iain MacIntyre 

VANCOUVER – Well, at least we’re guaranteed another 
couple of days without martial law on the West Coast. 
After terrorizing the fan base with their performance, and the 
spectacularly quotable criticisms by their coach and 
president in their home-opener on Saturday, the Vancouver 
Canucks had a more noble 3-2 loss Monday to the 
formidable Carolina Hurricanes. 
But it was still wholly unsatisfactory, as Vancouver dipped to 
0-5-2 and remain the National Hockey League’s only winless 
team. 
And the worst part of what could have been a bounceback 
night for the franchise, was that yet again the game was 
there for the Canucks in the third period, tied 1-1, only to 
have them yield easy goals to Sebastian Aho and Jesper 
Fast on the second and third shifts of the final frame. 
In their seven games, the Canucks have been outscored 17-
2 after the second intermission. 
“I'm not a psychiatrist, although, I mean, sometimes coaches 
have to be,” Canuck boss Bruce Boudreau said. “But I think 
the fear of winning is something. They don't want to make 
the mistake, to be the ones that lose the game. But in effect, 
when you're doing that. . . you become the player that makes 
the mistake.” 
J.T. Miller, a lightning rod for fan anger in Saturday’s meek 5-
1 loss to the Buffalo Sabres and for the worst start in 
Canucks’ history, scored both goals for Vancouver, including 
one he conjured out of thin air at 10:40 of the third period to 
cut Carolina’s lead to a single goal and give his team some 
life. 
But Vancouver was still outshot 15-3 in the final 20 minutes. 
“It's hard when you lose,” Boudreau said. “You look at all the 
positives and then the positives don't mean a thing when you 
lose. Just the starts in the third period. Here you are tied with 
Carolina, one of the top five teams in the league going into 
the third period. . .  and we're afraid to push. I mean, you 
saw when we scored the goal, we pushed and we finally got 
some zone time and everything else. But they're standing 
around and looking like, ‘Oh, what's going to happen now?’ 
And it's unfortunate because I think they all care.” 
The Canucks don’t play again until Thursday in Seattle, then 
return home on a difficult back-to-back to play the Pittsburgh 
Penguins on Friday. 
It was a 4-1 loss at Rogers Arena to the Penguins last 
December that convinced owner Francesco Aquilini to fire 
coach Travis Green and general manager Jim Benning the 
next day. 
Boudreau brought instant positivity to the group when he was 
hired Dec. 6. His players could use a dose of that now. 
“I mean, there's (75) games left,” Boudreau said. “What do I 
say? We'll think of something. They'll have a day off 
tomorrow, and we'll build them back up and then we'll go at it 
again the next game. As bad as it is, it's only four points out 
of the playoffs right now. You can look at it either way you 
want to look at it, but we're going to get better. Once we find 

the way, we'll be fine. We'll be a good team; we've got good 
players.” 

Canucks implode in the third period again as their winless 
streak continues 

MILLER BREWING 
Miller’s pair of goals doubled his season total, and it was 
easily last year’s 99-point scorer’s best game this season. It 
came on the night he was shifted back to wing from centre, 
partnered with Bo Horvat. 
“I didn't really feel like I was close, prior to this game, 
producing,” Miller said. “I was nowhere near the puck a lot of 
the game. I wouldn’t say fighting it, but I wasn't that 
comfortable.  I thought today, I mean, we didn't have a ton of 
zone time but I just felt better skating and it opened up. I 
guess it feels good. But, like you said, it's hard to really take 
it in right now without a win in the column. It's pretty 
frustrating.” 
It was a much more endearing evening for Miller than the 
morning had been, as the emotional team leader had his 
angry game face on when asked about the hat trick of 
Canuck jerseys thrown on the ice on Saturday. 
“If they want to throw their shit on the ice, it's up to them,” he 
said of fans. “I'm not worried if people want to come to the 
game, pay all that money and throw their jersey on the ice, 
go ahead. I've got a job to do. I'm worried about beating the 
Hurricanes today and having a good start to the game and 
really trying to come together as a team, not whether people 
want to toss their gear on the ice or not.” 
ENOUGH FOR A SOCCER TEAM 
And in their seventh game, the Canucks used their 
10th defenceman of the season. 
Boudreau revealed after the morning skate that star 
defenceman Quinn Hughes, who missed the end of the 
preseason with illness and then was playing through an 
undisclosed injury, is now out “week to week.” 
The coach applied the same time frame to concussed blue-
liner Travis Dermott, who was injured at practice four weeks 
ago. Defenceman Tucker Poolman, in and out of the lineup 
due to neurological complications from migraines, was 
moved Monday to injured reserve. Depth defenceman Riley 
Stillman (suspected concussion) is also out. Winger Brock 
Boeser is out “day to day” with an undisclosed injury. 
Minor-league defenceman Guillaume Brisebois was recalled 
from the American League and played 15:21, mostly on the 
third pairing with Luke Schenn against the Hurricanes. Jack 
Rathbone played his second NHL game this month 
alongside Kyle Burroughs on the second pair, while 
struggling Oliver Ekman-Larsson, beaten on Aho’s tie-
breaker, played on the top unit with Tyler Myers. 
“When you have injuries, you've got to have the next man up 
and you have to be ready to go,” president of hockey 
operations Jim Rutherford said Saturday. “And I believe if our 
team has a real strong structure, you can play through those 
things. (But) when you start talking about injuries, you're just 
. . . admitting you're a losing team. I don't like it. I don't like 
using that as an excuse. We all have to be better.” 
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Canucks winless through first seven games following loss to Hurricanes 

By Canadian Press 

Bo Horvat couldn't put his frustration into words Monday 
night.  
Yet again his Vancouver Canucks came close. Yet again 
they lost, this time dropping a 3-2 decision to the Carolina 
Hurricanes. 
Vancouver (0-5-2) has now lost seven straight and is the 
only NHL team without a win this season. 
"Night in and night out, losing, it takes a toll on you mentally, 
physically, trying to come from behind the last couple 
games," said Horvat, the team's captain. 
"It's frustrating right now, obviously, and you’ve got to stay 
optimistic. You can't just keep beating yourself up or keep 
feeling sorry for yourself because it's just gonna get worse if 
you do that. So we’ve just got to get ready for the next 
game.” 
The Canucks went into the third period with the score tied 1-
1.  
Once again, a disastrous short stretch proved to be the 
team's undoing, with the 'Canes (4-1-1) scoring twice in 37 
seconds to take the lead.  
Vancouver has been outscored 15-2 in the third across their 
first seven games of the season. 
The group seems to be afraid to push in the final frame, said 
head coach Bruce Boudreau.  
“I'm not a psychiatrist. I mean, sometimes coaches have to 
be. But I think maybe … they don't want to make the 
mistake, to be the one that loses the game," he said. "But in 
effect when you're doing that, that's what you do. You 
become the player that makes the mistake because you 
don't play forward, you're playing waiting.” 
Andrei Svechnikov, Sebastian Aho and Jesper Fast all found 
the back of the net for the Hurricanes, and Brent Burns 
contributed a pair of assists. 
J.T. Miller scored both goals for the Canucks. 
Frederik Andersen made 14 saves for Carolina and 
Vancouver's Thatcher Demko stopped 36 shots. 
Vancouver called a 30-second timeout with 2:20 left on the 
game clock, then pulled Demko in favour of the extra 
attacker but couldn't score the equalizer. 
The Canucks cut the deficit to 3-2 midway through the third 
after a stray puck hit 'Canes forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi and 
Miller picked it up, firing a quick one-timer past Andersen for 
his second goal of the game. 
A pair of quick goals early in the third gave Carolina a 
commanding lead.  
Fast registered his first of the season at the 1:27 mark when 
a pass from Jordan Staal caromed off his skate into 
Vancouver's net to make it 3-1.  
Thirty-seven seconds earlier, Seth Jarvis got a partial 
breakaway and fired a shot at Demko. The goalie made the 
stop but couldn't corral the puck, leaving it unattended in the 

blue paint. Aho sprinted in and popped it into the yawning net 
to give the 'Canes a 2-1 lead 50 seconds into the final 
period. 
The goal extended Aho's point streak to five games. He has 
four goals and five assists across the stretch. 
“He's elite. He's an elite player," Jarvis said of Aho. "You 
expect nothing less from them and it's nice to see to see him 
getting production and scoring a lot and that only helps our 
team win. So any time he's having a good night it usually 
results in wins." 
Carolina briefly appeared to take a 2-0 lead midway through 
the opening frame when Derek Stepan batted a puck in over 
Demko's pad. 
Officials quickly disallowed the goal, citing goalie interference 
by Paul Stastny, whose skate was in the blue paint. The 
Hurricanes challenged the call but a video review upheld the 
ruling and Carolina was handed a delay-of-game penalty.  
Vancouver capitalized with Elias Pettersson moving the puck 
behind the net and whipping it up to Horvat. The captain 
tapped it across the crease to Miller and he tapped it in to tie 
the score 1-1 at the 12:30 mark.  
The Canucks were 1-for-2 on the power play Monday while 
the Hurricanes went 1-for-3.  
The visitors opened the scoring early in the first after Dakota 
Joshua was called for interference on Stastny.  
It took the visitors just 11 seconds to score with the man 
advantage. Necas sent a cross-ice pass to Svechnikov and 
the Russian unleashed a one-timer that beat Demko 6:06 
into the game. 
Svechnikov's goal tied him with Tampa Bay's Steven 
Stamkos for the NHL lead at seven apiece. 
“You've got to have your top guys contributing nightly or it's 
gonna be hard," said Hurricanes head coach Rod 
Brind'Amour. "They come to play every game this year. I'm 
real proud of the group, honestly.  
"I know it's early in the year, but we really come out hard in 
every game and tonight was tough sledding, I felt like we 
were in control but it was a tight game and the guys just keep 
working and we got the two points." 
LOPSIDED SHOT CLOCK 
The 'Canes outshot their hosts 39-16, including 15-3 over the 
third period alone. 
INJURY WOES 
The Canucks added star defenceman Quinn Hughes (lower-
body) to the injured reserve list Monday, while blue liner 
Tucker Poolman (undisclosed) was put on long-term injured 
reserve. Right-winger Brock Boeser and defenceman Riley 
Stillman both missed the game with injuries. 
UP NEXT 
The Canucks visit the Kraken in Seattle on Thursday. The 
Hurricanes will face the New York Islanders in Carolina on 
Friday. 
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Hurricanes’ 2nd Line Dominating Early This Season 

By Jacob Billington 

Just over a week into the NHL season, the Carolina 
Hurricanes have been off to a pretty good start, led by the 
young players, and specifically their second line. Through the 
team’s first five games, Andrei Svechnikov has six goals and 
eight points, Martin Necas has three goals and four assists, 
and Jesperi Kotkaniemi has a pair of assists. 
This line has been dominant at both ends of the ice, and the 
longer they play together, the better they will do. They are 
clearly an important part of the Hurricanes’ hot start, as even 
in the 6-4 loss to the Edmonton Oilers, they still managed to 
collect five points, though they were held off the board in 
Saturday’s 3-2 loss to the Calgary Flames. 
While the trio is typically listed as the second line, Rod 
Brind’Amour has shown that he doesn’t have preferential 
treatment when it comes to deployment. We have seen the 
projected fourth-line play in typical top-six situations, and 
vice versa. For the purposes of this article, I will be referring 
to them as the second line. 

Continuing Their Development 

Svechnikov played the majority of last season with Vincent 
Trocheck and Necas but also split some time on the top line 
with Sebastian Aho. The chemistry has carried over from last 
season with Necas, as they have combined for points on four 
goals together. Kotkaniemi is a bit behind his wingers in 
points, with only two assists so far, but his impact hasn’t 
gone unnoticed. 
Kotkaniemi, who is taking a big step into the second-line 
center spot, currently has a faceoff winning percentage of 
57.3 percent, which is among the league’s best. His 
defensive game has been great, giving Necas and 
Svechnikov more room to thrive in their offensive roles. 
There were a lot of questions about Kotkaniemi and how well 
he would fit into this role before the season started, but so 
far, he has done exactly what is expected of him. 

Advanced Stats Back Them Up 

There has been a Tweet going around the internet lately, 
highlighting some of the top lines around the NHL that have 
30 minutes or more playing time together. There have been 
a few changes to the list, but these stats are as of Sunday 
(Oct. 23) after the game against the Flames. The Hurricanes’ 
second line is listed as the eighth-best line sorted by 
expected goals percentage, according to MoneyPuck. 
Breaking that stat up a bit, following the same time threshold, 
the line has the 15th lowest expected goals against, and 18th 
highest expected goals for. This line has fantastic balance 
with their dominance at both ends of the ice, and each of 
them play a role they are thriving in. 

Throughout their 60 minutes of ice time as a group, they 
have scored four goals, and haven’t allowed any. I know, it is 
only five games into the season, but that is still quite 
impressive given the fact that there is a significant amount of 
ice time together. While the majority of this line’s zone starts 
are in the offensive zone, there have been no struggles on 
the breakout when they do end up on their own end. 
Kotkaniemi has been great at winning the board battles 
above the hash marks and giving one of the wingers a pass 
with speed. 
The Fenwick stat is measured by total unblocked shot 
attempts for or against a player, line, or team. This second 
line has generated 55 unblocked shot attempts, while they 
have only allowed 26, for a Fenwick percentage of 67.9%, 
which ranks fourth among lines with 30 or more minutes 
played together. 

Keys To Keeping the Hot Start Going 

Svechnikov and Necas are both scoring at rates that aren’t 
realistic to keep up over 82 games, but producing elite 
numbers is definitely possible. Svechnikov scored just shy of 
70 points last season, and Necas, who struggled at times 
last year, still put up 40 points. While he was typically set as 
the team’s fourth-line center last year, Kotkaniemi was still 
able to produce 29 points. If he is able to eclipse the 50-point 
mark with this significant ice time boost, management, as 
well as many fans, will be pleased. 
This second line, to continue their success, needs to keep 
Brind’Amour’s trust. There are no indications of that trust 
slipping yet, but if they begin to struggle defensively, or 
Kotkaniemi has a hard time finding the scoresheet, there 
may be a change. Being able to depend on each other to do 
their jobs is part of what makes this line so effective. 
Necas continuing his redemption season is another key 
factor of success for the group. It is starting to become 
apparent that his confidence level has a huge impact on his 
production. If he can continue to produce at a high rate, let’s 
say 60 points or higher, he will be in a great position for 
success. He is in the first season of a two-year, $6 million 
contract, and he is going to be doing everything he can to 
maximize his next deal. 

Playoff Success Could Rely on This Line 

I know, I know. The playoffs are so far away, and lines hardly 
ever stay the way they are 75-plus games down the road, but 
if they can play anywhere close to this level, it’s not 
unrealistic to think this line could stick around. 
The Hurricanes are looking to make an impact in the 
playoffs. This group has shown they have what it takes to get 
there, but the second-round hurdle continues to get in their 
way. The top line with Teuvo Teräväinen, Aho, and Seth 
Jarvis is definitely Brind’Amour’s go-to, but this second-line 
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trio definitely has the capability to take over that role in 
important games. 
I have talked a lot about Kotkaniemi and his defensive play, 
but credit also needs to be given to his wingers. Svechnikov 
has been winning a lot of puck battles in the defensive zone, 

and executing smart breakout passes, while Necas has also 
been a huge part of their transition. As a group, they are able 
to generate offensive possession on the rush, but can also 
win those dump-and-chase battles, which is a huge part of 
what has been making this line so dominant. 

 
 
 

 

Hurricanes Cap Road Trip With Much-Needed Win Over Canucks 

By Brett Finger 

After back-to-back tough losses in Alberta, the Carolina 
Hurricanes looked to close out their five-game Pacific 
Division road trip on a high note. 
Luckily for them, their opponent was the Vancouver 
Canucks, the only team in the NHL still without a win in 
2022-23. After Monday night, they remained winless, and the 
Hurricanes improved to 4-1-1 on the season with a 3-2 win. 
An early interference penalty on Dakota Joshua gave the 
Hurricanes the game’s first power play at 5:55, and they 
didn’t waste much time getting on the board. 
Martin Necas dished a beautiful cross-seam pass to the tape 
of Andrei Svechnikov at the backdoor of the Vancouver net, 
and the red-hot winger continued his goal-scoring rampage. 
Svechnikov’s powerplay tally marked his seventh goal of the 
young season, putting him in a tie for first place with Steven 
Stamkos in NHL goal-scoring. 
Shortly after the opening goal, it looked like the Hurricanes 
had extended their lead to two when Derek Stepan managed 
to sneak a low shot by the pad of Thatcher Demko, but the 
goal was immediately waived off for goalie interference. 
Rod Brind’Amour challenged the call on the ice, but after a 
short review, the no-goal was confirmed. Tough luck turned 
into a sequence of unfortunate events when Vancouver tied 
the game on the ensuing power play. 
J.T. Miller tapped a perfect backdoor pass from Bo Horvat by 
Frederik Andersen to make it a 1-1 game. 
The two clubs remained knotted up at a goal apiece through 
the next 28+ minutes of play. Carolina had two opportunities 
on the power play in the second half of the middle frame, but 
they failed to mount much in the way of scoring chances. 
The offense returned early in period three. 
Seth Jarvis made a great move to the net, creating a scoring 
chance for himself and a rebound for Sebastian Aho, who 
flew in unmarked on the trailer for one of the easiest goals of 
his career to make it 2-1 just 50 seconds into the third. 

37 seconds later, the Canes’ checking line got in on the 
scoring. Jordan Staal sent a puck toward the net, and Jesper 
Fast was there to redirect the shot off of his skate and by 
Demko to double their lead. 
The Hurricanes dominated the first half of their final period 
on the road trip, outshooting the Canucks 9-1 in the first eight 
minutes of the frame. Luck doesn’t always favor the 
dominant, though, and it certainly didn’t when a wild bounce 
resulted in another Vancouver goal to bring the game within 
one. 
A dump-in hit Jesperi Kotkaniemi in the face, redirected 
almost perfectly to the stick of J.T. Miller in the slot, and the 
fourth-year Canuck forward rifled his opportunity right by the 
outstretched glove of Andersen with 8:20 to go in regulation 
time. 
After the flukey goal, what felt like a comfortable lead was 
suddenly anything but. The Canucks started to collect some 
opportunities, though most of them came on the rush and not 
as a result of puck possession in the offensive zone. Very 
few of those chances actually got on the net, thanks to some 
fortunate bounces and the putrid finishing ability you would 
expect out of a 0-4-2 hockey team. 
The Canucks pulled Demko with around 2:20 to go in the 
third period, setting the table for one last attempt from the 
winless home team. They controlled possession and flung 
some pucks on the net, but they were mostly point shots that 
didn’t get through traffic. 
Miller had a great chance for a hat-trick goal on a broken 
play with 30 seconds left, but his shot from the left circle was 
wired high and wide of the net, and the Hurricanes closed 
things out. 
It wasn’t always the way they drew it up, but the Hurricanes 
managed to get out of Western Canada with a big win to 
close out a 3-1-1 road trip. 
The Hurricanes will return home and get a nice break before 
hitting the ice again on Friday against the New York 
Islanders. 
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Canes fend off Vancouver, round out road trip with 3-2 win 

By Bryan Purtle 

The Carolina Hurricanes capped off their West Coast road 
trip in the win column with a 3-2 victory over the Vancouver 
Canucks on Monday, Oct. 24. 
The Canes (4-1-1) outplayed the Canucks (0-5-2) for most of 
the night but didn’t pull away until the third period when a 1-1 
tie quickly became a 3-1 Carolina lead. Center Sebastian 
Aho swooped in a rebound created by center Seth Jarvis for 
the go-ahead goal just 50 seconds into the final period. Right 
wing Jesper Fast padded the lead 37 seconds later. 
“I'm real proud of the group,” said head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour. “Honestly, I know it's early in the year, but 
we've really come out hard every game. Tonight was tough 
sledding — I felt like we were in control, but it was a tight 
game. Guys just kept working, we got the two points. That’s 
what we wanted.” 
With a 39-16 shot advantage on the night, Carolina was 
simply the better team. The second line of right wing Andrei 
Svechnikov and centers Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Martin 
Nečas continued its early-season buzz. Svechnikov scored 
the game’s first goal on the power play. 
However, Fast, left wing Jordan Martinook and center Jordan 
Staal made waves with a big improvement performance for 
the third line. The Staal line generated steady offense and 
stout defense with a 11-5 advantage in Corsi. 
On the defensive end, the Hurricanes were more volatile. 
The top pairing of defensemen Jaccob Slavin and Brent 
Burns was stellar as usual, making several key stops while 

Burns notched two assists. Defensemen Dylan Coghlan and 
Jalen Chatfield also showed out, exhibiting great chemistry 
on their way to a 16-4 Corsi advantage as a pairing. 
“I love how hard we're playing,” Brind’Amour said. “We can 
get better; there's a lot of areas that we're not quite there, but 
it starts with that compete effort. If you have that, you have a 
chance every night. Obviously we have enough skilled 
players that they can make plays. Overall I love that [there 
are] really no passengers in any games.” 
The defensive trouble largely came from defensemen Brady 
Skjei and Brett Pesce on the second pairing, who gave up 
roughly as many shots as they created. Despite this 
inconsistency, goaltender Freddie Andersen put on a solid 
performance in net despite two goals allowed. 
Center Derek Stepan seemingly gave Carolina a 2-0 
advantage midway through the opening period but his goal 
was called back due to goalie interference. Once 
Brind’Amour’s challenge failed, the Hurricanes were charged 
with a delay of game penalty. Canucks center J.T. Miller took 
advantage of the opportunity and slipped away from the 
Canes PK, received a cross-crease pass and slotted 
Vancouver’s opening goal past Andersen. 
Miller ended as Vancouver’s only goalscorer, finding twine 
again with 9:20 left to play. Not enough to pull the Canucks 
back even but certainly enough to make the Canes fans still 
awake on the East Coast sweat right up to the final buzzer. 
The Hurricanes will get a few days to catch their breath 
before returning to Raleigh Friday, Oct. 28 to take on the 
New York Islanders. Puck drop is set for 7 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/3727804/2022/10/25/canucks-hurricanes-contender/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-close-out-road-trip-with-victory-in-vancouver/c-336768354 
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-vancouver-canucks-game-recap/c-336448984 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-jt-miller-seth-jarvis-thatcher-demko-4a4c565b7ca0de11c1da4b25712201ca 
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/were-going-to-get-better-canucks-holding-onto-hope-amidst-continued-losing-streak/ 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/hurricanes-hand-winless-canucks-seventh-straight-loss/ 
https://thehockeywriters.com/hurricanes-second-line-dominating-early-2022-23/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/10/25/23422173/carolina-hurricanes-cap-road-trip-with-much-needed-win-over-vancouver-canucks-
svechnikov-aho-nhl 

https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/canes-fend-off-vancouver-round-out-road-trip-with-3-2-win/article_b594f7c2-542b-11ed-8f5c-
0745fddd310f.html 
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Islanders mirroring last season's team, and that's not good 

 

By Andrew Gross 

 

So far, it’s the same team with the same results. And that hasn’t been a 
good thing for the Islanders. 

Six games into the season, president and general manager Lou 
Lamoriello’s unshakable belief in his core group hasn’t paid dividends. 

The Islanders returned home from their first road trip of the season, a 
two-games-in-22-hours swing through Florida, with their losing streak at 
three. They have three more games left in this challenging stretch 
against five of the NHL’s elite. Next up: The Rangers on Wednesday 
night in the teams’ only meeting at UBS Arena this season. 

“We’re focused on doing as well as we possibly can,” Casey Cizikas said 
before Sunday’s 3-2 loss to the Panthers in a quote that could have 
come from last season. “We are focused on how we have to play to be 
successful. Getting pucks in deep, playing fast and making it hard on the 
other team. Playing as a team. When you do that, you’re going to have 
more success than not.” 

The issues on Sunday, in Saturday’s 5-3 loss to the Lightning and 
especially in Thursday’s 4-1 loss to the visiting Devils were eerily similar 
to last season, when the Islanders missed the playoffs by 16 points and 
got coach Barry Trotz fired. 

The Islanders (2-4-0) looked way too slow against the Devils. They 
quickened the pace this past weekend but made too many mental errors 
against the Lightning and Panthers. 

They created only one high-danger chance skating five-on-five against 
the Panthers, per Natural Stat Trick, and many of the players being 
counted on to produce offensively have yet to do so. 

There has been an aggregate of zero goals from centers Mathew Barzal, 
Brock Nelson, Jean-Gabriel Pageau and Cizikas. Kyle Palmieri has one 
assist through six games and Josh Bailey, who was a healthy scratch 
against the Lightning, has no points in five games. Anthony Beauvillier, 
who played five games in the top six with two goals and one assist, was 
a healthy scratch on Sunday. 

New coach Lane Lambert has yet to find the right line combinations. 
Barzal still needs linemates who can properly complement his unique 
skating and playmaking abilities. 

The Islanders insisted that last season’s disappointment was an 
aberration fueled by a COVID-impacted schedule and roster. 

There were 21 returnees out of the 23 on the opening night roster. Only 
defenseman Alexander Romanov, acquired from the Canadiens for the 
13th overall pick, and bottom-six forward Nikita Soshnikov, who signed 
as a free agent to return from the KHL, were new to the team. 

“We have urgency every day,” Lambert said. “The urgency is high.” 

That’s fine. But the real issue is making sure the execution level is high. 

Notes & quotes: The Islanders will honor longtime hockey historian, 
author and former MSG Networks analyst Stan Fischler by bestowing his 
name on the UBS Arena press box during a pregame ceremony on 
Wednesday . . . The Islanders did not practice on Monday. 

Newsday LOADED: LOADED: 10.25.2022 
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Islanders to Name UBS Press Level After Legendary Hockey Historian 
Stan Fischler  

 

Stefen Rosner 

 

It was 1972. The New York Islanders, along with the Atlanta Flames, 
entered the NHL to bring the legal total to sixteen teams. The new Long 
Island team needed coverage, and a 40-year-old reporter Stan Fischler 
was on the scene. 

Almost 50 years later, the now 90-year-old Stan Fischler continues to 
cover the New York Islanders although he “retired” back in 2019. But a 
man like Stan Fischler, one of the greatest, if not the greatest hockey 
historian of all time, can’t and truly won’t ever walk away from the game. 

He stepped away from work in order to spend time with his children and 
grandchildren, as he currently resides in Israel. 

Despite the major time difference, Stan Fischler can still be found 
tweeting about the Islanders, as well as sharing his stories on NHL.com 
with his column “Maven Memories.” 

Due to his hard work and dedication to the sport, particularly his 
coverage of the New York Islanders, he will now be immortalized at UBS 
Arena for as long as the building stands. 

On Wednesday, ahead of the New York Islanders’ matchup with the 
rivaled New York Rangers, the press box will be named the Stan Fischler 
Press Level. Co-owner Jon Ledecky, along with former New York 
Islanders captain and legend Denis Potvin will speak at the ceremony, 
which will occur at 6:30 on the main press box level. 

The legendary journalist worked for MSG Networks, being a part of the 
first-ever telecast of the Islanders on the network back in 1975. He has 
written over 100 books, and has won Emmy Awards for his work. 

I was fortunate enough to meet Stan Fischler at UBS Arena last season 
when he celebrated his 90th birthday. It was like talking to a hockey god, 
as he was telling stories from way back when, as if it was yesterday. 
From anyone I have ever talked to about Fischler, they say he is one of 
the nicest and most respectful humans they have ever met. 

Congratulations in advance for the best there ever was in this field. 

The fact that he is not in the Hall of Fame is a mystery. 

NYI Hockey Now LOADED: 10.25.2022 
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Lambert Has 'No Concern The Right Pieces Are Here' as Lineup 
Changes Bring Same Result  

 

Stefen Rosner 

 

SUNRISE, FL–Hop on the Long Island Merry-Go-Round. Over the last 
three games, New York Islanders head coach Lane Lambert has shuffled 
his lineup, whether it be line combinations or personnel, to try and spark 
his group and get a winning result. 

The decisions have not panned out. 

In Thursday’s 4-2 embarrassing loss to the New Jersey Devils, Lambert 
changed up his lines in the third period as he tried to spark something 
with his club down 2-0 at that point. 

Oliver Wahlstrom, who was promoted to the Islanders’ second line, with 
Brock Nelson and Anders Lee, after a dominant two-goal performance 
against the San Jose Sharks, found himself back on the third line with 
Jean-Gabriel Pageau and Josh Bailey. 

Lee skated with Mat Barzal and Kyle Palmieri, with Lee scoring late in the 
third. Brock Nelson skated with Josh Bailey and Anthony Beauvillier. 

But those in-game moves did not do enough. 

Then on Saturday night, Lane Lambert elected to scratch veteran forward 
Josh Bailey in favor of the speedy Nikita Soshnikov against the Tampa 
Bay Lightning, a team on the second of a back-to-back. 

Soshnikov, who skated with Pageau and Wahlstrom, failed to provide the 
spark for the New York Islanders. The spark went to the Bolts, as 
Soshnikov had a costly turnover late in the second period that led to a 
Nick Paul goal with a second on the clock to give the Lightning a 4-2 lead 
heading into the third period. 

SIMPLY HAD TO DO IT TO 'EM   pic.twitter.com/EBQl0eqMcE 

— Tampa Bay Lightning (@TBLightning) October 23, 2022 

The Islanders made it a 4-3 game but could not climb all the way back 
before ultimately losing 5-3. 

“Oh, we just needed to get a spark, and it was a good opportunity to put 
Soshnikov in the lineup,” Lambert said following that contest as the 
reason for his move. 

On what he needs to see Bailey do better to be in the lineup: “That 
doesn’t really have anything to do with it.” 

On Sunday night, Josh Bailey was back in the lineup, and Soshnikov 
took his place amongst the scratches. But another Islanders forward was 
out of the lineup as Anthony Beauvillier, fresh off a goal, was scratched. 
Ross Johnston made his season debut alongside Pageau and 
Wahlstrom on the third line. 

The belief was that Anthony Beauvillier might have been banged up, as 
after he scored against the Lightning, he crashed hard into the boards 
and was slow to get up. He did finish the game, but maybe something 
was ailing him. 

After the game, Lambert shared that the scratching of Beauvillier was a 
coach’s decision. 

Beauvillier had two goals and one assist through the Islanders’ first five 
games. 

Johnston, like Soshnikov, did not have a good game when given a 
chance, as he took an elbowing penalty six minutes into the game after 
the Islanders had already been on the kill. When he was on the ice, the 
Panthers outshot the Islanders 6-2, scoring a goal. 

Following the game, Lambert shared why he went with Johnston. 

“Physical game. Physical player.” 

23-year-old Kieffer Bellows has not been given the opportunity to play 
after playing a limited role in the opening night loss to the Florida 
Panthers, which Lambert said was due to the abundance of special team 
minutes in that one–with Bellows not playing on either the power play or 
penalty kill. 

We asked again if Bellows had done something to not get a chance while 
the Islanders’ struggles continued. 

“No.” 

Three games. Three different decisions. Three losses. 

New York Islanders captain Anders Lee spoke about the lineup shuffles 
on this skid. 

“[Lane’s] trying to get guys going and find lines that are being productive 
out there,” Lee said. “And just, kind of, I think, what you would expect 
when things aren’t going completely the right way.” 

Now, there is optimism that the Islanders are close to figuring it out. 

“We did a lot of good things. Our game is going in the right direction,” Lee 
said. “We’re not getting the results right now, so we got to find a way to 
stick with it, push through this and be ready to go for Wednesday.” 

Lambert also believes, despite the results, that his team is close to 
figuring things out. 

“I think we’re close. But at the same time, we’ve got to lock it down here 
soon.” 

And looking at the last three games, there’s no question the Islanders 
have been better. But this is a league based on results, and despite the 
uptick in performances over their last two contests, zero points are zero 
points. 

The first-year bench boss also shared that his team has “a ton of 
urgency,” but that urgency doesn’t seem to be there at the beginning of 
games. 

Although the Islanders are not looking backward to the nightmarish 2021-
22 season, there is an understanding of how difficult it is to dig out of an 
early season hole, and the Islanders cannot afford to have that happen 
again. 

Although Lambert believes that the right pieces are here, he needs more 
out of his players than he is getting. 

Veterans on the backend are coughing up pucks directly leading to goals. 
Veterans with prime scoring chances are not coming through, and that 
sense of urgency that Lambert spoke about does not seem to be there. 

The players coming into the lineup are not providing the spark that the 
Islanders need, and while Lane Lambert decisions are being questioned 
by the fan base, he’s trying to do anything he can to find an answer. 

This is a group that has proven in the past that they can play a much 
better game than what we are seeing, but with what happened last 
season, the same issues have plagued them despite a new coach and 
updated system. 

Credit to Lambert for taking NHL staples out of the lineup early in the 
season. He has a sense of urgency, that’s for sure. 
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Postgame Mailbag: Islanders Losing Streak Continues, Same Mistakes 
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Stefen Rosner 

 

The New York Islanders failed to collect a point on their Florida trip, 
losing 5-3 to the Tampa Bay Lightning on Saturday night before a 3-2 
loss to the Florida Panthers on Sunday night. Although the effort was not 
as bad as we saw in the Thursday night 5-2 loss to the New Jersey 
Devils, the continued struggles are concerning. 

Here’s your NYI Hockey Now Postgame Mailbag: 

Do you think the Islanders will make a trade at some point if they don’t 
improve? (@BryanWolfe20) 

I think the trade talk may be a bit premature just six games in the NHL 
season. Now, if things don’t turn around over the next month or so, I think 
general manager Lou Lamoriello will start looking around and seeing 
what the market is for some of his players. Lamoriello thinks very highly 
of the young players in the system, so If he believes they are ready to 
help the Islanders, I think we could see a few prospects get a chance. 
But if the Islanders turn things around but are still in need of some 
support, most likely on the offensive side of the puck, this would be the 
season to get the goal scorer this team has been longing for. 

How much of this is actually on Lane? Right now, much of it feels on Lou. 
(@jonnymax) 

Like any NHL coach, Lane Lambert has to work with what he has. 
General manager Lou Lamoriello showed faith in his group by not moving 
anyone at the 2022 NHL Trade Deadline and not making any moves this 
past offseason to bring in a goal scorer. As you can see with the line 
tinkering, and the in-game adjustments, Lambert is doing everything he 
can to help right the ship. 

Just nothing is working. 

Effort and compete level. Where did it go? Why is it lacking? They can 
beat bad teams but can’t beat good teams. Also, they are playing from 
behind constantly. That goes back to compete level. (@jeffrey_melcer) 

There are multiple ways to lose at the NHL level. As we saw on Thursday 
with a lack of effort and on Saturday and Sunday, stronger efforts but 
mental mistakes. This Islanders team, given their offense, cannot be 
trailing in games on a nightly basis. I don’t think their compete level has 
been an issue the last two nights, but it certainly was against New 
Jersey. It’s concerning when you see players puck-watching or see 
veterans making rookie mistakes. 

Barzal is disappointing for a $9.1M player… Not a scoring threat. Looks 
pretty one-dimensional. Can’t even use his speed or strength to create 
chances for himself. (@JPDSalzar) 

At $9.1 million a season, Mathew Barzal needs to be noticeable every 
night. That does not mean he has to be a point-per-game player, but he 
needs to be a threat when on the ice. There have already been a few 
games this season where he did not stand out and when you have his 
speed and kill, he needs to be causing panic in the offensive zone. He 
has been strong in the defensive zone, getting back to break up plays, 
but as we saw against the Tampa Bay Lightning, he is still holding back 
from shooting when high-scoring opportunities present themselves. 

They can beat non-playoff teams and cannot keep up with playoff teams. 
(@HandsomeRick) 

In order to make the Stanley Cup Playoffs, you need to take care of 
business against the weaker teams and steal some games against the 
elite franchises. So far this season, the Islanders have dominated the 
weaker teams, in the Anaheim Ducks and San Jose Sharks, but have 
struggled to get results against the Tampa Bay Lightning, the Florida 
Panthers (times two), and the New Jersey Devils, which was an 
opponent and game that should have had a different result. 

Last season, the New York Islanders struggled against the good teams 
and were not good enough against the bad teams. 

There’s little room for error in the tough Metropolitan Division and 
Eastern Conference, so if you are not going to beat the elite teams, you 
have to beat the bad teams, and that might not even be enough. 

They haven’t looked good at all, but honestly, what did people think their 
record would be through these 6 games? 3-3?@MattB2475) 

If you looked at the Islanders schedule heading into the season, their first 
six games, one could argue that they should have at least had three wins 
and possibly steal a point or two against one of the stronger teams, at 
least a winning record or at the very least a .500 record (3-2-1, 3-3-0). 
But that loss to New Jersey hurt their ability to do that. 

It will never happen, but man, would it be fun to watch Raty, Dufour, 
Barzy, Wally, Dobson, and Sorokin…right now while they’re young. 
(@holidaymatinee) 

The Bridgeport Islanders are on an absolute roll right now, winners of 
four straight. William Dufour has two goals and is skating on the top line 
with Aatu Räty and Simon Holmstrom, as all three look strong. Ruslan 
Ishkahkov looks dominant with six points in four games too. You are 
looking at the future there, at least two of the three, and with Barzal’s 
long-termers deal and the likelihood that Oliver Wahlstrom, Noah 
Dobson, and Ilya Sorokin will be around for the foreseeable future, 
eventually, these players should all be playing together with the New 
York Islanders. 

But there is zero point in rushing prospects up. 

However, if things start to get ugly here, we could very well see some 
call-ups. 

Here are the New York Islanders Stories to Know For Today: 

The New York Islanders started off slow yet again, which allowed the 
Florida Panthers to score two in the first, ultimately winning 3-2. The 
Islanders have now lost their third-straight contest and are 2-4-0 on the 
season. New York Islanders. 

The Bridgeport Islanders (4-1-0) recorded their fourth straight win 
Sunday afternoon, as they defeated the Hartford Wolfpack (0-2-1-1) by a 
score of 5-2. But despite their modest win streak, the Bridgeport 
Islanders are not satisfied. Bridgeport Islanders. 
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Philadelphia gives Oskar Lindblom, former Flyer and cancer survivor, a 
hero’s welcome home 

 

Giana Han 

7-9 minutes 

 

As Oskar Lindblom waved to the crowd at the Wells Fargo Center on 
Sunday night, he tapped his heart. While this time Lindblom was wearing 
a San Jose Sharks jersey and not a Flyers one, Philadelphia will always 
be a part of him. 

“[I was] just trying to tell them they meant so much to me during my time 
here,” Lindblom said. “I just want to show my love to them.” 

Lindblom didn’t just live in and represent the city for five years as a Flyer, 
he also battled and beat cancer here, becoming both a local and national 
inspiration. Sunday marked Lindblom’s first game against his former 
team after signing a two-year deal with the Sharks this summer. 

Unfortunately, the Sharks, playing on the second night of a back-to-back, 
arrived in Philadelphia from Newark, N.J., too late Saturday night for 
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Lindblom to meet friends or go to favorite spots — he misses the city’s 
food scene and hopes to return to his favorite restaurants soon. 

When Lindblom arrived at the Wells Fargo Center, it felt weird to walk the 
visiting team’s path. Nonetheless, he expressed excitement and hope 
that he could beat his former teammates. 

Lindblom was greeted during warmups with welcome home signs and 
even a kid with a Sharks logo taped on his Flyers jersey. Purple “Hockey 
Fights Cancer” and Lindblom jerseys peppered the crowd. Ahead of the 
game, doctors Kristy Weber and Stephen Kovach, who were part of his 
care team at Penn Medicine, banged the Flyers’ drum. And when he 
lined up for his first faceoff against the Flyers, he received a playful 
shove from former teammate Travis Konecny. 

The game commenced, but during a stoppage 7 minutes, 22 seconds in, 
the scoreboard lit up with a tribute video to Lindblom and fans gave him a 
standing ovation. Weber, sporting her signed Lindblom jersey, sat in the 
front row of her suite to capture the moment as Lindblom climbed off the 
bench to circle the ice and salute Philly right back. 

“I didn’t know they had a video for me, so it was good,” Lindblom said. 
“Emotional. And just the passion they have and the love they show for 
me, it’s incredible.” 

A rare diagnosis, a high-profile battle 

On Dec. 10, 2019, Lindblom was diagnosed with Ewing’s sarcoma, a rare 
form of bone cancer made even more unusual because of Lindblom’s 
age. Ewing’s sarcoma is most commonly found in children and 
teenagers. Lindblom was 23 at the time of his diagnosis. 

The survival rate for Ewing’s sarcoma is 70%, but if the cancer spreads, 
it drops to 15-30%. It is treated with chemotherapy, surgery, or radiation, 
and then more chemotherapy. 

As part of his care team, Weber and Kovach were initially impressed by 
Lindblom the professional athlete. They were also impressed he was a 
normal person — personality-wise, at least. 

Every day that Lindblom would come in, he would sit in the waiting room 
with everyone else. He never asked for special treatment. Instead, he 
gave it to others, always showing kindness to the staff and finding time to 
talk to others going through similar battles. He may have been going 
through the toughest battle of his life — for his life — but he remained 
“incredibly calm and stoic,” Kovach said. 

Physically, Lindblom was a different case, altogether. They rarely get to 
treat professional athletes, Weber said, so they don’t work with patients 
who are in the type of condition he is in. They also don’t have to return 
their patients to such a physically demanding “normal life.” 

“When you treat patients, what you really want to see is them go back to 
live their life as they want to live it, and for Oskar that was playing hockey 
in the NHL,” Kovach said. 

Chemotherapy wore Lindblom’s body down, but they saw him continue to 
try to stay in shape and keep up his nutrition. Then came surgery, with 
Weber, the director of the Penn Medicine sarcoma program, working to 
remove the cancer, and Kovach, also handling the reconstructive 
surgery. 

“Normally, when Steve puts someone back together, they’re not going 
back out on professional hockey ice, so we had to be sure that this is 
going to be able to withstand crashing into the glass,” Weber said. “So I 
think Steve put his number one Kevlar reconstruction in there, so he can 
play hockey.” 

Lindblom’s physical fitness helped push him through another round of 
chemotherapy and helped him recover faster. He was so focused on 
playing hockey, Weber said it almost seemed like it didn’t matter what 
they did to him. Lindblom returned to the ice on Sept. 30, 2020, just nine 
months after his diagnosis. Kovach had no worries about him playing 
following his reconstruction, although he joked that he won’t tell where it 

is so opponents don’t know. Weber was there that night taking 
approximately 300 photos. 

Working with cancer patients, Kovach and Weber see incredible bravery 
every day. Lindblom, however, stands out because of the widespread 
impact of his battle. He ultimately won the NHL’s Masterton Trophy for 
his perseverance and has become one of the faces of “Hockey Fights 
Cancer.” 

“I think people who are going to treatment for cancer really want to know 
that someone’s been through this,” Kovach said. “Oskar was an 
incredibly visible example of that for the city of Philadelphia.” 

Lindblom was especially popular among Weber’s patients who were 
children. 

Swimming with the Sharks 

Lindblom’s first full season back after cancer, he scored 14 points in 50 
games, a far cry from the 18 points he tallied in 30 games before his 
diagnosis. But that was to be expected. 

The following year, he showed improvement with 26 points in 79 games 
(0.32 ppg). But in July, the Flyers bought out the remaining year of the 
fan favorite’s $9 million contract in what general manager Chuck Fletcher 
described as a “very difficult” decision. 

“To be honest, I mean, I didn’t expect it,” Lindblom said. “At the same 
time, it’s a business, so can’t really do much about that. You just have to 
try and keep grinding.” 

Despite moving to San Jose and to “a different climate than here,” he has 
kept his ties with Philadelphia, especially his care team. 

“They were great to me, so I don’t really want to change them,” Lindblom 
said. 

While Lindblom has rung the bell and is cancer free, he will still have to 
go in for yearly checkups to make sure the cancer hasn’t returned. 
Weber said they breathe easier once their patients hit the five-year 
cancer-free mark. 

Lindblom is almost three years cancer free and his health keeps 
improving. Last season, he said he continuously felt stronger, and this 
season he said his testing was much improved. 

Lindblom has been playing as the left wing on the Sharks’ fourth line. He 
has three points (all assists), tied for the third on the team, and has 
played in seven of the team’s eight games. 

Sunday night against his former teammates, he contributed on both the 
power play and the penalty kill and finished plus-1. Lindblom also battled 
hard against the likes of Travis Sanheim and Ivan Provorov. 

After the Sharks’ 3-0 win, Lindblom walked out of the Wells Fargo Center 
victorious, as he had hoped. But first, he made sure to stop and sign 
jerseys while his former teammates lined up along the walls of the 
hallway, patiently waiting to welcome their brother home. 

Just like Philadelphia will always be in Lindblom’s heart, Lindblom will 
always be a sign of hope and resilience in the city regardless of the logo 
he’s wearing on his chest. 
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Tortorella makes a point as Flyers come back to earth with loss to Sharks 

 

Jordan Hall6-7 minutes 
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Before Sunday night's game, Tony DeAngelo talked about not getting too 
high on a 4-1-0 start to the season. 

"It's only five games in, so it really doesn't mean anything," the Flyers' 
defenseman said. "A lot of people go by five-game stretches; I'm not one 
of those people. It's a good start. A ton of room for improvement, which is 
a good thing. So you're sitting at 4-1, but knowingly, lots of room for 
improvement." 

In other words, it's a long season and things can change quickly in this 
game. 

The Flyers saw that with a 3-0 loss to the Sharks at the Wells Fargo 
Center. The night prior, the club beat the Predators to cap a 2-1-0 road 
trip, which was highlighted by a come-from-behind victory over the 
Lightning. 

Coming home, with the World Series-bound Phillies partying across the 
street, the Flyers (4-2-0) were blanked for the first time this season. 

Kevin Hayes and Travis Konecny had their ice time cut significantly in the 
third period. Neither player saw the ice and each finished the game with 
under 12 and a half minutes played. 

"I'm just going to keep that in the room," John Tortorella said of the 
reasoning behind both players being benched. 

What were his overall thoughts on the game? 

"Our whole performance, it sucked," the head coach said. 

The Sharks (2-6-0) picked up their first regulation win. San Jose finished 
things off on an empty-net goal with 3:54 minutes left. 

• Tortorella was clearly trying to make a point by not playing Hayes and 
Konecny during the final stanza. 

They've been two of the Flyers' best players. Hayes came in with eight 
points through five games, while Konecny had four goals. 

Sitting them is not solely about those two players. It's very much about 
making an example of your best players. 

That could be Tortorella's motive, that if somebody doesn't play the right 
way, they can sit. Even the go-to guys who have played well. 

"We weren't playing good enough," Konecny said. "I was on [the ice] for 
both goals." 

• The Flyers nearly had a 1-0 lead in the second period with a Joel 
Farabee goal. However, Sharks head coach David Quinn challenged the 
goal, claiming the Flyers were offside. The play was in fact offside, 
resulting in Farabee's goal being taken away. 

Tortorella's club seemed to lose some momentum and a struggling San 
Jose team found life. 

Over two minutes later, the Sharks grabbed the 1-0 advantage with a 
goal from Erik Karlsson. Then, with 1:31 left in the middle frame, Steven 
Lorentz redirected a shot past Felix Sandstrom to extend San Jose's lead 
to 2-0. 

The Flyers had just two power play opportunities, one of them in the third 
period, but couldn't capitalize. 

"Our record's still pretty good," Konecny said. "We've been working hard. 
Obviously we don't want to lose like that. I don't think it changes 
everything, we're still a good hockey team, we're still going to bounce 
back, we're going to play hard every night. 

"That was definitely not a reflection of how we play our game. I think in 
the third period, that was more of our style, we were coming at them, we 
were getting pucks in and working hard. So if there's one thing you can 
take from it, it's the third." 

• The club lost James van Riemsdyk with under seven minutes left in the 
first period. 

The big winger blocked a shot and was unable to return to the game. 
There was no immediate word on his status. Tortorella didn't have an 
update postgame. 

Losing van Riemsdyk for any period of time would be costly for the 
Flyers. They're already without Cam Atkinson (upper body) and Owen 
Tippett (upper body) on the wing. Atkinson has yet to make his season 
debut and Tippett was injured in the first period of the season. 

Van Riemsdyk entered Sunday with five points (two goals, three assists) 
and a plus-5 rating through five games. 

Along with Atkinson and Tippett, defenseman Rasmus Ristolainen (lower 
body) remained out. 

• In his second start of the season, Sandstrom made 22 saves on 24 
shots. 

Carter Hart made 31 saves Saturday night in Nashville, Tennessee, 
leading the Flyers to a 3-1 win. 

"I'm not going to look by the good week they had prior to tonight's game," 
Tortorella said, acknowledging his team's positive road trip. "We won't 
see them tomorrow (off day), we'll get a couple of good days of practice 
and get back at it again." 

Sharks netminder James Reimer turned away 30 Flyers shots for the 
shutout. 

• Oskar Lindblom, an adored and admired player in Philadelphia, 
returned to the Wells Fargo Center for the first time as a visitor. 

The Swedish winger became beloved in the city amid his courageous 
battle with cancer. Lindblom had his life and career rocked in December 
2019, when he was diagnosed with Ewing's sarcoma, a rare form of 
cancer that occurs in bones or in the soft tissue around the bones. 

He missed the remainder of the 2019-20 regular season as he fought for 
his life. After completing his radiation treatments in July 2020, he 
remarkably returned to the Flyers' lineup for two games during the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs that September. 

Lindblom, a 2014 fifth-round draft pick who developed into an impactful 
player, had the final year of his three-year contract bought out by the 
Flyers in July. He played five years in Philadelphia. 

During a first-period stoppage, the Flyers played a video tribute for 
Lindblom on the Jumbotron. The 26-year-old received a standing ovation 
from fans as he saluted the crowd and his former teammates. 

• The Flyers have three days before their next game. They host the 
Panthers on Thursday (7 p.m. ET/NBCSP). 

Florida handed the Flyers their other loss, a 4-3 decision last 
Wednesday. 
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Dominant second period carries the Capitals to a victory in New Jersey 

 

Samantha Pell 

 

NEWARK — The Washington Capitals put on a clinic in the second 
period Monday night at Prudential Center, filling up the score sheet with 
four goals against the overwhelmed New Jersey Devils. 

The Capitals found their rhythm as they scored at even strength (twice), 
on the power play and shorthanded. They struck quickly and with 
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precision by taking advantage of Devils mistakes, and they parlayed that 
middle-period dominance into a 6-3 win, their fourth in five games. 

Still, the Capitals (4-3-0) almost let this one slip away in the final frame. 

With Washington up 5-1, New Jersey (3-3-0) scored twice — goals by 
Tomas Tatar and Jesper Bratt — to cut the Capitals’ lead in half. Gaining 
confidence, the Devils kept applying pressure, and Capitals Coach Peter 
Laviolette had to call a timeout after Bratt’s goal to settle his team. 

It worked. With less than five minutes left, Aliaksei Protas gave the 
Capitals some breathing room with the team’s sixth goal on an odd-man 
rush with Anthony Mantha. It was the 21-year-old’s first of the season. 

Getting a boost from backup goalie Charlie Lindgren with 38 saves, 
Washington held off New Jersey’s final push and earned its second win 
in a row. It was Lindgren’s first win with Washington in his second 
appearance. 

“Chuckie today was unstoppable,” captain Alex Ovechkin said. 

Garnet Hathaway started the second-period surge at 9:16 with a shot 
from the left circle that put the Capitals up 2-1. It was his first goal of the 
season and the fourth line’s second of the game. 

Conor Sheary doubled the lead with a shorthanded tally off a brutal 
Devils giveaway 47 seconds later. Ovechkin then got in on the fun, 
scoring a power-play goal from his signature spot in the left circle at 
17:14, before defenseman Nick Jensen added the Capitals’ fifth goal 33 
seconds later with a shot from the point that hit the post and went in. 

“It was kind of a snowball effect,” said Sheary, with four goals the 
Capitals’ leading scorer. “... We are getting [scoring] all throughout our 
lineup. Our top line and our power play is scoring. Our fourth line is 
scoring. Whenever you can get that secondary scoring, it is always going 
to help you win.” 

Ovechkin’s goal was his third of the season and the 783rd of his career. 
He is 19 goals from passing Gordie Howe for second on the NHL’s all-
time list. Monday’s goal also was the 122nd game-winner of his career, 
pushing him past Howe for second on that all-time list. Jaromir Jagr is 
first with 135. 

“It is pretty cool to be in the company to pass those legends,” Ovechkin 
said. “It is a pretty cool moment.” 

Devils goalie Mackenzie Blackwood allowed five goals on 18 shots; he 
was pulled in favor of former Capitals netminder Vitek Vanecek (three 
saves) to start the third period. 

The game was fairly even in the first 20 minutes. Nathan Bastian found 
his own rebound at 4:49 to give the Devils the lead. The Capitals’ Nic 
Dowd tied it at 10:46 on a snap shot from the right ride. Beck Malenstyn, 
making his season debut, gave Dowd a sharp feed from behind the net 
for the primary assist. It was Dowd’s second goal in as many games. 

Lars Eller and Dylan Strome added two assists apiece. John Marino had 
two helpers for New Jersey. 

Washington continues a stretch of four games away from home with a 
Thursday night visit to the Dallas Stars. 

Here’s what else to know about the Capitals’ win: 

Malenstyn draws in 

Malenstyn was recalled from the American Hockey League’s Hershey 
Bears last week when winger Connor Brown suffered a long-term lower-
body injury. Malenstyn had one goal in 12 games for Washington last 
season as a rookie but spent most of the year with Hershey, notching 10 
goals and six assists in 65 games. 

The 24-year-old was in Monday’s lineup over winger Joe Snively, who 
has appeared in two games this season. Snively got 8:16 of ice time in 
Saturday’s win over Los Angeles and recorded two shots on goal. 

Laviolette said before the game that Malenstyn “fits the mold” of the 
fourth-line winger that Washington needed and that it was time to give 
him a chance. Malenstyn’s assist on Dowd’s goal was his first in the 
NHL. He appeared to mesh well on the fourth line with Dowd and 
Hathaway, with his physicality a welcome asset against the young, 
speedy Devils. 

“It is almost like that role is built for him,” Laviolette said after the win. 
“That is his game. He’s a checker, he’s a defender, and he can chip in 
offensively. He did everything that we asked him to do.” 

Laviolette on McMichael 

Center Connor McMichael again was a healthy scratch, raising further 
questions about whether the 21-year-old would be better served playing 
20-plus minutes per game for Hershey. Laviolette addressed that 
Monday morning. 

“There were times where I thought he looked really good — some of 
those games were at center,” Laviolette said. “There’s times when I think 
young players need to continue to work on their game. … He’s a good 
kid who works hard every day. When we have used him, he’s played 
well.” 

The 2019 first-round pick has appeared in just one game this season, 
skating 8:33 in Thursday’s loss at Ottawa. 

Catching up with Vanecek 

Monday was the first time Vanecek faced his former teammates. 
Washington traded Vanecek and a draft pick to the Devils in July for a 
pair of picks. New Jersey then signed him to a three-year, $10.2 million 
contract. The 26-year-old had been a restricted free agent with arbitration 
rights. 

Drafted in the second round in 2014, Vanecek posted a 41-22-10 record 
with the Capitals. Both he and Ilya Samsonov exited in the offseason 
when the Capitals decided to start over in goal, signing starter Darcy 
Kuemper and Lindgren to replace them. 

With the Devils, Vanecek is serving in a backup role to Blackwood and 
had played in one game before Monday’s third-period appearance. He 
said he got a chance to catch up with Capitals defenseman Martin 
Fehervary on Sunday night, when they dined at a steakhouse. 
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Lindgren remains stout in net despite 11 days between starts 

 

Matt Weyrich 

 

The Capitals made it no secret coming into this season that they saw 
Darcy Kuemper as their clear-cut No. 1 goalie for the 2022-23 campaign. 
They signed him to a five-year, $26.25 million deal in free agency to be 
the guy for them in net and, through the first 12 days of the season, 
they’ve leaned on him as such. 

Kuemper started five of the Capitals’ first six games before ceding the 
crease to backup Charlie Lindgren for Monday’s road contest against the 
New Jersey Devils. Lindgren went 11 days between outings after making 
his own team debut Oct. 13. Despite the inconsistent usage, he turned 
away 38 of 41 shots to earn his first Capitals victory in a 6-3 win for 
Washington. 

“It’s not that hard,” Lindgren said on Capitals Postgame Live of staying 
fresh between starts. “Just because we put some really good work in in 
practice. [Goalie coach Scott Murray] does a great job with me. Pretty 
much every day I come to the rink, I compete as hard as I can, I try to get 
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better and so I try to stay fresh. It’s all about habits so I think I have pretty 
good habits.” 

In both of his starts, Lindgren has faced a high volume of shots against 
with an even 80 between the two games. Any rust on the part of Lindgren 
could’ve made for a more difficult evening and turned the Capitals’ 
comfortable win over New Jersey into a nail-biter. 

“I like feeling the puck and obviously they came out flying,” Lindgren said. 
“That’s a really good team. They’re fast. We talked about how fast they 
are before the game, really good off the rush so it’s a heck of a hockey 
team. It’s a heck of a win for our group.” 

While Kuemper is certainly in play to be the Capitals’ first goalie to start 
60 or more games since Braden Holtby in 2016-17, Lindgren will also 
likely set a new career high in games started. He has only once started 
more than 10 games in a campaign — 14 with the Montreal Canadiens in 
2017-18. He signed a three-year, $3.3 million deal this offseason after 
impressing in spurts for the St. Louis Blues last season and putting up 
strong numbers with their AHL affiliate. 

That contract could prove to be a steal should Lindgren carry over the 
success he’s had in small sample sizes to date in his NHL career. It 
could also be valuable insurance should Kuemper, who’s dealt with 
several injuries the last few seasons, miss any time this year or beyond. 

For now, Lindgren is in a No. 2 role playing on and off depending on his 
team’s schedule. There’s no goalie controversy in Washington, but the 
Capitals’ backup is off to a strong start to his career in D.C. 
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Outing vs. Devils showcases Caps’ 4th line dominance 

 

Bijan Todd 

 

It’s typical for an NHL team’s fourth line to be the least offensively gifted 
bunch of players on the squad. They often provide physicality and a 
much-needed rest and energy boost to the bell cows on the top two lines. 

For the Washington Capitals, the fourth line does all of the above, and 
then some. 

Monday night’s 6-3 victory over the New Jersey Devils showcased the 
sheer dominance Washington’s fourth line has deomstrated thus far this 
season. The trio of Beck Malenstyn (a 24-year-old winger who was 
making his season debut), Nic Dowd and Garnet Hathaway put up a 
grand total of four points in the victory. 

Monday's performance was nothing new for that line. In whatever 
combination of players Peter Laviolette has grouped on that unit, the 
Caps’ fourth line has put up six goals across the team’s seven games in 
2022-23. When asked about that efficiency, Hathaway was quick to note 
what still must improve. 

“I mean, I think we’re still giving up too many goals against,” Hathaway 
said postgame. “I think that’s one thing we’re gonna focus on. It’s nice to 
contribute, but I think we need to clean up in our own zone and then we’ll 
keep getting our chances. But once we lock up our own zone we’ll be 
more effective.” 

Perhaps the biggest testimony as to how fluid the fourth line has been 
this season was the integration of Malenstyn on Monday in New Jersey. 
He got his first taste of action all season for the Caps after appearing in 
just 12 games last year. 

It was Malenstyn who first catalyzed Washington’s offense against the 
Devils. Picking up a loose puck that had been driven into the zone by 

Hathaway, Malenstyn laced a one-touch pass to Nic Dowd from behind 
the net for the Capitals’ first goal on the night. 

“It was just great speed by Hath all around,” Malenstyn said of the goal 
during intermission. “He gets that puck in the neutral zone, gets it in 
deep, and he does the work from there. Puck was just sitting there and 
Dowder was in the right spot. Just a nice little tap, and glad he was able 
to bury it.” 

Malenstyn has been the fourth plug-in player alongside Dowd and 
Hathaway (the mainstays) on that fourth unit this season. Joe Snively, 
Aliaksei Protas and Conor Sheary have all lined up in that left wing spot 
and have all meshed effortlessly with their counterparts. It’s a testament 
to how good Dowd and Hathaway are, but also a good spotlight on 
Washington’s depth and the chemistry they’ve accrued. 

Don’t take anything away from Malenstyn, though. After Hathaway said 
the young forward “drove our line” against the Devils, Laviolette also 
made a point to highlight his talent and dynamism. 

“Really good. His speed, his physicality—their line had a great game 
today,” Laviolette said postgame. “It’s almost like that role is built for him. 
That’s his game. He's a checker, he's a defender and he can chip in 
offensively. He did everything that we asked him to do.” 

Dowd is a faceoff specialist with a knack for facilitating the attack. 
Hathaway is a physical presence to stabilize the quickness alongside 
him. And that third guy on the fourth line—whoever that may be any 
given night—has always been effective enough in a variety of areas to 
keep the unit productive. Washington’s next test will be Thursday night 
against the Dallas Stars. 
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Caps explode for 6-3 win over Devils in first Metro game 

 

Matt Weyrich 

 

The Capitals played their first of 26 games against the Metropolitan 
Division on Monday night and didn’t disappoint, jumping all over the New 
Jersey Devils in a 6-3 win at the Prudential Center. 

Five different Capitals found the back of the net against Devils goaltender 
Mackenzie Blackwood, who was pulled after two periods in favor of 
former Washington goalie Vitek Vanecek. The Devils’ offseason signing 
allowed one goal on four shots against in the final period. 

Fueled by a four-goal second period, the Capitals scored four times on 
the five-on-five, once on the power play and once shorthanded. It pulled 
them up to 4-3 on the young season, marking the first time the team has 
climbed above .500 this season. 

Here are three takeaways from the Capitals’ road victory over the Devils. 

Caps have strong showing on special teams 

Washington gave the Devils plenty of chances to keep up with them 
Monday night, picking up four penalties to make for a busy night on the 
penalty kill. A group that had been inconsistent to date, the Capitals’ 
penalty kill put on one of its best showings of the year thus far. 

They entered play Monday with a 66.7 penalty-kill percentage, which 
ranked 30th in the NHL ahead of only the struggling Anaheim Ducks and 
Vancouver Canucks. Washington then went and shut out the Devils on 
the penalty kill, even scoring their first shorthanded goal of the year on a 
takeaway by Conor Sheary. 

Overall, New Jersey managed to get just eight shots off in eight minutes 
of power play ice time while generating one high-danger scoring chance. 
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Defensemen Dmitry Orlov (5:36) and John Carlson (5:10) led the team in 
penalty kill ice time. 

The power play was held scoreless Saturday against the Los Angeles 
Kings, but Alex Ovechkin scored on a one-timer from his office in the left 
circle to give Washington at least one power-play goal in four of its last 
five games. 

Fourth line stays hot 

It hasn’t mattered who lines up at winger alongside Nic Dowd and Garnet 
Hathaway, that line has been a steady offensive force for the first two 
weeks of the season. 

On Monday, it was the 24-year-old Beck Malenstyn making his season 
debut at left wing on the fourth line. He and Hathaway helped Dowd get 
the Capitals’ scoring going in the first period, working the puck behind the 
net before finding Dowd in the perfect spot to beat a transitioning 
Blackwood on his glove side. 

Hathaway then made it 2-1 about midway through the second period, 
stopping a puck along the board with his hand before smacking a shot off 
Blackwood’s shoulder for the score. 

While Malenstyn joined Sheary and Joe Snively as wingers to skate on 
the fourth line this season, Dowd and Hathaway have been a consistent 
presence and the group as a whole has remained productive. 

Lindgren picks up first win for Capitals 

The Capitals picked up the victory despite being outshot 41-22. That was 
as much due to their offensive performance as it was to the play of 
Lindgren, who posted a .925 save percentage to earn his first win since 
joining Washington over the offseason. 

Lindgren, 28, made just his second start of the year after Washington 
leaned on starter Darcy Kuemper for five of their first six games. Though 
he was stuck with a tough-luck loss in his Capitals debut, the netminder 
didn’t show any signs of rust when he suited up Monday. 

The Devils kept him busy all night, recording double-digit shots in all 
three periods and picking up four power-play opportunities. Lindgren 
remained sturdy in net, giving up all three goals only on high-danger 
chances allowed by the players in front of him. 

However, he also provided no shortage of highlight-reel saves. 

With the victory, the Capitals moved to 4-3 with eight points toward the 
standings. They’ll have two days off before traveling to take on the red-
hot Dallas Stars on Thursday. 
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The evolution of NHL power plays: Mobile D, the Ovechkin effect and the 
decline of the point slap shot 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

 

NHL Hall of Famer Ray Bourque scored 173 power-play goals, the most 
by any defenseman in league history. His record will not be approached 
anytime soon, if ever. 

Shea Weber, whose career is over, leads all active defensemen with 106 
man-advantage goals. Zdeno Chara retired with 93. Brent Burns is at 80. 

“They don’t make them like them that much anymore,” the Bruins’ Chris 
Wagner says of muscle-bound, long-range rocket launchers. 

Indeed, slap-happy strikers like Weber, Chara and Burns used to stand 
at the point, raise their sticks and strike sizzlers that made goalies 

tremble. In 2016-17, for example, Montreal’s power play centered on 
Weber’s chance creation from the blue line. The distribution is clear in 
this heat chart, with the high-shot-volume areas in orange: 

That has changed. With the adoption of the 1-3-1 power-play formation 
happening leaguewide, the point man has become a distributor first. 

The shot to score, particularly the slap shot, has become an afterthought. 

You can see it in the stats. Since the NHL began tracking shot types, the 
number of power-play slap shots per game has been nearly cut in half, 
from 2.68 in 2009-10 to 1.40 in 2021-22, per the NHL. That doesn’t 
correlate perfectly with point shots, because slap shots from the flank are 
also common, but it does suggest what we’ve seen to be true. So do 
other numbers. Capitals winger Alex Ovechkin has led the league in 
power-play slap shots each of the past eight years. The four seasons 
before that, point men led the league (P.K. Subban and Dustin 
Byfuglien). Boston, which had 2.5 or more power-play slap shots per 
game in 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12, when Chara was on the point, 
has averaged 1.5 per season over the past four seasons. 

You can see the shift in heat charts also. Last season, for instance, the 
Rangers’ top-unit power-play quarterback was Adam Fox. His priority 
was to get pucks to Mika Zibanejad (15 power-play goals), not fire it 
himself (38 shots), as seen here: 

Fox and Quinn Hughes are considered two of today’s sharpest power-
play quarterbacks. Bourque’s standard is in neither of their sights. The 
two have each scored just three power-play goals in their careers. They 
combined for zero in 2021-22. 

It didn’t limit team success. Fox’s Rangers were fourth in the NHL on the 
power play, converting 25.2 percent of their opportunities. Hughes’ 
Canucks were ninth, at 23.5 percent. Overall, the league average rose to 
20.6 percent from 19.8 percent a season earlier. In 2022-23, teams have 
again been successful on 20.6 percent of opportunities so far. A decade 
ago, in the heyday of Chara and Weber, it was 17.9 percent. 

These are not isolated cases. They’re the products of evolution in NHL 
power plays, which players and coaches helped lay out for The Athletic. 

From the top to the flanks 

Panthers coach Paul Maurice has had at his disposal the owners of 
plenty of hammers over the years, from Bryan McCabe in Toronto to Joe 
Corvo in Carolina to Byfuglien in Winnipeg. 

During his time with the Maple Leafs, Maurice regularly sent out McCabe 
and Tomas Kaberle to work the point on his No. 1 power-play unit. From 
what Maurice recalls, the point of emphasis shifted from the blue line to 
lower in the formation in the 1990s. He credits the Canadiens, with Saku 
Koivu serving as the primary shooter, for first making it a regular 
occurrence. 

The movement exploded upon Ovechkin’s arrival in the NHL. It did not 
take former Capitals coach Glen Hanlon long to figure out Ovechkin’s 
lethality from what would become his left-side office. As a rookie in 2005-
06, Ovechkin scored 21 power-play goals, sixth-most in the league. 

Seventeen seasons later, Ovechkin is still firing. With each man-
advantage goal he scores, he adds to his NHL-best sum. And his favored 
spot has not grown less profitable: 

Meanwhile, understudies such as the Lightning’s Steven Stamkos are 
adding their stylistic touches. 

Stamkos, you can see, usually sets up even lower in the left-side setup 
than Ovechkin: 

In Winnipeg, Maurice identified his own half-wall specialist in Patrik 
Laine. In 2018-19, Winnipeg had the league’s No. 4 power play (24.8 
percent). Laine scored 15 power-play goals. Byfuglien, the thundering 
point presence, had one. 

“The Ovechkins of the world changed it. Ovechkin and Stamkos,” 
Maurice says. “Guys that can hammer the puck on the flank, they 
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became the shooters. Even the big-number guys like Byfuglien, when our 
power play ran fourth and you’ve got Patrik Laine on the one side as the 
shooter, their goal numbers go way down. Because they’re just feeding 
those guys.” 

Coaches are stationing their most talented finishers on the elbows. The 
shooters are usually on their off sides, free to whistle one-timers or walk 
the puck off the walls to shoot or pass. Penalty kills are designed to 
acknowledge the elbows as the primary threats. 

“We don’t want the half-wall,” says the Panthers’ Aaron Ekblad. “Because 
some of the best players in the world are on the half-wall.” 

It is not just a matter of talent. Even Ovechkin’s shot is relatively 
manageable if he uncorks a stationary slap shot.  

The lethality of the half-wall presence is a combination of talent and puck 
movement. If Nicklas Backstrom threads a pass from the right-side half-
boards through the penalty-killing box and into Ovechkin’s wheelhouse, 
few netminders can handle what’s coming.  

A goalie would first have to respect Backstrom’s shot. He would then 
have to push from left to right to follow the pass, square up to Ovechkin 
and be in a position to deny the top power-play finisher in the history of 
the game. According to Clear Sight Analytics, flank shooters are seven 
times more likely to score a power-play goal following a dish across the 
slot line than off a pass from the top. 

“It’s cross-ice,” Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark says of the biggest PP threat. 
“Across the middle. Especially if it goes twice. The more times it goes 
through the middle, it’s harder for us to keep track of it and keep beating 
the pass. That’s the toughest one.” 

What makes it even harder is how power plays are deploying their other 
attackers. In Washington’s formation, T.J. Oshie is present in the 
bumper. Evgeny Kuznetsov is lurking as the goal-line presence. Penalty 
killers are tasked with shadowing these dangermen. That makes for a 
jungle of legs and torsos and sticks in a goalie’s sight. 

“It’s a lot of bodies in front,” Ullmark says. “You have six, seven guys 
standing basically in the middle of the zone between the dots whenever 
there’s a pass going cross-ice. There’s a lot of bodies and sticks in the 
way. It can get deflected. Maybe you lose track of the puck while it’s 
going to the other side. It’s easy when it goes cross-ice and there’s no 
one in front of you. It wouldn’t be an issue. As soon as you implement 
more and more bodies in front of you, the more chance there is for you to 
lose it.” 

Meanwhile, defensemen who used to pound point pucks have become 
few and far between. 

Movement, smarts, vision 

John Carlson has been Washington’s blue-line quarterback for the better 
part of a decade. Between 2013-14 and 2021-22, he scored 199 power-
play points. Among defensemen, only Keith Yandle (207) and Victor 
Hedman (204) recorded more.  

During that time, Carlson had 393 shots, the ninth-most among 
defensemen. So while Carlson shoots to keep penalty kills from 
overcommitting to Ovechkin, his first task is to move the puck. 

“He’s pretty poised,” says the Bruins’ Charlie Coyle. “He just seems like a 
calm guy, a calm player. It seems like he doesn’t overthink a lot. 

“Sometimes you don’t know what those guys are doing with the puck. 
They’re not committed to one thing. They adjust. Of course, you’ve got 
Ovi over there on the flank. So that can open some things up. You’ve 
always got that threat there. But he’s good at getting shots too. Whether 
it’s a little subtle fake or a look-off to Ovechkin or the other guy on the 
half-wall, he slides one through you. It doesn’t need to be a hard shot. If 
you get it through and there’s traffic there, there’s guys for tip-ins. They 
have some guys around the net who play it very well.” 

In 2021-22, Fox (33 assists) and Hughes (31) were first and third, 
respectively, in power-play helpers among defensemen. While Fox’s top 
priority was to get pucks to Zibanejad, Hughes’ was to distribute to Bo 
Horvat (13 power-play goals), Brock Boeser (11) and Elias Pettersson 
(10). In comparison to Burns (13.2 shots per 60 minutes of PP time), 
neither Hughes (10.4) nor Fox (9.9) was focused on shots. 

“Their ability to move the puck quickly,” Bruins coach Jim Montgomery 
says of the qualities elite point men share. “The puck moves quicker than 
anyone’s feet. So their reads on when to allow the puck to do the work. 
Then when they don’t have anything, using their God-given ability and 
feet to make things happen. Any time you can shift the box with puck 
movement or their feet makes it hard on the four. Because the two-on-
ones become more evident.” 

The point defenseman has evolved into a mover, thinker and distributor. 
He shimmies along the blue line from wall to wall, looking for passing 
seams and the occasional shooting lane. 

You could make the case that Fox (24 years old), Hughes (23) and the 
Avalanche’s Cale Makar (23) are the present and future of the position. 
Makar in particular. 

Change coming? 

In the opening round of last season’s playoffs, the Lightning scored on 
21.2 percent of their power plays against Toronto. They improved to 26.7 
percent in Round 2 against the Panthers. They were at 21.4 percent in 
the third round against the Rangers. 

They dropped to 10.5 percent in the Stanley Cup Final against Colorado. 
Stamkos did not have a power-play goal. Nikita Kucherov had one. Corey 
Perry was the only other Lightning to score on the power play. 

“All of the great power-play shooters are on the flanks right now. They’re 
pretty darn effective with it,” Maurice said. “But there’s been a change 
over the past couple years. When you look at the way Colorado killed 
against Tampa, with the Stamkos and Kucherov connection, it’s more of 
a diamond. They’re more in shot lanes. There’s more direct-lane 
pressure.” 

In the playoffs, the Avalanche ran their power play through Nathan 
MacKinnon. He scored six goals on 38 shots. Makar scored twice on 12 
shots. 

But in the regular season, Makar was a more robust scoring presence, 
scoring nine power-play goals, second-most on the team after Mikko 
Rantanen (16). Of those nine goals, four were via point wristers, like this 
walk-and-snap snipe against Nashville on April 28.  

Makar one-timed three from the top of the left circle. He did not score any 
off a straight slap shot. 

Through 182 career games, Makar had scored 17 power-play goals, 
giving him an average of 0.093 per game. It’s well above the 0.014 rates 
of Hughes and Fox — and closer to Bourque’s 0.107 pace. 

“He’s very good on his feet and his edges where he can get guys to slide 
out of the way, then shoot one in from the point with traffic in front,” Coyle 
says of Makar. “You see more of those guys lately. I feel that’s just how 
the whole league’s going. You’ve got to be able to skate. All these 
defensemen who can control it up there, they’re just great skaters. 
They’re so crafty with it. They can make plays, passes, getting shots 
through. It makes it fun to watch. But not fun to play against those guys.” 

It’s possible Makar could be a goal-scoring unicorn. The 23-year-old is 
both young and talented enough to make a run up the career scoreboard. 
He would do so by using up-top wristers with reinforcements in front. 

“I still think it’s a dangerous shot if they have two net-front guys,” says the 
Bruins’ Connor Clifton of a shot from the point. “A lot of teams play the 1-
3-1. So they’ve got that high presence and the low presence net-front. It 
does become a dangerous shot, whether it’s (Chara) going 100 miles an 
hour or an Adam Fox wrister from the point. I think it is dangerous, 
especially when you give the high forward the ability to tip it.” 
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Another shift could be pending, too. There is too much penalty-killing 
presence at the flanks to continue ignoring the point.  

“The guy at the top’s going to have to start shooting the puck more,” 
Maurice says. “It’s an evolution of the shooter.” 

Stylistically, a return to the days of juggernauts banging slappers is 
unlikely. Deception will be the wave of the future. A wrister with traffic is a 
lot easier to disguise than a roof-scraping slap shot. 

Goalies do not like the releases they cannot see. 
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Why Dominik Hasek is calling for the NHL to ban Russian players over 
the war in Ukraine 

 

Tim Graham 

 

Dominik Hasek is angry, worried and at least a little scared. 

Hasek grew up under Communist rule when the Czech Republic was part 
of the former Eastern bloc. He was 3 when the Soviet Army invaded to 
quash the Prague Spring of 1968. His country didn’t emerge from 
beneath the Soviet Union’s thumb until 1989. 

As a Czech sports icon, businessman, history scholar, aspiring politician 
with an eye on the presidency and — perhaps most importantly — father 
of a 1-year-old son, Hasek feels duty bound to voice his opposition to 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

“We know that if we don’t stop the Russians in Ukraine,” said Hasek, 
“then we will be one of the next in line and the tens of thousands of dead 
and mass graves will be on our territory. 

“Russia must be defeated and forced back into its territory. There is no 
other way to peace. Believe that.” 

In interviews with The Athletic through email and by phone from his home 
in the tiny town of Novy Knin, the legendary Buffalo Sabres and Detroit 
Red Wings goaltender insisted the NHL has an obligation to rebuke 
Russia and suspend Russians from playing. 

Hasek considers the participation of Russian athletes sportswashing, 
where dishonorable ideals can be overlooked in the name of competition 
and entertainment. 

“It should be remembered,” Hasek said, “that the participation of Russian 
ice hockey players in the NHL is a billion-dollar advertisement for the 
Russian state and its actions. 

“Perhaps some cannot imagine how their participation and achievements 
among us help the moral self-confidence of their nation, increase the 
morale of the nation, including the work morale, and this also applies to 
their army. And, of course, it strengthens all the pro-Russian forces in the 
world. 

“I think that the value of all Russian athletes who compete with us is in 
tennis or hockey, etcetera, is worth many hundreds of billions of dollars 
annually to Russia and its imperialist war. And we give it to them for free, 
unfortunately.” 

Hasek might be the greatest goaltender of all time and certainly was the 
most malleable, a blast of Silly String every time a puck entered the 
crease. The Dominator won two Hart Trophies, six Vezina Trophies, two 
Stanley Cup championships and an Olympic gold medal thanks to his 
uniquely unsolvable unpredictability. 

On this subject, though, he is unbendable. 

“In the case of Russia, it is at least an imperialist war and suppression of 
freedom of speech and democracy,” Hasek said. “Why am I talking about 
the NHL approach? The NHL was and is a very important part of my life. 
It gave me so much, and I care about it so much. 

“That’s why I want the NHL to make the right decisions that benefit both it 
and all the people on our planet. And, of course, I assume that even the 
most beautiful game in the world is not (worth) more than human life.” 

Hasek has been speaking out since Feb. 24, the day Russia attacked 
Ukraine. 

He tweeted that Washington Capitals star and Vladimir Putin supporter 
Alexander Ovechkin was “chickens–t” for what Hasek considered wishy-
washy remarks about the invasion. 

“I called him chickens–t because I was very upset with what he said,” 
Hasek said. “He said politics is not connected to sports, and he doesn’t 
know about war. Of course, there is a lot he can do.” 

Hasek said the league’s decision to let Russians play NHL Global Series 
games on Oct. 7 and 8 in Prague was “a gross insult to our democratic 
country and its people.” 

Three weeks before the Nashville Predators swept both games against 
the San Jose Sharks, the Czech Republic’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
sent a letter to NHL commissioner Gary Bettman and deputy 
commissioner Bill Daly to warn them that any Russian employees would 
be denied visas. But two weeks later — with the NHL not backing down 
— the Czech government acquiesced, dropping its attempt to prevent 
Russians from playing. 

Predators center Yakov Trenin skated both games, while Sharks winger 
Evgeny Svechnikov played one. A third Russian, injured Sharks winger 
Alexander Barabanov, didn’t make the European trip. 

“It is something extremely offensive to me,” “Hasek said, “and the NHL 
and its management must be held accountable for this. 

“I want all NHL fans, all NHL sponsors and partners around the world, to 
know how the NHL has behaved towards our country.” 

Withholding those two players might have doomed the NHL’s first games 
outside North America since 2019. Sharks general manager Mike Grier 
declared toward the end of training camp that if anybody from his roster 
was barred, then his entire team would refuse to travel. 

Many others also disagree with Hasek, with the most common rebuttal 
citing these Russian hockey players didn’t invade Ukraine and don’t 
deserve to have their careers derailed. 

“I do not blame the Russian hockey players for anything,” Hasek said, 
“and that they should be banned from the NHL immediately and sent 
home immediately — unless some or many of them get refugee status — 
is in no way a punishment. 

“However, it is a must if we are serious about helping Ukraine and ending 
the war faster. It will help save not only tens of thousands of Ukrainian, 
but also Russian, lives.” 

An NHL source who saw the Ministry of Foreign Affairs letter and asked 
for anonymity said the league did not read the document the same way 
Hasek did and the Czech Republic government provided “numerous 
assurances” on the issue. 

But a statement to The Athletic last week from Martin Smolek, deputy 
minister for legal and consular affairs, seemed to support Hasek’s 
perspective of the original letter: 

“Since the very beginning of the war in Ukraine, the Czech Republic 
holds the position shared by several other EU member states, that non-
essential travel, such as tourism, sport or culture, in the EU by Russian 
citizens should not be allowed. 
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“In line with these measures, Czech MFA informed the NHL that Czech 
Republic cannot issue visas for Russian players for the NHL match held 
in Prague. 

“The efforts of Dominik Hasek in this matter are his private activity. 
However, as stated above, they are not unaligned to the approach of the 
Czech MFA.” 

Global Series games were announced in April, but planned before 
Russia invaded Ukraine. The teams took charter flights to Europe. The 
Predators played an exhibition in Switzerland and the Sharks in 
Germany. 

Had the teams flown directly from the United States into Prague, the 
Russian players would have been denied entry. But visas for the 
Schengen area — a massive, passport-free European Union zone — 
created a loophole, allowing Russians free passage across the Czech 
border from other EU countries. 

“At the very beginning of the war, the Czech Republic has imposed 
several measures restricting accepting visa applications and entry 
requirements for Russian citizens,” Smolek said. “These measures are 
being further strengthened.” 

Other nations have drawn a line in the ice too. Daly has acknowledged 
the idea of Russia participating in the 2024 World Cup of Hockey has 
become untenable as long as Ukraine remains under attack. Daly 
recently told ESPN that other countries also oppose allowing Russians to 
compete as a neutral squad. 

The NHL is holding Global Series games Nov. 4-5 in Finland. There has 
been no indication the Columbus Blue Jackets’ three Russian players 
and the Colorado Avalanche’s two Russian players will be restricted 
there. 

In Hasek’s view, the NHL’s approach to such a pivotal international issue 
is shameful, has ruined Bettman’s integrity, and renders the league 
unwelcome in the Czech Republic. 

“Gary Bettman and Bill Daly must resign from the NHL,” Hasek said. “The 
way they behaved towards our country and the fact that they did not 
respect the position of our ministry on our sovereign territory is 
inexcusable. 

“If they continue to lead the NHL, which is likely in the near future, I do 
not want the NHL to come to our territory. I will act accordingly. If the next 
management apologizes for their attitude, I will be pleased and very 
happy to welcome the NHL to the Czech Republic again.” 

The NHL did not respond to a request for comment on Hasek’s 
condemnation. 

Hasek also has urged the Czech government to forbid its people from 
working in Russia and playing in the KHL. 

Several major sports organizations have banned athletes from Russia 
and Belarus or have mandated they compete as neutrals. Belarus 
permitted Russian forces to use its territory for the military buildup prior to 
the invasion of Ukraine. 

Russians and Belarusians were barred from FIFA World Cup qualifying, 
Wimbledon, the Paralympic Winter Games, International Skating Union 
world championships, and world track and field championships. 

In announcing the track and field decision, World Athletics president 
Sebastian Coe said it was “the only peaceful way to disrupt and disable 
Russia’s current intentions and restore peace.” 

The International Olympic Committee recommended Russia and Belarus 
be stripped of hosting scheduled sporting events, their national flags not 
be flown and their anthems not be played regardless of where a 
competition is held. 

Formula 1 canceled the Russian Grand Prix for September and declared 
it never would return. UEFA stripped St. Petersburg of hosting this year’s 
Champions League final. 

The International Ice Hockey Federation moved its 2023 world 
championships from St. Petersburg to Finland and Latvia. 

“It must be said that many are afraid and not a little,” Hasek said. “I feel it 
both in society and in my family. 

“The practices of the Russian secret services are very well known in our 
country. It is even more difficult to understand that most democratic 
countries routinely give Russians tourist visas as well as other visas. All 
of this makes our country much more dangerous for our citizens.” 

Eventually, Hasek’s opinions about Russians, Belarusians and the NHL’s 
presence within the Czech Republic could become official policy, a 
possibility 70,000 countrymen couldn’t have fully fathomed when they 
chanted “Hasek to the Castle!” after the 1998 Nagano Olympics. 

The delirious horde in Old Town Square meant the president’s office in 
Prague Castle. 

A hockey gold medal was precious to the Czechs, but how they earned it 
mattered more. Hasek’s magnificent shootout denials of Canadian 
superstars Theoren Fleury, Ray Bourque, Joe Nieuwendyk, Eric Lindros 
and Brendan Shanahan catapulted the Czechs to a gold medal 
showdown, where Hasek shut out the Russians. 

Hasek has been a national treasure ever since. 

He plans to get involved in Czech politics and explore a potential 
presidential campaign. The Czech government is a parliamentary 
democracy, with a president as head of state with limited powers and a 
prime minister as head of government. 

Hasek said he will not run in the 2023 election and, if he’s aligned with 
the winner, wouldn’t challenge in 2028 either. Czech presidents serve a 
maximum of two five-year terms. He turns 58 in January. 

“After looking at it deeply, I realized if I want to be president one day I 
have to become an experienced politician first,” said Hasek, who majored 
in history while earning a teaching degree at the University of Hradec 
Kralove. “I don’t feel I’m ready at this time. There are some other people 
who are better suited at this moment to be a good president for the 
Czech Republic. 

“But I will be more involved in politics and do my best for the people of 
the Czech Republic. I believe I will like it, and I will be helpful for the 
people. But until you do the job, you cannot say 100 percent you are the 
best person.” 

The phrase “political arena” exists because government and sports are 
kindred vocations. Hasek expects the same competitive fire that led him 
to 389 wins, 81 shutouts and a .922 save percentage will drive him in 
politics. 

As part of his shifting lifestyle, he has turned over day-to-day operations 
of his beverage company, Smarty, to a business partner. 

“Like in sport, you lose some days, but you work hard to win the next 
day,” Hasek said. “In politics, you might lose a lot before you win. 

“It’s lots of work to convince the people that your ideas are good for 
them, but if you continue to work hard you can be successful.” 

Hasek’s motivation was strengthened a year ago by the birth of his third 
child. 

For almost half Hasek’s life, his homeland was a Soviet satellite. 

Michael and Dominika were born in 1990 and 1994, the Kremlin’s 
shadow no longer traversing the Carpathian Mountains. When he retired 
from the Red Wings, Hasek and his ex-wife, Alena, were determined to 
raise their children in the Czech Republic so they would better 
understand and appreciate their heritage. 

Hasek wants to ensure the same experience for Honza, the son he had 
with his partner, Lenka. 
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“It’s most important,” said Hasek, “that he will live in a free country and in 
a country where the Czech people will decide what they want, not some 
other country. I believe that he should live in peace like we’ve lived in the 
Czech Republic for at least the last 30 years. 

“Even before, we weren’t in war, but we were under Russian rule. I don’t 
want what happened before to us to happen to him.” 
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Early NHL successes: 5 teams off to surprisingly strong starts 

 

Shayna Goldman 

 

In the long run, first impressions only mean so much. No team has even 
hit the nine-game mark of the 2022-23 NHL season. Most teams have 
about 90 percent of the season left to play (besides the Blues, who trail 
with just four games to this point). So a lot can change after this initial 
stretch of play.  

That doesn’t mean that we can’t breakdown how teams are starting, 
though. Welcome to the first month of the NHL season, where we all 
overanalyze small samples of play. Last week we looked at the teams 
who have started worse than anticipated. Now, it’s time for the reverse: 
the teams who have jumped out to a strong start.  

Once again, we’re not focusing in on the teams projected to contend. The 
Hurricanes and Flames are crushing it? Yawn. Sidney Crosby and the 
Penguins’ core are thriving? Shocker! Nope, instead we’re looking at 
positive surprises and teams exceeding expectations to open the season. 
Let’s dive in.  

Vegas Golden Knights 

After missing the playoffs last year, there was some uncertainty around 
Vegas. Sure, most of their problems were injury-based last season, but 
some carried into the summer. There were concerns about Mark Stone’s 
status, and what the team would do in goal without Robin Lehner for the 
year. Sprinkle in questions about Jack Eichel and whether he could be 
the difference-maker the team acquired, and add in the subtractions the 
team once again had to make to get under the salary cap… and the 
Golden Knights put together a roster for opening night that could be 
considered their weakest since their inaugural season.  

The Golden Knights’ start hasn’t been perfect — going 5-2-0. But there’s 
quite a few positive takeaways to instill some hope into the year — from 
Stone proving that he’s back to Logan Thompson showing that he’s up 
for the task as the team’s starter.  

Also encouraging is this team’s play at five-on-five. Ahead of their 
Monday night game, Vegas was clicking with a 58.6 percent expected 
goals rate, and even better results to match. The Golden Knights rank in 
the top-10 in their shot and expected goal generation. On the backend, 
they do allow a higher rate of shots against but don’t allow opponents to 
generate much of anything from the slot or net-front area, as represented 
in blue on the heat map below. 

Via HockeyViz  

Now the Golden Knights have to build on this start and keep trending up 
to better position themselves against the best in the division. That means 
more game-changing play from Eichel, and maybe stacking up that top 
line (as chalked up to go against Toronto) instead of balancing the top-
nine will help. And the power play needs to improve from a shot 
production standpoint and scoring. But if they’re in a position similar to 
last spring, these early points are going to be important down the stretch.  

Dallas Stars 

Okay, the timing might be a little funky after their first regulation loss of 
the season to the Senators … however, the Stars have been a lot more 
exciting than most would have anticipated.  

Before this season, most thought of the Stars as a relatively boring team 
— and rightfully so. Dallas has been a one-line team with little pop while 
Jason Robertson, Roope Hintz, Joe Pavelski, and Miro Heiskanen were 
on the bench.  

That’s finally starting to change. The addition of Mason Marchment has 
had early returns already, now that there’s some scoring depth below 
that first line. The winger is coming off a breakout year in Florida, and 
has paired well with Tyler Seguin to open the year. That’s helped the 
Stars be less of, well, a black hole when the first line (which is still 
thriving) isn’t on the ice. All together at five-on-five, the Stars now rank in 
the top-10 in the league in expected goal generation. And unlike years 
past, they’re finishing their chances in the early goings of the season. All 
the while, the Stars are maintaining the defense that has been a key part 
of their identity with a strong expected goal rate against so far.  

Coaching plays a key role in this, too. Under the direction of Pete 
DeBoer, the Stars have been more active, and as The Athletic’s Saad 
Yousuf reported, playing with the puck more.  

“Obviously, we don’t dump it now every time,” Hintz said. “Last year, we 
dumped it a lot. I think it’s going to create more offense for us when we 
handle the pucks and we make some plays there.” 

The strategy change has activated Heiskanen, who should further solidify 
himself as a top-10 defender in this league.  

Also contributing to the Stars’ success over this first stretch? 
Goaltending. Jake Oettinger’s picked up where he left off after an 
outstanding postseason. Ahead of Monday night’s matchups, he ranked 
second in the league with 5.47 goals saved above expected. The 
combined GSAx of the Stars’ goalies actually leads the league, too.  

Only suffering a regulation loss once every six games isn’t exactly 
sustainable, but early results in Dallas are encouraging. If the Stars can 
continue playing to their strengths and be more active, they should be 
more than just a fringe playoff team.  

Boston Bruins 

Babe, wake up. The Bruins aren’t dead yet.  

The rumors of Boston’s demise were greatly exaggerated. There were a 
ton of questions about how this team would manage over the first couple 
of months without Brad Marchand and Charlie McAvoy. Losing one of 
those players is a hurdle, but both could be back-breaking. And yet, the 
Bruins have just carried on with a 5-1-0 start.  

The return of David Krejci has been absolutely clutch, as he’s slotted in 
seamlessly in his old role of second-line center. And getting some playing 
time at even strength with David Pastrnak clearly works for him. The 
winger is in a contract year and should get paid if he continues at this 
rate. Already he has four goals and 10 points in six games, is shooting 
the puck at a high rate, and according to Shawn Ferris’ tracking, is 
bringing the puck into the zone with control at a high rate. Rounding out 
the trio now is Taylor Hall on a line that’s out-possessing their opponents 
and driving play for Boston.  

Patrice Bergeron’s return to the Bruins has stabilized the top-six with his 
consistent two-way play. And Jake DeBrusk has excelled on his wing; 
he’s winning puck battles, creating scoring chances, and collecting points 
to start the year. A coaching change likely has an impact here, with Jim 
Montgomery now leading the way.  

Led by the top-six, the Bruins are creating a lot of offense already this 
season. Boston’s creating shots, quality chances, and finishing at a 
slightly higher clip than expected. But what’s even more impressive, 
considering injuries to McAvoy and Marchand, is how strong they’ve 
been in their own zone as a whole. While there have been a few costly 
breakdowns, this team ranks in the top-five in shot and expected goal 
limitation. Not only does it give the goaltenders the support they need in 
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the blue paint, but it’s an indication that this club can keep managing 
without two pivotal pieces over the next few weeks.  

Buffalo Sabres 

After busy offseasons, there was a lot of attention on the Senators and 
Red Wings as potential Atlantic Division disruptors. But did we all 
overlook the Sabres a little too much? 

There’s been a lot of development thanks to the stability Don Granato 
brings behind the bench over the last year that appears to be paying 
dividends in this first stretch of the season. Especially impressive is how 
this young team — with an average age of 25.5 years old, which is the 
lowest in the league according to EliteProspects — managed to go 3-0-0 
in their Western Canada swing over the last week while matching up 
against contenders like Calgary and Edmonton.  

Much of the Sabres’ success has relied on the young core stepping up. 
Tage Thompson’s building on a breakout year, while Alex Tuch’s speedy 
skating and shot generation has been impactful. In lesser roles, Dylan 
Cozens and J.J. Peterka are showing their potential, too.  

There’s been a lot of pressure on Rasmus Dahlin to live up to the 
pedigree of being a first overall pick, and while there were glimpses last 
year, he really started to put it together later in the season. That’s where 
he’s picked up so far, with an average game score of 2.24 that ranks in 
the top-10 in the league. Adding to that young defensive core is Owen 
Power, who in his first full NHL season, and Mattias Samuelsson who 
takes on some really tough minutes for Buffalo (though his injury status 
does cloud things for the team).  

Still, it’s only been five games and we have to take them in stride. The 
Sabres differ from the three aforementioned teams based on season 
trajectory; they all project to be in the playoff mix, while Buffalo likely still 
has some growing to do. There’s some sustainability concerns below the 
surface; at five-on-five they’re around break-even in shots and expected 
goals while rocking a 68.9 percent goals rate. Contributing to that is 
excellent goaltending (between Eric Comrie and Craig Anderson, Buffalo 
ranks second in the league with a combined 6.37 goals saved above 
expected) and a high shooting percentage of 11.3 that’s bound to come 
down. If the Sabres can keep creating quality looks at a high rate and 
find a way to stop conceding scoring chances back, there’s a better 
chance of these results continuing.  

Still, at the end of the day, as long as the core keeps developing, the 
Sabres are moving in the right direction. But the more wins they collect 
and the more meaningful games they play, the better.  

Philadelphia Flyers 

Who among us had the Flyers going 4-2-0.  

Probably none of us. Not after a disappointing offseason that saw few 
changes to a flawed roster. Instead, they were banking on bounce back 
years and coaching to really shake things up.  

Well, over the first two weeks, they’ve got exactly that. As easy as it is to 
run with the headlines that John Tortorella creates, there’s a reason why 
he keeps getting jobs around the league. This is a coach who can help 
build an identity and manage not just on ice tactics, but players in a 
locker room to have a strong foundation, something the Flyers have been 
missing. 

For the 1st time since 1992-93, the Flyers will enter a season without a 
designated captain. 

Why? New coach John Tortorella doesn't believe anyone deserves the 
honor… yet. 

My deep dive into the new collective leadership group, & who has 
emerged so far:https://t.co/gxOL0DI4Q5 

— Charlie O'Connor (@charlieo_conn) October 20, 2022 

Just like with the Sabres, the fact that they’re exceeding expectations 
makes us question the sustainability of it all. Goaltending’s playing a key 

role in all of this, with Carter Hart leading the league with a goals saved 
above expected of 6.52 in all situations. But there’s some holes in their 
five-on-five that could start biting them. No one’s allowed a higher shot 
rate against than Philadelphia, and many are coming from the circle and 
net-front area to challenge their goaltender. And the Flyers aren’t 
creating offense to match what they allow, either.  

So it wouldn’t be completely surprising if the Flyers started to collapse in 
the near future. A team can bust on the scene and make an impact 
before flaming out, and falling to the bottom-feeder status that’s expected 
of them.  

Will that happen here?  

It’s entirely possible if the team doesn’t start improving ahead of the 
crease to give some support if their goalies slip at all – especially 
considering their upcoming schedule. But even if that happens, the 
process will likely become more important than the results as the 
coaches work to change the Flyers’ philosophies and tactics. The team 
could start meeting their goalies in the middle on the backend later this 
year as they absorb the strategies of Brad Shaw, who helped transform 
the Blue Jackets’ play a few years ago. If play is back in their own zone 
less, there should be more offensive opportunities as well.  

Honorable Mentions 

Blues: St. Louis is 3-1-0 to open the year despite losing David Perron, 
having less security in net, and dressing an iffy blue line. 

They’ve just… barely played compared to everyone else. So, we have to 
dock some points for that slow schedule which is completely out of their 
control.  

Red Wings: The Red Wings haven’t lost in regulation yet. There’s still 
work to do in Detroit, and key absences to push through, but it’s a 
promising start for a team that will need every point they can get to return 
to the postseason. 

Senators: Ottawa was busy this offseason, and it’s paying off. It took a 
couple of games to get going, but the Senators have won four in a row — 
and their latest win is all the more impressive considering some of the 
injuries they had to overcome.  

Data courtesy of Evolving-Hockey, HockeyViz, and NaturalStatTrick. This 
story relies on shot-based metrics; here is a primer on these numbers. 
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NHL 99: Carey Price seeks to redefine what it means to win, on and off 
the ice 

 

Arpon Basu 

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 
figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

What could wind up being one of the last saves of Carey Price’s career 
was notable because it was so spectacular, and therefore unusual. 

In the third period of the Montreal Canadiens’ final game of the 2021-22 
season, with his team up 8-1 on the Florida Panthers, Price’s former 
teammate Ben Chiarot let go of a shot from the slot labeled for the far 
corner. Price flung his trapper out and caught the puck before proceeding 
to do a big windmill with it, applying not only mustard, but also ketchup 
and relish on what was already a good save in a meaningless game. 
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Price looked at Chiarot and flashed him a smile. He was having fun with 
it. 

But saves like these are not what made Price one of the best goaltenders 
of his generation. It was the lack of saves like these that did that; his 
ability to make difficult saves look easy, his silky smooth mobility within 
his crease that made it so he was often in position before the puck even 
arrived, allowing it to hit him and land harmlessly in front of him where he 
could immediately cover it up. 

His rebound control was pinpoint accurate, rarely resulting in a second 
chance opportunity for his opponent. Once at practice for Team Canada 
during the 2016 World Cup of Hockey, assistant coach Bill Peters was 
concerned that he didn’t have enough pucks for the next drill while 
standing in the corner next to Price’s net. When Price learned of Peters’ 
predicament while doing the current drill in progress, he steered the next 
seven or eight shots he faced directly into Peters’ corner of the ice. 

“Do you have enough now?” Price asked Peters. 

What defined Price, what made him unique, was his ability to make the 
difficult look simple, the impossible look mundane. It is why every 
teammate he’s ever had has always marveled at his calm demeanor in 
net, and why every opponent he’s ever faced seemed intimidated by that 
same demeanor. 

Whereas Dominik Hasek used his athleticism to flop all over his crease 
and perform miracles, Price used his to make it seem like he wasn’t even 
trying. 

“That is a byproduct of, ever since I was a kid, my dad always preached 
that you’re trying to eliminate unnecessary movements out there, to be 
as efficient as possible,” Price said. “So ever since I was a kid, that’s kind 
of been my mindset. Yeah, you’re going to put a little bit of salt and 
pepper on one on Saturday night, probably. But for the most part, I’ve 
always just tried to be as efficient as possible.” 

Salt and pepper, see, was not the norm. Except when certain occasions 
called for it. Like that save on Chiarot in Price’s last game, perhaps, of 
his career. 

“Oh yeah, that was jerk chicken, that one,” Price said with a laugh. “We 
had a good laugh about that after.” 

There have been many great goaltenders since Price entered the NHL in 
2007, but perhaps none played the most chaotic position in the game 
with as much calm and as little panic as Carey Price, which is why he 
comes in at No. 88 on our list of the best players in the modern era of the 
NHL. It is what set him apart, what made him unique, and what made 
teammates everywhere feel an unusual sense of confidence in their 
team’s ability to win that night. 

And this was never more evident than during the 2014-15 season, when 
Price put together one of the greatest goaltending performances in NHL 
history. He played 66 games that season and allowed more than two 
goals just 20 times, winning the Hart and Vezina trophies and the Ted 
Lindsay Award. 

“It was a strange confidence,” Canadiens teammate Brendan Gallagher 
said of playing in front of Price that year. “If you were able to score three 
goals in a night, you would win. If your power play could score a goal, if 
you could win special teams, if you could chip in and find a way to score, 
we were going to win that game.” 

But it wasn’t just his Canadiens teammates who felt that. It was also 
Price’s teammates on one of the most dominant international teams ever 
put together, the 2014 Canadian team at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, 
where Price had a .972 save percentage and 0.59 goals against average 
in five games. 

“That is why he was so good, because he’s so calm and under control in 
the net,” said Los Angeles Kings defenseman and Sochi teammate Drew 
Doughty. “You literally never think anything is going to get by him. He’s 
probably the calmest goalie I played in front of.” 

And the impact that calm could have on opponents was intimidating. 

Rick Nash, another of Price’s teammates in Sochi, recalled discussing 
how to beat Price with a teammate on the bench. Based on Nash’s 
experience of having seemingly perfect shots, shots that felt unstoppable 
when they left his stick, die somewhere on Price’s chest pad, he 
suggested that the most efficient way to beat Price was to fan on your 
shot. 

“Carey almost knew where you were going to shoot it,” Nash said. “So 
how’s he supposed to know where you’re shooting if even you don’t 
know where you’re shooting? Sometimes if you don’t know where you’re 
going, that’s the best way to beat him.” 

It could get in your head, the effortlessness of it all. 

“He just did everything as close to perfect as perfect can get,” said Dallas 
Stars forward Jamie Benn, another teammate in Sochi. “So technically 
sound, he’s a great athlete. He didn’t really have too many weaknesses, 
if any.” 

For Price, that effortlessness was a mirage. There was effort behind 
everything he did, it just wasn’t the kind of effort you could see, because 
it was happening behind the scenes. 

It was happening in his mind. 

“I know over the course of my career, like, every player gets nervous. If 
you don’t, you’re dead,” Price said. “So I don’t know, I think some of it 
was a conscious decision (to look calm), but it’s also when I’m doing 
something, I get extremely focused on what I’m doing. … I just am really 
good at zoning in on a goal and going all in on it.” 

Price was never quite as zoned in as he was from 2013-14 to 2016-17, a 
four-season span where an argument could be made he was the best 
hockey player in the world. 

Over that span, Price’s save percentage was .928, by far the best among 
goalies who played at least 150 games. The next best save percentage 
was the .922 put up by Cam Talbot and Sergei Bobrovsky. That is a six-
point gap between the best goalie and the next-best goalie. If you work 
backwards from Talbot and Bobrovsky, there were 19 goalies who fell 
within the same gap that separated Price and the second-best goalie 
over that span. 

As a point of comparison, Sidney Crosby was the most offensively 
productive player in the NHL over those four seasons with 362 points, 34 
points clear of Patrick Kane in second place. If you work back from Kane, 
you would have only six players fall within that same 34-point gap. 

In terms of separating himself from the pack, what Price did over those 
years was unmatched. 

“He’s had an amazing career,” Crosby said. “There’s a lot of pressure 
that comes with being the goaltender for the Montreal Canadiens and he 
handled it well and delivered on all the expectations that were on him.” 

The past tense Crosby used there is what Price is trying to cope with. 

A debilitating knee injury risks prematurely ending Price’s career. He’s 
not quite there yet, but Price knows he will need a miracle to avoid this 
outcome. His career resume is glittered in international gold — World 
Junior Championship, Olympics, World Cup — but there is a definite lack 
of silverware. The Stanley Cup is something Price has always wanted, 
and it doesn’t look like something he will get, at least not as a player. 

He came close in 2021 when he led the Canadiens on an improbable run 
to the final, but in chasing that elusive Cup, Price knowingly put the rest 
of his career in jeopardy because he had never been so close to his 
dream. Both he and Shea Weber played through injuries they knew they 
might never come back from. 

“I knew,” Gallagher said. “To what extent, maybe not. But I knew. I don’t 
know if everyone knew. There are certain times throughout the playoffs 
where things would slow down, and you’d be alone and they kind of open 
up and talk to you a little bit. You don’t ask too many questions, but I 
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knew where Pricey was at, and I knew Webby, what he had gone 
through and that he was at the end as well. I knew it was bad. Pricey, I 
just knew.” 

Price, however, seems to be at peace. 

“Well, yeah, it’s something that I wanted to do but I’m also, I think I’m 
more looking at it from a perspective of I’m very thankful for the career 
that I had,” Price said. “I had a long career of success. As an athlete, 
you’re always driven, goal orientated. It’s something that you’ve wanted 
to achieve your whole life. And it’s like, well, no, it didn’t happen, but on 
the other side of the coin, a goal of a hockey player is also to play in the 
NHL. And that’s something that I was really blessed to be able to do for, 
really, an extraordinary length of time.” 

Even though Price might not realize it, he did win. 

Except that victory came off the ice. 

Price was asked if he remembered the moment from 2021, the one when 
he realized he needed help. 

The answer came immediately. 

“Yeah I do,” he responded. “It would have been October 3, and waking 
up, I was in a pretty bad place. And I was just like, you know what? This 
isn’t working for me; it’s not working for my family.” 

That morning, Price recalled, was the sixth or seventh in a row where he 
woke up still feeling the effects of what he drank the night before. 

It was a Sunday, Price remembers, and by the following Thursday, Oct. 
7, he voluntarily entered the NHL/NHLPA Player Assistance Program 
and admitted himself into a residential rehabilitation facility. 

Price was given the opportunity during our conversation to avoid this 
topic, to keep the details of his battle with alcohol private. But he wanted 
to talk about it because he knows how much good came from him simply 
announcing he was seeking help. 

So, yes, he was willing to talk about it, wanted to even. 

“I think most of it, I see it in sports and high stress positions, there’s a lot 
of pressure on athletes these days, I think even more so with social 
media, media attention, you’re always under the microscope,” Price 
began. “And I think no matter how good you are at dealing with it, it’s still 
a weight on your mind, the pressure to perform. It’s not easy to do that 
day in, day out. Yeah, it’s a fun job, but you’re still doing a job and having 
to perform at a peak level every day. It’s something that you strive to do 
as an athlete, you enjoy doing it, but it’s not particularly easy to do, 
especially when things aren’t going well. And I feel like a way to escape 
that for a lot of athletes is having fun, having a good time. It’s very 
prominent in sports. And if you can really manage that, I think it’s really 
good to go out and have a good time with your teammates. I think it’s 
great team bonding to be able to get together, have a party, but you get 
to a point where you’re not having fun anymore. 

“I think after we lost in the (2021) Finals and coming so close to a goal 
and having a surgery, and knowing that I’m right on the 18th hole (of my 
career) here, I was not a happy person, I wasn’t being a good father. I 
was drinking a lot. I just got to a point where I was like, I’m not even 
having fun doing this. Like, what am I doing? I felt like I was getting to a 
point in my life where I had to make a decision. And substance abuse 
has been a very big issue in First Nations communities. I’ve had friends 
and family that have passed away from it. So, I could have done this 
privately. Nobody ever would have known about it. But at the end of the 
day, I was like, if I’m dealing with it, if I can lead by example and show 
that it’s OK to reach out for help. … Maybe I could have gone out and 
stopped on my own. Yeah, maybe. But at the end of the day, I wanted to 
be able to show it’s OK to ask for help.” 

There’s a lot to unpack there. But we should begin with him mentioning 
how alcohol has ravaged First Nations communities in this country, how it 
has touched people he loves, because instilling a sense of pride in 
Canada’s Indigenous people is important to Price. Always has been. 

He is well aware how much he means not only to the Ulkatcho First 
Nation, the people his mother Lynda has led as chief, the people he grew 
up with, but to all Indigenous people across Canada. 

When Price was given the biggest platform of his career at the 2015 NHL 
Awards, when he accepted the one award he was basically guaranteed 
to win that year, the Vezina Trophy, he sent that message loud and clear. 

“I would like to take a moment to encourage First Nations youth,” Price 
said on stage in Las Vegas that night. “A lot of people would say that it is 
very improbable that I would make it to this point in my life. I’ve made it 
here because I wasn’t discouraged. I’ve worked hard to get here, took 
advantage of every opportunity that I had, and I’d really like to encourage 
First Nations youth to be leaders in their communities, be proud of your 
heritage and don’t be discouraged from the improbable.” 

That sentiment has not changed for Price, especially in light of how 
Canada is coming to grips with its past horrors and how they impacted 
First Nations peoples. 

“Well, I’ll just come out and say, starting with the residential schools, I 
grew up knowing about it, obviously my grandmother went to one, but I 
don’t think I really comprehended how unknown it was,” Price said. 
“When I started playing with Canadian hockey players, especially over 
the last few years where it’s really come to the surface, young Canadians 
not even knowing what a residential school was. It was like, ‘Oh, you 
didn’t know that?’ And then I go back and think, going through social 
studies classes and stuff like that, it was just never brought up. 

“Being a role model for young Natives was always something that I had 
in mind because I was always constantly reminded of that. I’ve received 
so much support from First Nations communities across Canada. I 
receive letters in the mail, young fans, and even older fans, they go out of 
their way to come to Montreal to come watch us even just practice. I’ve 
always known that and kept that in mind.” 

So that is one part of why Price felt the need to be so public with his own 
struggles. But his desire to help does not end there. 

A few years ago, the Canadiens were in Dallas to face the Stars and 
were out at a bar when Price had a conversation that stuck with him. He 
spoke to his then-teammate Nate Thompson, who has also battled drugs 
and alcohol, and asked questions about how he was able to be in a bar 
without drinking, how he managed his sobriety, lots of things. 

“I think he was kind of feeling it out with me and asking how it was,” 
Thompson said. “He was saying maybe it might be a possibility of him 
doing something like that, and he was just asking me questions and was 
very curious.” 

Thompson, who celebrated six years of sobriety on Oct. 10, has been 
open about his journey in the hopes it helps other people. But that took 
some time, and seeing Price reach the same point makes him proud. 

“I needed to get a year of sobriety before I could feel comfortable being 
open about it, and everyone’s different,” Thompson said. “Some guys 
want to keep it private, and some guys want to be open about it. I think 
for me, the biggest thing that helped me be open about it was to realize 
that with our platform, with my platform, with Carey’s platform, this thing’s 
bigger than us. It’s not just a problem that’s happening with athletes, this 
is a problem that’s happening all over the world that people are dealing 
with day in and day out. 

“I think being able to carry a message that is so strong and so powerful, 
for people to see that, and especially coming from a guy like him, from 
Carey Price, that’s going to help a ton of people.” 

Price entered the residential rehabilitation facility on Oct. 7, and there 
have been challenges since. 

“Once I left the facility, like that first three months, it’s something new, 
you’re excited about it. But that next six months, I felt like it was on my 
mind a lot, I was thinking about it a lot,” Price said. “Not to say that I was 
ready to jump off the wagon, but I can see why the success rate, it’s not 
that great. Going through that, I was like, ‘Well, yeah, I can see why.’ But 
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I also have my kids at home every day. And I’m like, well, if not for them, 
then … first and foremost, you do it for yourself. But I look at my kids 
every day and to be able to not be wasting mornings of my life anymore 
and be able to wake up on Sunday morning and cook my kids pancakes 
is something very fulfilling to me. 

“And since then, I would say over the last few months, the last couple of 
months especially, I’ve gone to weddings, I’ve gone to team parties and 
stuff like that. I think once you kind of get over your own social anxiety, 
that’s when you start feeling comfortable with just being yourself. I feel 
socially awkward sometimes and I feel like I just used (alcohol) as a bit of 
a crutch. Lately, I feel like I’m just totally fine with just being myself, not 
drinking, just being comfortable, just being present.” 

This is where the help Price chose to seek comes in because he learned 
how to cope with and alter the lifestyle he had created for himself. As he 
said, perhaps he could have done that on his own, but getting help made 
that process much easier. 

“It’s all about forming new habits and a new thought process,” Price said. 
“Like, every time we would have a social event, for me it was like, ‘You’re 
drinking, you’re having a beer, it’s just a social thing, it’s what you do.’ 
You’re creating a pattern, and it takes a long time to break a pattern. 

“I learned that while I was at that facility; you create a path and once you 
stray from that path, you might be bushwhacking for a little while, but 
eventually you create a new path.” 

This is the big win for Price, not only being able to face this affliction but 
being able to share it publicly. But he wants it to be known that he had to 
get help before he could help others. 

“It was a great thing, it’s awesome, but that’s not to glorify what I was 
doing before,” Price said. “You have to be doing some bad stuff, not 
living life well, to be able to turn that around. 

“I think that’s the biggest message, you have the rest of your life to live. 
Live it well.” 

Price has had a tremendous career. He will likely wind up in the Hockey 
Hall of Fame. He holds just about every major goaltending record in 
Canadiens franchise history. But more important than any of that has 
been Price’s willingness to help others through his own experience, 
something he has done throughout his career with First Nations peoples 
and is now doing for people who struggle with substance use. 

No, Carey Price never won a Stanley Cup. But no one could ever say he 
is not a winner. 
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Golden Knights’ Phil Kessel ties NHL ironman record at 989 games 

 

The Athletic Staff, Jonas Siegel 

 

Golden Knights forward Phil Kessel has tied the longest ironman streak 
in NHL history, playing in his 989th consecutive game Monday night as 
Vegas hosts the Toronto Maple Leafs. Kessel’s consecutive games 
streak began on Oct. 31, 2009, and stretches 14 seasons as a member 
of the Maple Leafs, Pittsburgh Penguins, Arizona Coyotes and Golden 
Knights. 

The record was set by retired defenseman Keith Yandle, who surpassed 
the previous mark set by Doug Jarvis when he skated in his 964th 
straight game in January. 

Kessel, 35, has one assist in six games with Vegas this season. Drafted 
by the Boston Bruins with the No. 5 pick in 2006, Kessel has a total of 

957 points in 1,210 career games spanning 17 NHL seasons. Kessel 
won back-to-back Stanley Cups with the Penguins in 2016 and 2017. 

IT’S KESSEL TIME pic.twitter.com/obrKFuvk1u 

— Vegas Golden Knights (@GoldenKnights) October 25, 2022 

The veteran forward is expected to set the NHL’s new record at 990 
straight games when the Golden Knights visit the San Jose Sharks on 
Tuesday. 

How has he been able to maintain his longevity? Kessel, to his benefit 
(and sometimes, detriment), knows exactly who he is, and he sticks to 
that. 

His game is about having the puck and making plays. It’s not about doing 
anything remotely physical. Not one bit. So Kessel never gets hit or never 
hits anyone himself. He sticks to his lane fully and completely. That 
means he doesn’t do anything extra after practice, and there was one 
year I remember he mentioned skating for the first time all summer not 
long before camp. He’s a one of one. 
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Five early success stories I’m not buying yet, plus a disastrous start in 
Vancouver 

 

Sean McIndoe 

 

Welcome to Week 2 of the still-way-too-early rankings, in which we try to 
sort through all the noise of the first few games to figure out if they’re 
telling us anything at all that’s useful. 

First things first, if you somehow missed it then go check out the Friday 
power rankings, which dropped their first edition last week. It’s a nice 
counterpart to these rankings — we’re the long-term view, focused on 
figuring out who’ll finish first and who’ll come dead last, while Dom and 
Other Sean are more of a snapshot of right now. We’ll disagree 
sometimes, and when we do I’ll be right, but for the most part, it’s two 
distinct views of one unpredictable league. 

Speaking of predictions, in last week’s column I listed five teams off to 
slow starts that I wasn’t all that worried about. Four of those five teams 
ran off multiple wins this week, and even Minnesota at least got their first 
victory of the season, so I think the list held up well. But there was one 
team that I conspicuously didn’t list because I kind of was already worried 
even after two games, and that was the 0-and-2 Canucks. 

One week later, they’re now the 0-and-6 Canucks, and oh boy, we are 
officially at a full-blown crisis in Vancouver. A couple of loser points 
aside, it’s been six straight losses featuring blown leads, missed 
assignments, bad goaltending and simmering panic. What it hadn’t 
featured until this weekend was a home game, and the Canucks finally 
got that on Saturday against the Sabres. You probably heard how it went. 
Not great! 

Afterward, we had Bruce Boudreau dropping truth bombs on his own 
team, calling them “totally embarrassing” for putting up “very little effort.” 
Meanwhile, Jim Rutherford was on Hockey Night in Canada defending an 
offseason that steered the team into win-now territory by claiming that 
rebuilds take a long time and this isn’t fantasy hockey, and man does this 
ever feel like a team that’s about to make a coaching change, right? 

Q on After Hours to Rutherford: Why is the team so opposed to a 
rebuild? 

"Well, I think people have to realize how long rebuilds are." 
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This feels like you bringing your totaled car to a mechanic they just throw 
the spare tire on and say you don't realize how long rebuilds take. 

— Wyatt Arndt (@TheStanchion) October 23, 2022 

It’s very bad in Vancouver right now, and while Boudreau has correctly 
pointed out that he went through something similar with the 2015-16 
Ducks and still won a division title, it’s hard to see that potential in this 
team right now. They’re back at home tonight against the Hurricanes, 
which is a chance to end the losing streak with an exclamation point. It’s 
also a chance to dig an ugly hole even deeper. 

All of this brings us to this week’s bonus top five. Last week we did five 
teams having slow starts that I said I wasn’t worried about. You know we 
need to flip that coin for Week 2 … 

Top five teams I’m not buying quite yet 

5. Detroit Red Wings — They’re one of only four teams left without a 
regulation loss. They also had the easiest early schedule in the league, 
one that featured one decent team out of five. They’ve got the Devils next 
to continue the trend, but the Bruins are up after that, so we’ll see what 
these guys can do against a contender. 

4. Chicago Blackhawks — They’ve been able to string together three 
straight wins. Were any of the teams they beat good? No, they were not, 
but the Hawks aren’t good either, so let’s let them have their fun while it 
lasts, before Kyle Davidson starts openly tackling guys during pregame 
warmup. 

3. Dallas Stars — They were a playoff team last year and look like one 
again, but I’m not buying them as a Central front-runner quite yet. You 
can only play who the schedule gives you, but the Stars have only faced 
one 100-point team from last year, and they lost that one to the Leafs 
(although it was with their backup goalie, and they still earned a point). 
They’ve got Boston, Washington and New York later this week, so I may 
have to change my tune. But for now, I’m holding, not buying. 

2. Buffalo Sabres — They just rolled through Western Canada, 
everything’s clicking, and the vibes are off the chart. There’s no fan base 
in sports that deserves some good times more than the Sabres, so I’ll 
just quietly list them here and otherwise let people enjoy things. 

1. Philadelphia Flyers — Easy call here, even before they got shut out by 
the Sharks last night, right? I’m guessing that even Flyer fans aren’t 
going to be mad about this one, or at least not any madder than they 
usually are, which is to say still pretty mad. After all, they were the most 
hopeless fan base in the league just a few weeks ago, so surely they’re 
not flipping all the way over to chest-thumping based on six games. I do 
think we’ve seen some solid evidence that the Flyers won’t be the 
trainwreck a lot of us were expecting, and if Carter Hart has rediscovered 
his game then they could even be a team that stays on the fringe of the 
playoff race until late in the year while earning John Tortorella some Jack 
Adams love. That still feels like the ceiling, though. 

On to the real thing … 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of winning the Stanley Cup. 

I’m trying to envision an NHL where teams start to embrace the NFL’s “F 
them picks” trend. The two leagues are very different in how they value 
picks, and rightfully so given the timelines typically involved, but as the 
Rams have shown us, it only takes one team to try it and have it work to 
remind everyone that flags fly forever. 

5. Pittsburgh Penguins (4-0-1, +15 true goals differential*) — You could 
make a case for the Rangers here too, and I’m guessing their fans will do 
just that. But I’ve been impressed with the Penguins, an intriguing team 
that spent its offseason doubling down on an aging core. It looks like the 
right call so far, with Sidney Crosby in Hart mode to lead a humming 
offense. More importantly, Tristan Jarry has been fantastic. How much 
you believe in him being able to stay that way probably goes a long way 
toward how much you buy this ranking. 

4. Boston Bruins (5-1-0, +7) — We had a pair of Atlantic teams in last 
week’s top five, but both the Lightning and Panthers have been nudged 
aside. That clears room for the Bruins, who were supposed to be the 
good team having its last dance but that started slow due to all those 
injuries. Instead, they already look Cup-worthy, even without Brad 
Marchand and Charlie McAvoy. I don’t know that I’m completely sold on 
Linus Ullmark being this good, and that wobble against the Senators 
makes you wonder a bit. But this team looks good, and the division 
doesn’t look as scary as it might have two weeks ago. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes (3-1-1, +5) — We try not to overreact to the short-
term stuff, so we won’t panic about a pair of losses in Alberta. But if they 
can’t get back on track tonight in Vancouver, that will be concerning. 

2. Calgary Flames (4-1-0, +2) — We’re still not sure what happened 
against the Sabres, although it’s possible a lot of teams will be saying 
that this year. But Saturday’s showdown with the Hurricanes was one of 
those way-too-early “this could be a Stanley Cup Final preview” games, 
and the Flames took care of business. 

1. Colorado Avalanche (3-2-1, +3) — It’s been a rough start in Colorado, 
with three losses including to teams like the Jets and Kraken. This week 
also brought news of Gabriel Landeskog’s surgery, which could keep the 
captain out for at least 12 weeks. The long-term view is still rosy enough 
to keep them in this spot, but it’s a little bit less so than last week. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does 
for some reason. 

Not ranked: St. Louis Blues — Oh hey, look who decided to show up. 

The Blues’ early schedule is downright weird; at one point, they were 
sitting at just one game played while other teams in their division were up 
to five. You sometimes see that when a team has a weird travel situation 
or a new arena or whatever, but none of that applies to the Blues. One 
theory is that the team prefers a lighter October schedule because that’s 
when the Cardinals take over the town’s sporting attention, which I guess 
makes sense, and their building was booked for a big chunk of the last 
few weeks. Still … one game? 

They’re up to three now, and all three have been wins. That includes 
Saturday’s impressive shutout win over the Oilers, which was an achingly 
boring performance against a team you’re not supposed to be able to do 
that against. 

We’ll get a rematch on Wednesday, and we’ll see if the Blues can do it 
again. First up are the Jets tonight, and with a soft-ish schedule after 
Edmonton, there’s a good shot at a really nice start here. I’m going to 
need to see that happen before I give them serious top-five 
consideration, but at the very least they’re on their way to proving some 
of those middling preseason projections wrong. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed toward dead last, and the best lottery 
odds for Connor Bedard. 

If you missed it, the goalie confidence ranking was interesting stuff. Also, 
some of you seem a little optimistic about the state of your goaltending, 
but that might just be me. Congrats to the Kraken for ranking dead last 
on the list before Philipp Grubauer got hurt. We’re saving a spot for 
Seattle on this list, but competition for spots is already tough. 

5. Montreal Canadiens (3-3-0, -2) — They’ve been feisty, and the young 
pieces have looked good. In a year when wins and losses aren’t the most 
important part of the story, it’s been a great start, and if it keeps up they’ll 
make an early departure from a list they figured to be on all year long. 

4. Anaheim Ducks (1-4-1, -13) — They’ve lost five straight, including 
yesterday’s blowout to the Red Wings. This week brings the Lightning, 
Knights and Maple Leafs, so it could get a whole lot worse for a team 
that’s already sporting a league-worst goals differential. 

3. San Jose Sharks (2-6-0, -8) — The good news is that they got their 
first win, and it even came against a good team in the Rangers. They’ve 
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also had three losses by just one goal, so at the very least maybe the 
loser point fairy should be visiting more often. Still, the offense looks non-
existent, and they’re all but out of the playoff picture already. Knowing 
that can be rough for a young rebuilding team, but it can be disastrous for 
a team that’s still built around veterans who know there’s only so much 
time left. This could get ugly. OK, this could get uglier. 

2. Chicago Blackhawks (3-2-0, +1) — They’ve earned three straight wins 
and have been starting to stir up some “Hey these guys are tougher to 
play against than we thought” stories. Deservedly so, if we’re being 
honest, and kudos to Luke Richardson for getting the most out of his 
group early on. Still, they’re bad and their front office wants them to be, 
so we’ll enjoy it while we can. 

At this rate, the Blackhawks are going to run out of pieces to pull off the 
Kyle Davidson cardboard standup in the locker room by mid-November. 

— Mark Lazerus (@MarkLazerus) October 23, 2022 

1. Arizona Coyotes (1-4-0, -13) — Their three-game trip through Canada 
saw them set off a national panic by beating the Maple Leafs, then get 
stomped by the Canadiens and Senators. So we know two things about 
this team: They’re terrible, and they’ve got an A+ sense of comedic 
timing. 

Not ranked: Nashville Predators — I spent all last year waiting for the 
Predators to fade and it never happened, at least until the playoffs 
arrived and the Avalanche flexed on them. I have a policy: When I’m 
proven wrong about a team one year, I tend to keep any further doubts to 
myself until it feels safe. 

It’s getting close to feeling safe in Nashville, where the Predators started 
the season with those two wins in Europe over the Sharks but have five 
straight losses since they returned. They’ve been outscored 20-9 in those 
games, and there are plenty of causes for concern among key players. 
Juuse Saros has been bad, and maybe you figure he’s earned the 
benefit of the doubt there. Roman Josi certainly has, so maybe we ignore 
his awful numbers. But up front, slow starts for everyone from Filip 
Forsberg to Matt Duchene to Ryan Johansen have to be worrying, 
especially since the latter two’s turnaround seasons were a big part of 
last year’s success. 

The Columbus game was especially bad, as a 3-1 third-period lead 
turned into a 5-3 loss, and losing to the Flyers at home is never good 
news. It’s not like the Predators have dropped out of the race, and in fact, 
they’re still just one point out of a wild-card spot. But it already feels like 
we’re getting into point-of-no-return territory, especially with a tough 
schedule over the next few weeks that brings the Blues, Capitals, Oilers 
and Flames. They’ve got a few days off so prepare, with nothing on the 
schedule until Thursday, so there’s a chance for a reset here, and they 
sure need it. 
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The evolution of NHL power plays: Mobile D, the Ovechkin effect and the 
decline of the point slap shot 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

 

NHL Hall of Famer Ray Bourque scored 173 power-play goals, the most 
by any defenseman in league history. His record will not be approached 
anytime soon, if ever. 

Shea Weber, whose career is over, leads all active defensemen with 106 
man-advantage goals. Zdeno Chara retired with 93. Brent Burns is at 80. 

“They don’t make them like them that much anymore,” the Bruins’ Chris 
Wagner says of muscle-bound, long-range rocket launchers. 

Indeed, slap-happy strikers like Weber, Chara and Burns used to stand 
at the point, raise their sticks and strike sizzlers that made goalies 
tremble. In 2016-17, for example, Montreal’s power play centered on 
Weber’s chance creation from the blue line. The distribution is clear in 
this heat chart, with the high-shot-volume areas in orange: 

That has changed. With the adoption of the 1-3-1 power-play formation 
happening leaguewide, the point man has become a distributor first. 

The shot to score, particularly the slap shot, has become an afterthought. 

You can see it in the stats. Since the NHL began tracking shot types, the 
number of power-play slap shots per game has been nearly cut in half, 
from 2.68 in 2009-10 to 1.40 in 2021-22, per the NHL. That doesn’t 
correlate perfectly with point shots, because slap shots from the flank are 
also common, but it does suggest what we’ve seen to be true. So do 
other numbers. Capitals winger Alex Ovechkin has led the league in 
power-play slap shots each of the past eight years. The four seasons 
before that, point men led the league (P.K. Subban and Dustin 
Byfuglien). Boston, which had 2.5 or more power-play slap shots per 
game in 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12, when Chara was on the point, 
has averaged 1.5 per season over the past four seasons. 

You can see the shift in heat charts also. Last season, for instance, the 
Rangers’ top-unit power-play quarterback was Adam Fox. His priority 
was to get pucks to Mika Zibanejad (15 power-play goals), not fire it 
himself (38 shots), as seen here: 

Fox and Quinn Hughes are considered two of today’s sharpest power-
play quarterbacks. Bourque’s standard is in neither of their sights. The 
two have each scored just three power-play goals in their careers. They 
combined for zero in 2021-22. 

It didn’t limit team success. Fox’s Rangers were fourth in the NHL on the 
power play, converting 25.2 percent of their opportunities. Hughes’ 
Canucks were ninth, at 23.5 percent. Overall, the league average rose to 
20.6 percent from 19.8 percent a season earlier. In 2022-23, teams have 
again been successful on 20.6 percent of opportunities so far. A decade 
ago, in the heyday of Chara and Weber, it was 17.9 percent. 

These are not isolated cases. They’re the products of evolution in NHL 
power plays, which players and coaches helped lay out for The Athletic. 

From the top to the flanks 

Panthers coach Paul Maurice has had at his disposal the owners of 
plenty of hammers over the years, from Bryan McCabe in Toronto to Joe 
Corvo in Carolina to Byfuglien in Winnipeg. 

During his time with the Maple Leafs, Maurice regularly sent out McCabe 
and Tomas Kaberle to work the point on his No. 1 power-play unit. From 
what Maurice recalls, the point of emphasis shifted from the blue line to 
lower in the formation in the 1990s. He credits the Canadiens, with Saku 
Koivu serving as the primary shooter, for first making it a regular 
occurrence. 

The movement exploded upon Ovechkin’s arrival in the NHL. It did not 
take former Capitals coach Glen Hanlon long to figure out Ovechkin’s 
lethality from what would become his left-side office. As a rookie in 2005-
06, Ovechkin scored 21 power-play goals, sixth-most in the league. 

Seventeen seasons later, Ovechkin is still firing. With each man-
advantage goal he scores, he adds to his NHL-best sum. And his favored 
spot has not grown less profitable: 

Meanwhile, understudies such as the Lightning’s Steven Stamkos are 
adding their stylistic touches. 

Stamkos, you can see, usually sets up even lower in the left-side setup 
than Ovechkin: 

In Winnipeg, Maurice identified his own half-wall specialist in Patrik 
Laine. In 2018-19, Winnipeg had the league’s No. 4 power play (24.8 
percent). Laine scored 15 power-play goals. Byfuglien, the thundering 
point presence, had one. 
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“The Ovechkins of the world changed it. Ovechkin and Stamkos,” 
Maurice says. “Guys that can hammer the puck on the flank, they 
became the shooters. Even the big-number guys like Byfuglien, when our 
power play ran fourth and you’ve got Patrik Laine on the one side as the 
shooter, their goal numbers go way down. Because they’re just feeding 
those guys.” 

Coaches are stationing their most talented finishers on the elbows. The 
shooters are usually on their off sides, free to whistle one-timers or walk 
the puck off the walls to shoot or pass. Penalty kills are designed to 
acknowledge the elbows as the primary threats. 

“We don’t want the half-wall,” says the Panthers’ Aaron Ekblad. “Because 
some of the best players in the world are on the half-wall.” 

It is not just a matter of talent. Even Ovechkin’s shot is relatively 
manageable if he uncorks a stationary slap shot.  

The lethality of the half-wall presence is a combination of talent and puck 
movement. If Nicklas Backstrom threads a pass from the right-side half-
boards through the penalty-killing box and into Ovechkin’s wheelhouse, 
few netminders can handle what’s coming.  

A goalie would first have to respect Backstrom’s shot. He would then 
have to push from left to right to follow the pass, square up to Ovechkin 
and be in a position to deny the top power-play finisher in the history of 
the game. According to Clear Sight Analytics, flank shooters are seven 
times more likely to score a power-play goal following a dish across the 
slot line than off a pass from the top. 

“It’s cross-ice,” Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark says of the biggest PP threat. 
“Across the middle. Especially if it goes twice. The more times it goes 
through the middle, it’s harder for us to keep track of it and keep beating 
the pass. That’s the toughest one.” 

What makes it even harder is how power plays are deploying their other 
attackers. In Washington’s formation, T.J. Oshie is present in the 
bumper. Evgeny Kuznetsov is lurking as the goal-line presence. Penalty 
killers are tasked with shadowing these dangermen. That makes for a 
jungle of legs and torsos and sticks in a goalie’s sight. 

“It’s a lot of bodies in front,” Ullmark says. “You have six, seven guys 
standing basically in the middle of the zone between the dots whenever 
there’s a pass going cross-ice. There’s a lot of bodies and sticks in the 
way. It can get deflected. Maybe you lose track of the puck while it’s 
going to the other side. It’s easy when it goes cross-ice and there’s no 
one in front of you. It wouldn’t be an issue. As soon as you implement 
more and more bodies in front of you, the more chance there is for you to 
lose it.” 

Meanwhile, defensemen who used to pound point pucks have become 
few and far between. 

Movement, smarts, vision 

John Carlson has been Washington’s blue-line quarterback for the better 
part of a decade. Between 2013-14 and 2021-22, he scored 199 power-
play points. Among defensemen, only Keith Yandle (207) and Victor 
Hedman (204) recorded more.  

During that time, Carlson had 393 shots, the ninth-most among 
defensemen. So while Carlson shoots to keep penalty kills from 
overcommitting to Ovechkin, his first task is to move the puck. 

“He’s pretty poised,” says the Bruins’ Charlie Coyle. “He just seems like a 
calm guy, a calm player. It seems like he doesn’t overthink a lot. 

“Sometimes you don’t know what those guys are doing with the puck. 
They’re not committed to one thing. They adjust. Of course, you’ve got 
Ovi over there on the flank. So that can open some things up. You’ve 
always got that threat there. But he’s good at getting shots too. Whether 
it’s a little subtle fake or a look-off to Ovechkin or the other guy on the 
half-wall, he slides one through you. It doesn’t need to be a hard shot. If 
you get it through and there’s traffic there, there’s guys for tip-ins. They 
have some guys around the net who play it very well.” 

In 2021-22, Fox (33 assists) and Hughes (31) were first and third, 
respectively, in power-play helpers among defensemen. While Fox’s top 
priority was to get pucks to Zibanejad, Hughes’ was to distribute to Bo 
Horvat (13 power-play goals), Brock Boeser (11) and Elias Pettersson 
(10). In comparison to Burns (13.2 shots per 60 minutes of PP time), 
neither Hughes (10.4) nor Fox (9.9) was focused on shots. 

“Their ability to move the puck quickly,” Bruins coach Jim Montgomery 
says of the qualities elite point men share. “The puck moves quicker than 
anyone’s feet. So their reads on when to allow the puck to do the work. 
Then when they don’t have anything, using their God-given ability and 
feet to make things happen. Any time you can shift the box with puck 
movement or their feet makes it hard on the four. Because the two-on-
ones become more evident.” 

The point defenseman has evolved into a mover, thinker and distributor. 
He shimmies along the blue line from wall to wall, looking for passing 
seams and the occasional shooting lane. 

You could make the case that Fox (24 years old), Hughes (23) and the 
Avalanche’s Cale Makar (23) are the present and future of the position. 
Makar in particular. 

Change coming? 

In the opening round of last season’s playoffs, the Lightning scored on 
21.2 percent of their power plays against Toronto. They improved to 26.7 
percent in Round 2 against the Panthers. They were at 21.4 percent in 
the third round against the Rangers. 

They dropped to 10.5 percent in the Stanley Cup Final against Colorado. 
Stamkos did not have a power-play goal. Nikita Kucherov had one. Corey 
Perry was the only other Lightning to score on the power play. 

“All of the great power-play shooters are on the flanks right now. They’re 
pretty darn effective with it,” Maurice said. “But there’s been a change 
over the past couple years. When you look at the way Colorado killed 
against Tampa, with the Stamkos and Kucherov connection, it’s more of 
a diamond. They’re more in shot lanes. There’s more direct-lane 
pressure.” 

In the playoffs, the Avalanche ran their power play through Nathan 
MacKinnon. He scored six goals on 38 shots. Makar scored twice on 12 
shots. 

But in the regular season, Makar was a more robust scoring presence, 
scoring nine power-play goals, second-most on the team after Mikko 
Rantanen (16). Of those nine goals, four were via point wristers, like this 
walk-and-snap snipe against Nashville on April 28.  

Makar one-timed three from the top of the left circle. He did not score any 
off a straight slap shot. 

Through 182 career games, Makar had scored 17 power-play goals, 
giving him an average of 0.093 per game. It’s well above the 0.014 rates 
of Hughes and Fox — and closer to Bourque’s 0.107 pace. 

“He’s very good on his feet and his edges where he can get guys to slide 
out of the way, then shoot one in from the point with traffic in front,” Coyle 
says of Makar. “You see more of those guys lately. I feel that’s just how 
the whole league’s going. You’ve got to be able to skate. All these 
defensemen who can control it up there, they’re just great skaters. 
They’re so crafty with it. They can make plays, passes, getting shots 
through. It makes it fun to watch. But not fun to play against those guys.” 

It’s possible Makar could be a goal-scoring unicorn. The 23-year-old is 
both young and talented enough to make a run up the career scoreboard. 
He would do so by using up-top wristers with reinforcements in front. 

“I still think it’s a dangerous shot if they have two net-front guys,” says the 
Bruins’ Connor Clifton of a shot from the point. “A lot of teams play the 1-
3-1. So they’ve got that high presence and the low presence net-front. It 
does become a dangerous shot, whether it’s (Chara) going 100 miles an 
hour or an Adam Fox wrister from the point. I think it is dangerous, 
especially when you give the high forward the ability to tip it.” 
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Another shift could be pending, too. There is too much penalty-killing 
presence at the flanks to continue ignoring the point.  

“The guy at the top’s going to have to start shooting the puck more,” 
Maurice says. “It’s an evolution of the shooter.” 

Stylistically, a return to the days of juggernauts banging slappers is 
unlikely. Deception will be the wave of the future. A wrister with traffic is a 
lot easier to disguise than a roof-scraping slap shot. 

Goalies do not like the releases they cannot see. 
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ESPN / How the war in Ukraine is impacting Russian players in the NHL 
and beyond 

 

Emily Kaplan 

 

Since Russia invaded Ukraine in February, Russian-born players in the 
NHL have dealt with uncertainty, concern for the safety and well-being of 
loved ones back home, and harassment by fans, while being expected by 
some to speak out against their home country. 

The league has also faced complex issues, including precarious cross-
border travel and managing international relationships. 

Simply put by one NHL GM: "It's the elephant in the room right now." 

Added another GM: "This is a complicated situation that, quite frankly, a 
lot of us aren't qualified to speak on. And so out of respect for those 
players, we've kept the conversation out of the public sphere." 

Here are some of the dynamics going on behind the scenes in the NHL 
as the war continues. 

Life for players in the NHL 

Last season, many Russian players declined to speak to the media 
altogether after the invasion. If Russian players did speak, it was nearly 
always under the agreement with journalists that there would be "no 
Russia questions." 

Forty Russian-born players made opening night rosters in the NHL. 
(There are currently no Ukrainian-born players in the league.) 

As locker rooms have reopened to the media this season, those players 
are more accessible. One Russian player told ESPN that he was in an 
"impossible situation." 

"The media wants us to talk just so they can get us to say things to fit 
their story," the player said. "But they don't actually understand the 
situation, or what it's like for our families, or what's actually going on. If I 
say I am proud of where I am from and I love being Russian, I am 
painted as a bad guy -- even if I do not support the war. So what am I 
supposed to do, lie?" 

That's why, the player said, it's easiest not to say anything at all. He also 
noted that the topic of war hasn't been brought up by his teammates in 
the locker room or on road trips as "we just focus on our jobs, and that is 
hockey." 

"People want [our players] to speak up in a certain way, but you're not 
going to tell someone how to think politically -- just like how you avoid 
conversations about religion or politics at Thanksgiving," one GM with 
multiple Russian players on his roster told ESPN. "It's conflicting for the 
athletes, and a weird dynamic." 

For Russian players, the biggest concern has been their own security, as 
well as the security of their families. According to several sources, some 

teams -- especially teams with strong resources -- are doing things 
behind the scenes to help support Russian players. That includes helping 
obtain visas for family members and even helping them relocate. 

The war hasn't affected contracts for current NHL players, but it has 
affected their overall earnings. The equipment manufacturer CCM, for 
example, stopped using Russian players in all global marketing 
campaigns. According to several NHL marketing agents, there are very 
few brands looking to do new business with Russian-born players as they 
wait out the climate. There are, however, expected to be marketing 
activations around Washington Capitals captain Alex Ovechkin this 
season as he closes in on Gordie Howe on the all-time scoring chart. 

Ovechkin has been a topic of conversation throughout the war, given his 
previous vocal support for Vladimir Putin -- and the fact that he still 
appears with Putin in his Instagram profile picture. But those closest to 
Ovechkin have maintained that the dynamics for one of Russia's most 
well-known athletes are complex, and there are still concerns over his 
family back home, which is one of the reasons he hasn't changed his 
photo. 

Travel for Russian players 

According to sources, no NHL teams prevented their Russian-born 
players from traveling home this summer, despite the unpredictability of 
travel restrictions. "How are you going to tell a guy not to visit his family, 
the place he grew up?" one general manager said. "But I think a lot of us 
were holding our breath, just making sure there were no hiccups." 

The process for reapplying for visas was much more complicated -- and 
slower -- than in years past. 

The U.S. consulate in Moscow has suspended visa services, so many 
Russian-born players flew to other countries to get their paperwork 
approved, which caused a few headaches. But as one agent said, "That 
was on the U.S. government -- they are the ones that made it more 
difficult." 

When the San Jose Sharks and Nashville Predators opened their season 
in Prague as part of the NHL Global Series, the Czech foreign ministry 
initially told the league that Russian players would not be welcome 
because of the war in Ukraine. 

The Sharks, from GM Mike Grier to captain Logan Couture, drew a hard 
stance publicly: If the Russians couldn't go, the entire team would not go. 

The Czech government eventually dropped its attempted ban. The 
Predators' Yakov Trenin and the Sharks' Evgeny Svechnikov played in 
Prague (Alexander Barabanov didn't play because he was injured). 
According to people close to the players, they did not experience any 
hostility and were even stopped for photographs and autographs by fans 
during the trip. 

At the league level 

The NHL condemned the Russian government shortly after February's 
invasion and ended all business relations in Russia -- including its 
Russian-language website, media and sponsorship deals. The league 
office was also quick to separate the acts of the Russian government 
with the league's Russian players. The NHL said it would support its 
players, including adding extra security, which has continued this season. 

The NHL and NHLPA have been working with the IIHF on hosting a 
World Cup of Hockey in February 2024. The IIHF has banned Russia 
from international events, but the NHL and NHLPA are hopeful that they 
could find a solution -- such as having Russian athletes compete under a 
neutral name or flag. But deputy commissioner Bill Daly said other 
participating countries don't view that as satisfactory and are advocating 
for no Russian player participation at all. 

"Especially since the NHL didn't go to the last two Olympics, playing in 
this tournament is deeply personal for Russian players," agent Dan 
Milstein, who represents a majority of the Russian players in the NHL, 
told ESPN. "I will be working closely with everyone involved to find a 
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solution here. We will fight until the end. This is a very important issue for 
the players, and not including them is absolutely unfair." 

The KHL issue 

One concern for the NHL is its relationship with the Kontinental Hockey 
League, a league that includes teams from several countries, but the 
large majority of them are based in Russia. The KHL, which is widely 
considered the second-best hockey league in the world, has been on 
good terms with the NHL. The NHL had been considering sending a 
team to Russia for exhibition games, or reintroducing a KHL/NHL 
crossover event. Those discussions are on indefinite hold, with the 
league ending all business relations with Russia. 

The KHL and NHL had a "memorandum of understanding" that required 
each league to respect each other's player contracts. No KHL team has 
violated that memorandum, but many NHL executives wondered whether 
that might change. "I want to see what happens this current season," 
Daly told ESPN in August. "I don't really know one way or the other yet." 

One NHL executive presented this scenario: "If a player isn't happy with 
his playing time, or down to the AHL, who's to say he doesn't just bolt 
home and sign a contract over there? That's a real possibility now." 

Ivan Fedotov 

One player in particular who was caught up in the geopolitical maelstrom: 
Flyers prospect Ivan Fedotov, who was expected to compete for 
Philadelphia's backup goaltending position this season. Fedotov played 
last season for the KHL's CSKA Moscow, which is considered an 
extension of the Russian Army. Fedotov signed a contract with the Flyers 
in May, and two months later, while skating at a rink in St. Petersburg, he 
was arrested by a SWAT team and sent to a military base in 
Severomorsk. All men ages 18-27 in Russia must serve in the military 
unless they have an official exemption, which is usually university 
studies. Fedotov was detained on grounds of military evasion. 

"This type of snatching and sending young men to arctic bases has been 
used as retaliation against opposition figures in Russia," Washington 
Post Russia correspondent Mary Ilyushina explained to ESPN. "In this 
case, it may not have to do with opposition but rather abandoning a 
Russia club for an American one." 

Fedotov hired a military lawyer, who reported that Fedotov was 
hospitalized after receiving "some kind of injections." Fedotov has since 
been transferred to another base. His legal team dropped his appeal for 
the charges of evasion, and according to sources, he is hopeful that after 
serving a year in the military he will be released and allowed to come to 
the United States to begin his NHL career. 

This is a case the league is following closely, as it could be the first 
example of the NHL and KHL memorandum being violated. Considering 
CSKA Moscow's relationship with the military, it's possible Fedotov could 
be required to play for CSKA Moscow. 

One general manager said he's not as concerned for well-established 
veterans, but more so for the prospects and younger players in the 
league. "They seem more susceptible to getting caught up with military 
service, et cetera," the GM said. "And of course there is now the real 
concern -- one that we used to have for years, but had gone away of late 
-- about getting those guys over here and signing contracts. " 

The draft and Russian prospects 

Many in the scouting community predicted that Russians would be shut 
out of the first round of the 2022 NHL draft for the first time since 2005. 
However, three Russian players were selected in the first round in July: 
Pavel Mintyukov (Anaheim Ducks, No. 10), Ivan Miroshnichenko 
(Washington Capitals, No. 20) and Danila Yurov (Minnesota Wild, No. 
24). It's much easier for NHL teams to draft players already playing in 
North America, like Minyukov and Yurov, who were in the Ontario 
Hockey League. 

Miroshnichenko is more of a risk. He was once projected as a lottery 
pick, but dropped because he was still in Russia playing in the second 

division last season and because he will miss the 2022-23 season after 
being diagnosed with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. The Capitals viewed his 
draft selection as a gamble, but the upside was too much to pass up. 

Matvei Michkov is considered a top-three pick in the 2023 draft, and his 
stock will be interesting to monitor as he plays this season for SKA St. 
Petersburg in the KHL. Several NHL teams have pulled scouts from 
Russia, but it's hard to gauge how many organizations have a Russian 
presence as some teams may have consultants on payroll. Either way, 
Michkov will go the entire season with very few people from NHL 
organizations having eyes on him. Scouts say it helps that Michkov has 
played in well-attended tournaments over the past two years, such as the 
Hlinka-Gretzky Cup and the 2021 world juniors in Texas. 

Michkov is under contract with the KHL through the 2025-26 season. "At 
those tournaments he looked like a world-class talent, someone worthy 
of going top-two, -three of the draft," one veteran amateur scout said. 
"But I wouldn't be shocked if there's a precipitous drop simply because of 
the circumstance." 
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ESPN / 'Everyone understands what our goal is' - Can Knights return to 
contention? 

 

Ryan S. Clark 

 

LAS VEGAS -- Perspective can be everything. Look no further than the 
Vegas Golden Knights. 

Missing the playoffs for the first time in franchise history last year has led 
to questions that had never really been asked about the team before. 
Then again, this is just the sixth season in franchise history, and the 
Golden Knights actually finished the 2021-22 campaign well above .500 
while also posting the second-most victories in a season in their brief 
existence. 

But lofty expectations have become the standard. That is what happens 
when a franchise reaches the Stanley Cup Final in its first season and 
the Western Conference finals in two others. Arriving at those heights 
only to fall short has since fostered a win-at-all costs culture. It has led 
the Golden Knights to change coaches along with significant portions of 
their roster at what might be considered a breakneck pace. 

This is what happens when winning a Stanley Cup is the only goal that 
matters. 

"I think when you come here to a team like this, your goal should be to 
win the Stanley Cup," Golden Knights center Jack Eichel said. "I think we 
have the players in here to do it. I think that's the standard this 
organization holds themselves to. ... But it's such a long way away. 
Nobody has ever achieved a goal eight months away tomorrow. You 
have to take care of your business throughout the year and give yourself 
a chance." 

Here is how perspective comes into play. Is it troubling that the Golden 
Knights have had three coaches since their first season in 2017-18? Or 
are they like every other franchise trying to win it all, given there are only 
three NHL coaches who were in their current jobs before the Golden 
Knights even played their first game? 

Similar philosophical questions can also be asked of their roster. Is the 
discussion surrounding Eichel more about what impact he can have in 
his first full season? Or is it actually about asking how potentially 
dominant he could be in the lineup? The same approach could be taken 
with all the moving parts surrounding Phil Kessel, Mark Stone and their 
goaltending. 
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Also, is this a bit too much for Bruce Cassidy to handle in his first season 
as head coach? Or is his ability to manage expectations amid potential 
chaos exactly why the Golden Knights hired a coach who never missed 
the playoffs during his six seasons with the Boston Bruins? 

The answer to all of those questions could depend upon perspective. 

"We do have a good team and we had one last year but were always 
missing three or four of our really good players," Golden Knights winger 
Jonathan Marchessault said. "We always had three or four guys on long-
term IR. We held the fort as long as we could, got a lot of healthy bodies 
back by the end and we could not figure out how to win hockey games. ... 
No one talks about us too much, so maybe it's good that we go back as a 
little bit of an underdog team. Maybe we can be a surprise." 

The belief was the Golden Knights were going to win the Pacific Division 
last season while being one of the teams that challenged for the Cup. 
The reality is they missed the playoffs by three points and it led to the 
earliest offseason in their short yet largely successful history. 

It has since led to discussions about the Golden Knights being strangers 
in a strange land when it comes to the Western Conference landscape. 
The Pacific appeared to become more difficult considering the Edmonton 
Oilers are a legitimate Stanley Cup contender after they reached the 
conference finals last season. Both the Calgary Flames and Los Angeles 
Kings, who also made the playoffs out of the Pacific, reinforced their 
rosters in the offseason. The Vancouver Canucks were five points shy of 
the playoffs. But the progress the Canucks made under Bruce Boudreau 
creates the belief they could at least challenge for a wild-card berth. 

Now add the Central Division to that equation. Five teams from the 
Central made it to the 2022 playoffs, including the defending Stanley Cup 
champion Colorado Avalanche. It is possible those same five teams 
could return to the postseason. And while the Winnipeg Jets must 
answer questions of their own, they appear to still have the personnel 
needed to threaten for a playoff spot. 

So where do the Golden Knights fit into all of this? Or do they even fit in 
at all? 

"People love to hate us," Stone said. "People love to hate this team. But 
when you go to the Cup Final your first year. I mean, I was in Ottawa. I 
didn't love seeing a first-year team going to the Cup Final! But now that I 
am on this team, I realize why they went to the Cup Final. We've had 
success and that makes people want to see us fail." 

But doesn't this all seem a bit bizarre? Being a Cup contender that 
missed the playoffs does create cause for some concern. That is to be 
expected. Yet to hear some talk, it sounds like the Golden Knights are 
this team at a proverbial crossroads when all they needed were the 
points from two victories to make the playoffs. 

They added Kessel on the cheap. They hired a coach who won the Jack 
Adams Award within the past three seasons. They were also flexible 
enough to trade for goalie Adin Hill so they could have another option 
upon learning Robin Lehner would miss the entire regular season. 

Exactly how do players like Stone handle all of this when they have been 
in previous situations that have been far more dire? 

"It is a what-have-you-done-for-me-lately league and we didn't make the 
playoffs last year," Stone said. "So people are writing us off, and that's 
fine." 

Nobody in the Golden Knights' dressing room is ducking the fact they 
missed the playoffs. But they are also not hiding their optimism either. 
Veterans such as Marchessault and Stone are proud of the turnout they 
had for captain's skates before the team broke for camp. Usually, they 
will have about 10 players who come in early prior to the preseason. 

This year, the Golden Knights had 20 players on the ice for those 
informal skates. 

"It tells me they like each other, otherwise they would not show up that 
early," Cassidy said. "Once you are typically back to where you are 

playing from your offseason home, you are with the guys. ... You are at 
the gym with the guys, at the rink with the guys and probably socializing 
with the guys. It tells me they are a tight-knit group that wants to settle in 
and focus." 

Cassidy maintained throughout camp that the lineups were subject to 
change. But he has kept Eichel with Kessel on a line that also has Reilly 
Smith. Chandler Stephenson is anchoring a line that has Marchessault 
and Stone on the wings. William Karlsson is the centerpiece of the third 
line, while homegrown players such as Paul Cotter keep adding to the 
belief the Golden Knights could have more bottom-six forward depth than 
most realize. 

Alec Martinez, Brayden McNabb, Alex Pietrangelo and Shea Theodore 
are all back. So is Zach Whitecloud. Nicolas Hague remains on injured 
reserve. But there is depth in the form of Ben Hutton and others they can 
call up from the AHL. And similar to the situation with Cotter, there are 
homegrown talents the Golden Knights believe they can trust when 
called upon. 

"I think there are probably a lot of teams in the NHL that look around the 
room and they have a lot of depth and a lot of good players and a lot of 
nice pieces," Eichel said. "They feel like they can be competitive every 
year, but it's about how you put it together. It's about how your team jells. 
You gotta stay healthy. It's important to do that. Obviously, as we found 
out last year. You need a lot of good things to go your way." 

Like, say, maybe goaltending? 

The situation surrounding Laurent Brossoit, Michael Hutchinson, Logan 
Thompson and Hill comes with its own set of questions. Brossoit is still 
recovering from offseason hip surgery with the thought he could return at 
a later date. Golden Knights general manager Kelly McCrimmon recently 
said the team will carry three goaltenders to start the regular season. 

"I'd say [goaltending] and the power play are what people are talking 
about here," Cassidy said. "But the goaltenders and how we have 
handled it? We've discussed it with all of them who are here, including 
LB, who's hurt: 'This is probably the best opportunity you are going to 
have to be a No. 1 goaltender in the National Hockey League.'" 

Cassidy explained to the group the Golden Knights did not lose Lehner 
and replace him with someone who has previously been a No. 1 
elsewhere. They have told all four goaltenders that there is a competition 
and that they are the ones who will determine what happens next. 

Does one of them emerge as the outright No. 1? Or could Cassidy be 
inclined to use a tandem approach? The way Cassidy views it, that all 
depends on how his goaltenders respond to what is in front of them. 

"I don't think it's the issue everyone makes it out to be, but I understand 
why," Cassidy said. "When you are not playing, how do you look at a 
team? You look at them on paper because you cannot look at them any 
other way. But games are not won on paper." 

So far, the Golden Knights have started the season 4-2. Thompson has 
started four games and Hill two. It's a tandem that has stopped 92.9% of 
combined shots faced while posting a collective 2.17 goals-against 
average. 

Eichel has seven points -- three goals and four assists -- while Kessel 
has just one assist. Stone has a goal and four assists to start the season 
while playing the sort of relentless hockey that has made him a Selke 
candidate in recent years. 

Again, it all goes back to perspective. 

Those who are optimistic will point out how it is a better start than last 
season, when the Golden Knights lost four of their first five games. That 
same crowd will say winning three straight games at the start of last 
season could have made a difference in the fight to reach the postseason 
only to miss out. 

Skeptics will counter by saying a team's identity is something that could 
be determined by American Thanksgiving at the earliest. That has 
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become the de facto demarcation point for teams that are either playoff-
bound or thinking about the draft. That group will also say while the four 
wins are nice, two of them have come against a potential lottery 
challenger in the Chicago Blackhawks and the Seattle Kraken, a team 
that was in the lottery last season. 

But for now? Anything seems possible. 

"Guys are on the same page, and everyone understands what our goal is 
and what it's going to take to get there and the type of commitment and 
buy-in that we need," Eichel said. "For us, it is important to stick together 
as a group, continue to jell, come together, and then when it comes time 
to do it on the ice, you have to out-compete who you're playing against. I 
think that we are a confident group and we can win any hockey game 
[on] any night." 
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‘We’re going to get better’: Canucks holding on to hope amidst continued 
losing streak 

 

NHL Highlights: Hurricanes 3, Canucks 2 

 

VANCOUVER – Well, at least we’re guaranteed another couple of days 
without martial law on the West Coast. 

After terrorizing the fan base with their performance, and the 
spectacularly quotable criticisms by their coach and president in their 
home-opener on Saturday, the Vancouver Canucks had a more noble 3-
2 loss Monday to the formidable Carolina Hurricanes. 

But it was still wholly unsatisfactory, as Vancouver dipped to 0-5-2 and 
remain the National Hockey League’s only winless team. 

And the worst part of what could have been a bounceback night for the 
franchise, was that yet again the game was there for the Canucks in the 
third period, tied 1-1, only to have them yield easy goals to Sebastian 
Aho and Jesper Fast on the second and third shifts of the final frame. 

In their seven games, the Canucks have been outscored 17-2 after the 
second intermission. 

Canucks on Sportsnet NOW 

Streaming Home of the Vancouver Canucks. Stream games all season 
long, plus hundreds of other NHL games, the All-Star Game and Stanley 
Cup Playoffs. SN NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how 
much hockey you want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

“I'm not a psychiatrist, although, I mean, sometimes coaches have to be,” 
Canuck boss Bruce Boudreau said. “But I think the fear of winning is 
something. They don't want to make the mistake, to be the ones that lose 
the game. But in effect, when you're doing that. . . you become the player 
that makes the mistake.” 

J.T. Miller, a lightning rod for fan anger in Saturday’s meek 5-1 loss to the 
Buffalo Sabres and for the worst start in Canucks’ history, scored both 
goals for Vancouver, including one he conjured out of thin air at 10:40 of 
the third period to cut Carolina’s lead to a single goal and give his team 
some life. 

But Vancouver was still outshot 15-3 in the final 20 minutes. 

“It's hard when you lose,” Boudreau said. “You look at all the positives 
and then the positives don't mean a thing when you lose. Just the starts 
in the third period. Here you are tied with Carolina, one of the top five 
teams in the league going into the third period. . .  and we're afraid to 

push. I mean, you saw when we scored the goal, we pushed and we 
finally got some zone time and everything else. But they're standing 
around and looking like, ‘Oh, what's going to happen now?’ And it's 
unfortunate because I think they all care.” 

The Canucks don’t play again until Thursday in Seattle, then return home 
on a difficult back-to-back to play the Pittsburgh Penguins on Friday. 

It was a 4-1 loss at Rogers Arena to the Penguins last December that 
convinced owner Francesco Aquilini to fire coach Travis Green and 
general manager Jim Benning the next day. 

Boudreau brought instant positivity to the group when he was hired Dec. 
6. His players could use a dose of that now. 

“I mean, there's (75) games left,” Boudreau said. “What do I say? We'll 
think of something. They'll have a day off tomorrow, and we'll build them 
back up and then we'll go at it again the next game. As bad as it is, it's 
only four points out of the playoffs right now. You can look at it either way 
you want to look at it, but we're going to get better. Once we find the way, 
we'll be fine. We'll be a good team; we've got good players.” 

Canucks implode in the third period again as their winless streak 
continues 

Miller’s pair of goals doubled his season total, and it was easily last 
year’s 99-point scorer’s best game this season. It came on the night he 
was shifted back to wing from centre, partnered with Bo Horvat. 

“I didn't really feel like I was close, prior to this game, producing,” Miller 
said. “I was nowhere near the puck a lot of the game. I wouldn’t say 
fighting it, but I wasn't that comfortable.  I thought today, I mean, we 
didn't have a ton of zone time but I just felt better skating and it opened 
up. I guess it feels good. But, like you said, it's hard to really take it in 
right now without a win in the column. It's pretty frustrating.” 

It was a much more endearing evening for Miller than the morning had 
been, as the emotional team leader had his angry game face on when 
asked about the hat trick of Canuck jerseys thrown on the ice on 
Saturday. 

“If they want to throw their shit on the ice, it's up to them,” he said of fans. 
“I'm not worried if people want to come to the game, pay all that money 
and throw their jersey on the ice, go ahead. I've got a job to do. I'm 
worried about beating the Hurricanes today and having a good start to 
the game and really trying to come together as a team, not whether 
people want to toss their gear on the ice or not.” 

ENOUGH FOR A SOCCER TEAM 

And in their seventh game, the Canucks used their 10th defenceman of 
the season. 

Boudreau revealed after the morning skate that star defenceman Quinn 
Hughes, who missed the end of the preseason with illness and then was 
playing through an undisclosed injury, is now out “week to week.” 

The coach applied the same time frame to concussed blue-liner Travis 
Dermott, who was injured at practice four weeks ago. Defenceman 
Tucker Poolman, in and out of the lineup due to neurological 
complications from migraines, was moved Monday to injured reserve. 
Depth defenceman Riley Stillman (suspected concussion) is also out. 
Winger Brock Boeser is out “day to day” with an undisclosed injury. 

Minor-league defenceman Guillaume Brisebois was recalled from the 
American League and played 15:21, mostly on the third pairing with Luke 
Schenn against the Hurricanes. Jack Rathbone played his second NHL 
game this month alongside Kyle Burroughs on the second pair, while 
struggling Oliver Ekman-Larsson, beaten on Aho’s tie-breaker, played on 
the top unit with Tyler Myers. 

“When you have injuries, you've got to have the next man up and you 
have to be ready to go,” president of hockey operations Jim Rutherford 
said Saturday. “And I believe if our team has a real strong structure, you 
can play through those things. (But) when you start talking about injuries, 
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you're just . . . admitting you're a losing team. I don't like it. I don't like 
using that as an excuse. We all have to be better.” 

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 10.25.2022 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs fall flat in 'unacceptable' loss to Golden 
Knights 

 

Luke Fox 

 

LAS VEGAS — These Toronto Maple Leafs have two games to choose 
from, and one of them is atrocious. 

That’s the door they selected in Las Vegas Monday night, to the bleary-
eyed dismay of any local fans of the team who dared stay up late on a 
school night to watch such a dismal and disorganized display. 

"Unacceptable," Mitch Marner said. 

"Came out flat," William Nylander said. 

"We just got beat by a team tonight that was better than us in all facets," 
Sheldon Keefe summed up his group’s 3-1 loss to the Vegas Gold 
Knights. 

The scoreboard was quite flattering and did not include ironman Phil 
Kessel’s would-be 400th career goal, which was rubbed away due to 
Keefe’s successful offside challenge early. 

Golden Knights' Kessel denied 400th goal by Maple Leafs' offside 
challenge 

With a chance to build momentum from engaged and hard-fought 
victories last week over Dallas and Winnipeg — a pair of W’s that had 
helped Toronto wash the sour taste of Coyotes from its mouth — the 
players instead tiptoed into a match against a fast, structured Knights 
team that exposed defensive gaffes. 

Odd-man rushes, dangerous cross-seam plays and easy access to Ilya 
Samsonov’s crease allowed the home side to pump Grade-A chances 
aplenty and nearly burn a hole through Toronto’s crease on the shot-
attempt heat map. 

"It should have been probably a different score in that game without him 
in that net," Marner said of a dialled-in Samsonov, who takes his first L as 
a Leaf after getting outshot 33-23. 

True, the Maple Leafs have only lost thrice this season, but how they’ve 
lost — with sloppy play and uninspired pushback against teams that 
missed the post-season last spring — should be of some mild concern. 

Is it a preparation issue? 

"Certainly was an issue tonight, in all three periods. I share in that as 
well. My job is to prepare the team," said Keefe, having watching the 
Knights dance behind his blueliners without harm. 

"Yeah, that’s a concern. It was too easy for them to do that tonight." 

Should the Maple Leafs be concerned with their slow start to the season? 

The coach chose his words carefully and kept his responses short, but 
no doubt he was visibly — and justly — ticked-off by his team’s showing. 

The Maple Leafs pride themselves as possession hounds, yet on this 
night they generated just 38.6 per cent of expected goals at even-
strength. Their bottom six failed to get traction. And their superstar duo, 
Auston Matthews and Marner, haven’t been able to produce — despite 
some golden looks. 

"Yeah, it sucks. It’s frustrating for sure," said Matthews, a 60-goal man 
whose only goal bounced off him. "But I think we're getting the chances, 
and I just need one to go in." 

As ugly as the performance was, the Maple Leafs can take solace in 
what appears to be an averted crisis. 

John Tavares — off to a scorching start — took a blistering Rasmus 
Sandin slap shot near his left knee and crumpled to the ice. In terrible 
pain, he needed to be helped off the ice by his wingers in the third period. 

Shockingly, the captain returned to the game late. 

"It's scary when you see anyone go down like that and get helped off like 
how he did," Marner said. "I honestly didn't know he was back until I saw 
him taking that face-off. 

"He's a warrior." 

Maple Leafs' Tavares takes a puck to the leg and is forced to leave the 
game 

The Maple Leafs have a day off Tuesday in Las Vegas and will practice 
here Wednesday before flying to San Jose for the California leg of their 
road trip. 

"It's gonna be great. It's gonna be a nice time for everyone kinda get 
together have some fun here and just relax. Enjoy the sun, enjoy the 
heat," Marner said. 

"Get our mindset ready for San Jose." 

Which game will they choose to play for that one? 

Save $50 for a limited time! 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
31, 2022. 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Wayne Simmonds on playing Ironman Phil Kessel: “Playing against 
Philly, I'm just chatting him up a little bit, and he always makes you laugh. 
You don't want to smile, but he always makes you laugh. You can’t really 
help it with that voice of his, right?” 

• Great line by Knights coach Bruce Cassidy when a reporter began his 
Kessel question: “He’s a guy that doesn’t like the attention…” 

Cassidy, smiling: “He doesn’t like to stretch either.” 

• During his pre-game interview with the local broadcast, Kessel was 
asked if he remembered the game his 989-game streak began. 

He didn’t. 

Kessel was reminded that it was in Toronto against the Lightning. He 
ripped 10 shots on net in his return from shoulder surgery. That rang a 
bell. 

“I got killed that game,” Kessel smiled. “Mattias Ohlund hit me that game 
hard. I still remember that game now that you bring it up.” 

• Every game element in Vegas is sponsored. The replays, the power-
plays, the helmets, the sweaters, the Zambonis, the goals, the glowing 
dashboard ads, the shovelling of the ice during a TV timeout… you name 
it, the Knights will monetize it. 

The second period isn’t simply Period 2. It’s the Toyota Second Period™. 
Even the announcement of “last minute to play in the period” is branded. 
It’s the Credit One One To Go™. 

HRR you ready for the cap to go up? 
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• Mitch Marner says he’s not bothered by the blow to the face he suffered 
in Winnipeg Saturday. Dylan DeMelo’s check into the dasher has left a 
mark. 

“I don't feel it, to be honest. It's just funny once people see it. The first 
text I got was from my mom about thinking I lost some teeth. Same as 
my fiancée,” Marner says. 

“Kinda funny. I look like I got jumped or something. But I'm all good.” 

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 10.25.2022 
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Sportsnet.ca / After uninspired opening 20, Oilers score five unanswered 
in win over hot Penguins  

 

NHL Highlights: Oilers 6, Penguins 3 

 

EDMONTON — They were 20 minutes into another lousy start, to be 
followed by an enigmatic finish.  

The fans — at least the ones we interact with on Twitter — could see it 
plain as day.  

Heck, even us sports writers could see another loss — and a 2-4 season-
opening homestand — coming around the bend, the way the Edmonton 
Oilers were sleep-walking around the ice versus the speedy Pittsburgh 
Penguins through the first 20 minutes of Monday’s game.  

And you know who else saw it?  

Jay Woodcroft, that’s who. The Oilers head coach walked into that 
dressing room after the first period, raised his voice and took a strip off 
his players. They responded by dominating the Penguins for the final 38 
minutes, scoring five straight goals in a 6-3 win.  

“I would say the reason the team played well was because the players 
decided to get together,” said Woodcroft, who would not admit to the 
outburst, though it was heard by more than one person within earshot of 
the Oilers dressing room. “The players are the ones that solved what was 
going on there. It’s full credit to them.”  

The beauty of what happened here is this: the coach held his players to 
account, and they responded. We’ve seen teams where there is a 
collective eye roll when a coach brings down the hammer, and we’ve 
seen other teams that simply weren’t good enough to deliver on their 
wishes.  

On this night, with this team, the Oilers watched Bryan Rust score at the 
2:00 mark of the second period to make it 3-1, and then saw Connor 
McDavid go down the following shift and limp to the dressing room.  

With every opportunity to fold, Edmonton instead scored on the ensuing 
power play, proceeded to outscore a previously unbeaten Penguins club 
5-0 in the final 38 minutes, and outshot them 38-15 in the final 40:00.  

They didn’t just take the lead. Edmonton grabbed the game and never let 
it go back.  

“No one needs to tell us what to do, what to change,” said Leon Draisaitl, 
whose game seemingly exploded the moment McDavid left the game (he 
returned shortly thereafter). “We know better than anyone when we are 
not going. It has happened too much so far this season. We are looking 
for a 60-minute game. We have to find a 60-minute game here pretty 
soon.”  

Draisaitl, who appeared as disinterested as the rest of his teammates in 
the opening 20 minutes, was the best player on the ice the rest of the 
way. He had two assists in Period 2, then scored on a lovely effort, 

turnstiling Brian Dumoulin with 23 seconds left in the frame to send the 
Oilers back to their room with a 5-3 lead.  

“We were just not skating,” said Draisaitl, who closes this homestand with 
3-9-12 in the six games.. “It seems very obvious with our group that the 
second we start skating and being engaged that we are extremely hard 
to stop. It just takes us too long to get to that point right now.”  

The 26 shots on goal in a single period is a team record, as is the plus-22 
shots differential over a Pittsburgh team that didn’t have a shot on net for 
the final 15:50 of the second period.  

How McDavid injury scare helped Oilers rally past Penguins 

Evander Kane tied a team record (Taylor Hall) with eight shots on goal in 
the second period — and he missed the net on three more.  

Is he feeling it?  

“Well, not really,” he said. “Because I only had the one goal.”  

So, on a night where the Oilers scored six but McDavid went pointless, 
Edmonton closes out its season-opening homestand at an even 3-3. That 
record would have left us wanting 10 days ago, but the way it unfolded — 
with a hot Penguins club coming in for the finale — 3-3 sounds pretty 
good. Next, Edmonton jets off for a three-game swing through St. Louis, 
Chicago and Calgary.  

“There were good moments, and then moments that are going to make 
us better going forward,” said Woodcroft, who pointed out that his club 
had just faced its third straight undefeated opponent. “(To be) 3-3 at the 
end of it? We're going to take a good feeling with us on our road trip.  

“I do believe there are some good footings to build our game on as we 
move forward here.” 
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What is the likelihood that Carey Price plays another game in the NHL? 

 

Eric Engels 

 

BROSSARD, Que. — This isn’t the sunset Carey Price has always 
dreamed of riding off into. It’s more like a storm this cowboy is navigating 
as he waits and hopes for the sun to poke through more ominous clouds 
ahead. 

Barring what he termed "a miracle" occurring, the only thing Price will be 
wearing on his head over his remaining years under contract with the 
Montreal Canadiens is that big-brimmed hat we saw him in on opening 
night of the 2022-23 season. Without divine intervention, his goalie mask 
will remain bagged. 

That’s a reality Price is clearly struggling to come to terms with no matter 
how at peace he seems. 

Canadiens' Price has 'no plans' to retire, focusing on living pain-free 

You couldn’t tell by the way Price was talking on Monday — serenely 
throughout his first meet-the-media session since late last spring — but 
his content spoke volumes about how he actually feels. 

"It’s frustrating, no question," Price said. "You go from being in the 
Stanley Cup Final to be sitting here today, it’s a pretty short amount of 
time. It’s not a position I envisioned myself being in not too long ago. It’s 
been an emotional rollercoaster for myself." 

And it’s been a chronically painful one. 
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With a knee injury that degenerated and plagued his recent playing days, 
one that continues to nag him every time he goes up and down a 
staircase, Price’s possibility of donning his equipment again at this level 
is fainter than the bottom line of an almost-recovered COVID-19 patient’s 
positive test. The possibility is so dim, it’s not even front of mind. 

"My first goal is to get healthy," the 35-year-old said. "Once I do that, I 
can start considering being able to train at a professional level. Right 
now, I cannot train at a professional level. So, once I get to that, then I’ll 
consider (playing). But until then, this is my goal — it’s just to get 
healthy.” 

'Suck it up and get out there': Canadiens' Price on suiting up in 2021 
Stanley Cup Final 

It’s been years since Price has been healthy, and there are no 
guarantees he ever will be again. 

If basic comfort continues to prove elusive, only then will Price seriously 
contemplate going through with the recommended surgical intervention 
he qualified as "intrusive" and "worrisome." 

But, as Price explained, "taking a plug of cartilage and bone from a lower 
area in your knee and placing it in the cartilage-damaged area" just to 
continue chasing his unfulfilled dream of winning the Cup is not on the 
table. He said the osteochondral-autograft-transfer-system-procedure 
has a 50 per cent success rate and that he’s not even considering going 
through it to once again use his knee as a virtual springboard for at least 
40 games and twice as many practices per season. 

So Price has no choice but to wait for a miracle — and perhaps an even 
greater one than the one he once upon a time conjured by diving across 
his crease to get his blocker on an Alexander Ovechkin one-timer 
labelled for the top corner of his net. 

Carey Price makes incredible save against Alex Ovechkin late 

With no plans to retire — and he shouldn’t be making any with $31.5 
million of his $84-million contract still owed to him — all Price can do is 
hope the physical rehabilitation that’s been failing for the past year and a 
half finally begins to work. 

"It hasn’t been successful thus far," Price said. "That’s been the real 
frustrating part. I’ve talked to several people who have had this type of 
injury and it’s taken over a year for them to start feeling normal. So, I’m 
still holding out hope. There’s a possibility of maybe another injection, but 
we’ll have to see. I’ll just have to continue trying to solve the problem." 

If he can’t, the dark clouds will remain overhead. 

Price is trying to keep them from crushing his spirit. 

"I’m just trying to focus on all the positives of life and, right now, my kids 
are really giving me that avenue," he said of Liv, Millie and Lincoln. "My 
wife has been very supportive, and my family, and I’m a very lucky 
individual. And I’m trying to keep all of those things in perspective." 

But Price also made it clear that’s easier said than done. 

Why Carey Price saying he has no plans to retire isn't that surprising 

He said he misses being around his teammates, and it’s obvious he 
misses the game he sacrificed so much of himself to play over the years. 

Price came to play under the bright lights of the Bell Centre from the dark 
woods of Anahim Lake, B.C. as a teenager. He’s since spent nearly half 
his life building his identity as the winningest goaltender in Canadiens 
history. 

Processing the idea that this chapter has likely come to a close is proving 
very difficult. 

"It’s still something that you digest," Price said, "and I don’t think I fully 
have done that yet, to be honest." 

Nor has he thought about his legacy, other than hoping to be "recognized 
as just a hard worker and a good guy," he said. 

Those who played with Price in Montreal hope he’s recognized for much 
more — for his ever-calming presence, for his nightly heroics, for his Hart 
and Vezina Trophies and the Ted Lindsay Award, and for his 
performances which fueled long playoff runs and brought the Canadiens 
so close to capturing the Cup. 

Current alternate captain Brendan Gallagher, who’s been Price’s 
teammate for a decade, believes the goaltender should receive the 
ultimate recognition of having his No. 31 hung alongside the 14 other 
numbers in the Bell Centre rafters. 

"To me, there’s no doubt when you talk about the impact that he’s had, 
you talk about the success that he’s had," Gallagher said. "When you 
came to the game, people came to watch Carey Price play. That’s not 
something usual. People want to see goals, people want to see 
excitement, but he was flashy and exciting and, at the same time, calm 
and poised. He’s done everything to deserve it. Obviously, it would’ve 
been nice to have won a Stanley Cup and then there wouldn’t be an 
argument. 

"He got us there. It’s hard to say, but it would be fair to say he’d have 
gotten us there another time if he hadn’t been hurt (in the 2014 
Conference Final). He just did so much throughout his career. I think you 
look at the names and the jerseys up there, I understand all the Cups, 
but people came to see those players. Pricey was that guy people came 
to see." 

It would be accurate to suggest many of them showed up at the 
Canadiens' home opener this season just to pay homage to Price. 

He came out for what he hopes won’t be remembered as a curtain call 
and was cheered and left feeling, as he put it, "an overwhelming sense of 
gratitude." 

The emotion — not just from the fans, but from Price — was palpable. 

"It was nice to see him show that," said Gallagher. "He’s always had it in 
him, but he hasn’t been able to express to the fans that much because of 
who he was and his personality. 

"It’s not really what he does, but I think it’s important for people to see 
how proud he was to be a Montreal Canadien, how much it meant to him. 
And for the fans to receive him like that, I think it meant a lot both ways. 

"It was well deserved. He’s a guy that has meant so much to the city and 
this organization for so long, it just brings a smile to your face to see him 
received that way because he deserves everything he gets." 

Canadiens fans give Carey Price a standing ovation as he's introduced at 
the Bell Centre 

Price would give up a lot to get in a 713th game in this league, and to 
add more wins to the 361 he’s accumulated as a Canadien. He’d give 
everything he has to hoist that Cup he played through unfathomable pain 
to chase after all these years. 

Except for one thing. 

"Right now, I’m looking at my younger kids, and being able to play with 
them on a daily basis is the most important," he said. 

Throughout the 22-minute, 31-second press conference Price echoed 
those thoughts. 

Then, at the very end, Price said, "I just can’t believe how fast it’s gone 
by." 

"I’m really envious of all these young players coming into the league right 
now," he continued. "The league’s better than it’s ever been. They’re just 
very lucky to be here, and I’m very envious of them." 
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Sportsnet.ca / At long last, Connor McDavid embracing role as a 
spokesman for the game 

 

Mark Spector 

 

EDMONTON — If there is a better job in the world of hockey media than 
being asked to cover every game that Connor McDavid has ever played, 
what could it possibly be? 

Today, if the game ever gets a tad dull, we use a trick we learned 
watching Wayne Gretzky during my first few years in an NHL press box. 
We just watch McDavid — often with binoculars— from the moment he 
hops over the boards, until the end of his shift, and the reward is a spin to 
create space that nobody else can do, or a deft pass or deke that only 
one player on the ice can pull off. 

But you know what was never rewarding? 

Talking to McDavid about it. 

Full disclosure: The Oilers captain has for some time treated a media 
scrum like a trip to the penalty box, ready to bolt the second his time was 
up. He smiled little, said even less, and we always wondered why a 
smart, well-spoken young guy was so — what’s the word? — stingy with 
his words and opinions when asked for his take on all things hockey. 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
31, 2022. 

But have you noticed that is changing? 

As former Face of the Game Sidney Crosby and the Pittsburgh Penguins 
arrive for a Monday night meeting and their only visit to Rogers Place this 
season, you may have noticed his successor has become a more 
eloquent, patient and cooperative spokesman this season, whose 
answers to questions let us in more than they ever have. 

Off camera, he’s hanging around to kibitz or answer a few extra 
questions now, something he’s never done before. He’s asking questions 
now, not just answering them. He’s talking football, or golf, or whatever’s 
going on in the world outside the locker room. 

At long last, Connor McDavid is becoming a spokesman for the game, 
not a prisoner of it, ready to accept the role that his otherworldly game 
thrust upon him long before he was ready for that part of the job. 

“I am older — this is my eighth season now, and I’m starting to 
understand how the league works a little bit better,” McDavid said during 
a candid conversation Sunday afternoon, before he settled into the 
Chiefs-49ers game. 

Oilers' McDavid pulls off juggling act streaking down ice before firing shot 
on net 

At 25, he wants a do-over in the media. A second chance at making his 
first impression. 

“Doing media is a part of being in the NHL, a part of my job as the 
captain of such a storied organization. Making it more enjoyable for 
myself and for you (media) guys is important,” he said. “You know, I don't 
want you guys to walk in dreading to interview me, or I be dreading to 
answer your questions. I just don't think a lot is gonna get done that way.” 

McDavid has spent a decade in front of the camera, from the time he was 
granted Exceptional Player status as a 15-year-old. 

Why now? 

“As a hockey player, as a captain in Edmonton — a big market — it's 
important that the fans hear the message from the players. And you guys 

write the message,” he said. “So being able to work together in a sense, 
to get the message across the right way, is important. 

“But it's also my eighth season,” he continued. “I don't know a ton of you 
guys that well, and I think starting to build a little bit of relationship is 
good for everybody. For a lot of reasons.” 

Look, after 35 years in the business, we get it. 

The kid arrives at 18 and learns to survive his time with the media. Now, 
he’s mature enough to do more than just survive. 

I get it: asking the questions can sometimes be hard, but answering them 
is a hell of a lot harder — especially now. 

It’s one thing to ask a hockey player about the powerplay, quite another 
to request a sound bite on Hockey Canada and its current troubled state, 
something McDavid still struggles with. 

“If you want to ask us a hockey question, we usually have pretty good 
answers there,” McDavid said. “But in today's day and age, it's not easy 
to answer all the questions perfectly. You’re always going to be upsetting 
somebody, and that's not an easy thing to deal with when you're 
younger. 

“You want to please everybody, but it's not possible to do that in the 
media.” 

Perhaps a catalyst was when McDavid stepped in it somewhat at the 
NHL/NHLPA player media tour this fall, when asked about Hockey 
Canada. 

“I’m very proud to be Canadian, very proud to represent Hockey 
Canada,” he said, calling the sexual assault allegations and alleged 
cover-ups “A situation that is terrible for everybody.” 

“As terrible for the hockey players and organizers as it was for the 
alleged victims?” people asked. 

He could have done better there, but hey — are you perfect every minute 
of every day at your job? 

I write five columns a week. They’re not all National Newspaper Award 
winners, if you know what I mean. 

“A lot of us have media training, but at the end of the day, it doesn't really 
prepare you to handle all situations,” McDavid said. “There are things 
going on that are much bigger than sport, and … coming up with the 
perfect answer that answers the question and pleases everybody, well… 

“Ultimately, there's going to be people upset at some of your answers 
and people that love your answers, and you’ve just got to live with the 
consequences,” he said. “At the end of the day, we're just people too. We 
don't have all the answers to everything.” 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman know their hockey. Whether it’s the pros 
or juniors, they are always plugged in to the latest news, rumours and 
stories that you should know from around the game. 

Link and subscribe for free 

Marek on Twitter 

Friedman on Twitter 

He can remember when a TSN reporter and camera operator showed up 
at the family home to interview him about being granted early entry into 
the Ontario Hockey League. It was his first on-camera interview and he 
was nervous as heck. 

“It’s certainly an interesting way to grow up,” he said with a chuckle. 
“When the mic’s in front of your face you want to say the right thing, or 
the proper thing, and get your message across, But when you're young 
like that, it's overwhelming. It can be a bit daunting, but you just get more 
and more comfortable as you go.” 
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Today, McDavid has found the confidence to admit — like a player doing 
extra work on faceoffs or one-timers — that he could do a better job with 
his media persona. That he can add to the conversation, not just survive 
it. 

Is it a coincidence that this epiphany comes months after his young friend 
Ben Stelter was laid to rest, a victim of brain cancer at age 6? McDavid 
wasn’t sure if there was a link there, or if there isn’t. 

“He certainly had an effect on me in a number of ways,” McDavid said. “It 
just makes you realize how precious life can be. Gives you a different 
perspective on life. He certainly gave me a better appreciation for the 
smaller things in life.” 

Perhaps his media relations team, his agency, or maybe his parents or 
girlfriend have changed his focus. Or could it be that he’s finally figured 
out what awesome folks we sports writers are (kidding). 

Or maybe it is as simple as this: the young superstar is simply growing 
up. 

“Maybe a little bit of that,” he reckoned. 

Then he thought about it some more. 

“Yeah, I think so.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why Maple Leafs' John Tavares has bolted out as 'just a 
beast' 

 

Luke Fox 

 

LAS VEGAS — Reports of John Tavares’s regression are greatly 
exaggerated. 

The Toronto Maple Leafs captain has quietly stormed into his 14th 
campaign with a purpose, preciseness and productivity that trumps the 
beginning of every season he’s had for his boyhood bedsheets club since 
2018-19. 

Not since that maiden voyage in Blue and White, when the consistent 
centreman was partnered with puck magician Mitchell Marner, has 
Tavares burst out of the gates like this. 

Through six games, the 32-year-old holds the team lead with three goals, 
seven points, and a dominant 58.5 per cent success rate in the faceoff 
circle. He ranks second among Leafs in shots (24) and has moved his 
feet well enough to avoid taking a single penalty. 

His oft-criticized puck management, too, has improved. For the first time 
in a decade, Tavares’s takeaway-to-giveaway ratio (8-5) is on the 
positive side of the ledger — no small feat for a guy who likes to hold on 
and create. 

“Hot! He’s hot. Real hot. It's impressive,” beams fellow Torontonian 
Wayne Simmonds.  

“He's Mr. Steady. You know, he's always even keel. He's always doing 
the right things. And he's a guy that leads by example, and that’s the 
reason he’s our captain. He's been unbelievable this year.” 

Streaming Home of the Toronto Maple Leafs. Stream the most games at 
the lowest price, plus hundreds of other NHL games, the All-Star Game 
and Stanley Cup Playoffs. SN NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you 
choose  

Because of the matter-of-fact way Tavares conducts his business — and 
because cap-savvy fans recognize he’s not exactly underpaid at $11 

million a pop — the man almost gets taken for granted at this stage in his 
journey. 

That Tavares reached the 900-point mark last week against the Arizona 
Coyotes was barely a footnote in the teams' disappointing loss. Not one 
reporter asked him about the milestone. 

His celebrations aren’t gif-worthy. He doesn’t slam helmets in frustration 
or deliver the emotional rah-rah speech. He doesn’t fly up the ice with a 
glorious flow whipping under his helmet or dangle three opponents into 
knots before lighting the lamp. 

Tavares simply grinds away in O-zone cycles, backchecks in the D-zone, 
drives to the smart scoring zones, and cashes in on power plays. (Yes, 5-
on-5 goals get more respect, but those PP points count just the same.) 

Take Tavares’s performance Saturday in Winnipeg, for example. 

He slickly tips Auston Matthews’ point shot for his first goal, then makes a 
wonderful skill move in tight to toe-drag a puck and zip it high and tight 
past Connor Hellebuyck for a second. 

“He’s just been a beast out there,” Matthews says. “It's been a lot of fun 
to watch.” 

It wasn’t only the goals, though. While fellow centres Matthews, 
Alexander Kerfoot and David Kämpf were all getting eaten up at the dot, 
Tavares went 11-4 in faceoffs that night. 

Tavares’s line with William Nylander has undergone upheaval — first 
Denis Malgin, now Nick Robertson — yet it’s been the most reliable of 
the Maple Leafs’ offensive units to this point. 

“I'm just trying to be myself, I think. Be productive. Consistent. Continue 
to evolve my game throughout my career, and obviously (I’m) playing 
with some pretty good players,” Tavares explains. 

“So, continue to read off them and use my skillset to best help them and 
try to make them better. And make plays and contribute when those 
opportunities come.”  

Tavares is cashing in on those opportunities, in part, because coach 
Sheldon Keefe is placing him in prime positions to succeed. The 
captain’s offensive-zone starts (66.2 per cent) are up over his career 
average (58.7), while his ice time (18:04) has settled to its lowest point 
since he was that celebrated rookie on Long Island. 

How and how often Tavares is used plays a role in keeping him fresh. 
So, too, did a focused, dedicated off-season in which the workhorse 
could train free of worry from that frightening concussion that ended his 
2021 postseason prematurely. 

“He was healthy all through it, and he could really push and really 
challenge and look to add to his game and improve his game,” Keefe 
says.  

Then a strained oblique in preseason action threw another obstacle in 
Tavares’s path and cast doubt whether he’d be available for opening 
night. There he was, ready to go, a week earlier than projected. (Tavares 
notes that he’s learned to stop attaching dates to injury recovery; that 
helps with focused rehab each day.) 

“Didn't get the same momentum going into the season that others might 
have had, and it doesn't seem to have affected him. If anything, maybe 
that time off has given him a little more juice,” Keefe continues.  

“Yeah, he looks really good. Two very important goals for us (Saturday). 
But more important than that, I think he's just been really good in each 
game. Five-on-five he's been really good.” 

Maple Leafs' Tavares shows off quick hands in tight and scores off 
beauty feed from Nylander 

The past three seasons, Tavares has hovered a shade under a point-per-
game. The way he’s skating now, it’s no stretch to imagine an 80-point 
resurgence. 
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“He's had an amazing start. He's playing extremely well for us. He's 
doing a lot of really, really good things,” Morgan Rielly says. 

“He’s our leader. So that’s what you expect. When he's out there doing 
what he’s doing, it’s a big boost for our club.” 

And a giant slap in the face to Father Time. 

One-Timers: Wayne Simmonds and Kyle Clifford earned the right to stick 
in the lineup Monday, while winger Pierre Engvall draws back in on the 
third line for Zach Aston-Reese. This marks Aston-Reese’s first healthy 
scratch as a Leaf…. Ilya Samsonov — off to the second-hottest start of 
any goalie beginning his Toronto tenure — goes for a fifth consecutive 
win…. The pucks should start to fall for Auston Matthews any day now, 
right? “I think it's just inevitable,” Tavares says. 

Maple Leafs projected lineup Monday in Las Vegas:  

Bunting - Matthews - Marner   

Robertson - Tavares - Nylander   

Engvall - Kerfoot - Järnkrok   

Clifford - Kämpf - Simmonds   

Rielly - Brodie   

Sandin - Holl   

Giordano - Mete  

Samsonov starts  

Källgren 
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TSN.CA / 'It's a cool thing': Kessel poised to become NHL's unlikely 
ironman 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Toronto Maple 
Leafs, who held an optional skate at T-Mobile Arena on Monday. The 
Golden Knights skated at City National Arena ahead of their game 
tonight in Las Vegas. 

Phil Kessel will suit up in his 989th straight game on Monday tying Keith 
Yandle for the National Hockey League record.  

"It's a cool thing," the 35-year-old winger said. "It means I've played a lot 
of games, right. It's neat." 

Any extra emotion around this game?  

"No," he said quickly with a smile.  

Kessel has never been comfortable in the spotlight.  

"I don't like it," he said. "You know that. I just kind of keep to my own and 
do my thing." 

There's no doubt that Kessel's approach is working for him even if it's 
hard to define.  

"I just try to play no matter what," he said when asked about the secret to 
his durability. "I've been fortunate over the years. There's obviously a lot 
of luck." 

The record run started in Toronto way back on Nov. 3, 2009 when he 
played for the Maple Leafs.  

"I've never played 82 [games] in a season so for him to do it, whatever it 
is, 10, 11 in a row, it's remarkable, really," said Golden Knights captain 
Mark Stone. 

Have there been close calls when he thought the streak would end?  

"Oh yeah," Kessel said. "There's been plenty of those, but it just hasn't 
and we're here now." 

Kessel has played through plenty of ailments. He's certainly not a heavy 
hitter or a defensive grinder, but you can't question the toughness of the 
Madison, Wis., product.  

"People forget that he had cancer at a young age," said Vegas coach 
Bruce Cassidy. "He's dealt with some stuff and obviously taken care of 
his body. You don't play this long without doing that. He just does that in 
his way. You got to give him credit for that." 

The Golden Knights will play again Tuesday in San Jose where Kessel is 
poised to establish a new benchmark.  

"When you look at him, you wouldn't think he'd be that guy, the ironman," 
Leafs centre Auston Matthews said with a smile, "but he's had an 
incredible career. He's a lot of fun to watch. A lot of fun to be around too."  

"He gets a reputation of being this slacking hockey player, but the guy 
comes into work every day," stressed Stone. "He's up in the gym with us 
every day with a smile on his face. Not everybody comes to the rink with 
a smile on his face every day, but he does." 

"You look at his body from a hockey standpoint and he's a player," 
insisted Golden Knights defenceman Shea Theodore. "He's got the 
speed and he's got the shot and he definitely goes to work." 

It's not all about physical toughness. Sheldon Keefe points out it's also a 
mental grind.  

"There's a physical wear and tear, but then there's the mental part of it 
too," the Leafs coach told reporters. "To be able to be consistently 
reliable and available for your team is a very difficult thing to do. It's a skill 
in and of itself and Kessel has been the model for that." 

Kessel on what it means to tie ironman streak: 'It means I've played a lot 
of games, right?' 

Phil Kessel will tie the NHL ironman streak for most consecutive games 
played when he suits up against the Toronto Maple Leafs. He spoke 
about the record and what it means to him, while his teammates talked 
about how impressive a feat it is to play that many games consecutively. 

--- 

Kessel admits he's looking forward to the record-breaking hoopla ending. 
Teammates, however, are enjoying putting him front and centre.  

"We've been busting his chops all morning," said defenceman Alex 
Pietrangelo.  

Kessel was asked to lead the stretch at the end of the morning skate and 
received loud stick taps. He doesn't love the attention.  

"He doesn't like to stretch either," Cassidy said to laughs. "He's earned it 
so just enjoy it, Phil. That's the simplest message. He's a little bit in that 
'aw-shucks' mood right now." 

    Phil Kessel (eventually) leads Knights stretch & gets stick taps ahead 
of record-tying night @BarDown pic.twitter.com/1xAyHNZvTI 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) October 24, 2022 

Kessel is just six games into his tenure with Vegas, but is already a 
popular figure in the room.  

"He's the one that's always getting jabbed at the most," Stone said. "The 
minute he walks in the door someone's yapping at him and he's yapping 
at someone so it's pretty fun." 
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"He came as advertised," said Pietrangelo. "Legendary teammate. I'll 
take that guy in the locker room any day of the week. It's not easy to 
come in and fit into a locker room the way he has." 

Kessel's ironman streak began in October of 2009 

Phil Kessel's ironman streak started back in October of 2009 and tonight 
he will tie Keith Yandle for 989 consecutive games played in the league. 
Dave Poulin and Craig Button discuss how incredible of an 
accomplishment it is. 

Kessel has just one assist so far, but Cassidy has no qualms.  

"He's low maintenance when it comes to a lot of the details," the new 
Vegas bench boss said. "He really is. We're not trying to change the way 
Phil plays, to be honest with you ... We're never going to ask Phil to go 
out there and lead us in hits, but he's backchecked well. When we've 
asked him to return to D-zone, he goes to the right spot and tracks back 
and he's broken up some plays. So that's all we can ask ... I don't find 
him taking reps off in practice. He's been one of the guys in my mind."  

After getting a look alongside Jack Eichel on the top line, Kessel skated 
on the third line with Michael Amadio and Brett Howden on Monday.  

"We've moved some people around, but he has no complaints about that 
either," Cassidy continued. "He understands Mark Stone's a good player, 
plays right wing, [and Johnathan] Marchessault, he just wants to help us 
win." 

Kessel wants to win at everything.  

"He doesn't like losing," Stone confirmed. "That's for sure. We got games 
in here, ping pong, and he hates losing. The guys love when he loses 
[because they can] let him hear about it." 

Kessel is one goal shy of 400 in his career so there could be a couple 
milestone moments on Monday night.  

Teammates enjoy putting Kessel in the spotlight ahead of record-tying 
night 

Phil Kessel has never liked to draw attention to himself, and his 
teammates are relishing the opportunity to put him front and centre in the 
spotlight on his record-tying night. They spoke about the "legendary" 
teammate he is, and how fun it has been for them to have him around the 
Golden Knights. 

Since entering the league in the 2016-17 season, Mitch Marner is fourth 
in takeaways while Matthews is sixth. Stone leads the way in that 
category. What does the 30-year-old Winnipeg product notice about 
Toronto's dynamic duo?  

"Smarts," Stone said. "Just reading the game, they do it at a high level. 
They do it at a high speed which makes it dangerous. If you keep the 
puck in the right spots at the blue lines it makes it harder for them, but if 
you don't they're turning it and they're jamming it down your throat. That's 
just those guys being smart players with good anticipation and a ton of 
skill." 

Cassidy sees similarities between the Leafs and Colorado Avalanche, 
who beat Vegas 3-2 on Saturday.  

"They play fast and they want to get the puck moving," Cassidy said of 
the Leafs. "We need to check well between the blue [lines]. Something 
we didn't do early against Colorado, but we did later and it kept us in the 
game. We just need to do it from the first minute on." 

Another key will be discipline. The Leafs struck twice on the power play 
in Saturday's 4-1 win over the Jets in Winnipeg.  

"They find different looks," said Cassidy, who knows the Leafs well 
courtesy of his time behind Boston's bench. "They're not predictable. 
That's one of the biggest changes they've made in the last couple years. 
They move more and it's tougher to see what's coming. Our discipline 
has been good with the exception of one period in Calgary so that has to 
remain the same." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Takeaway talent key for Matthews and Marner 

Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner are two of the premiere takeaway 
artists in the NHL, and that has not gone unnoticed by one of the best 
takeaway artists in the game in Mark Stone. He spoke about their unique 
ability, and what makes a great takeaway artist. Mark Masters has more 
from Las Vegas. 

--- 

Projected Leafs lineup for Monday's game:  

Bunting - Matthews - Marner 

Robertson - Tavares - Nylander 

Engvall - Kerfoot - Jarnkrok 

Clifford - Kampf - Simmonds 

Rielly - Brodie  

Sandin - Holl  

Giordano - Mete 

Samsonov starts  

Lines at Golden Knights morning skate:  

Stephenson - Eichel - Stone 

Smith - Karlsson - Marchessault  

Amadio - Howden - Kessel 

Carrier - Roy - Kolesar 

Martinez - Pietrangelo  

McNabb - Theodore 

Hague - Whitecloud 

Thompson starts  

Hill 
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TSN.CA / Morning Coffee: A FanDuel Best Bet For Monday Night 
Football 

 

Domenic Padula 

 

Two months ago, I bet on the Chicago Bears to finish with the worst 
record in the NFL at +1100. 

Thanks to P.J. Walker, that bet is still very much alive heading into the 
final game of Week 7. 

Walker led the Carolina Panthers to a 21-3 win over the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers as a double-digit underdog to improve to 2-5. 

The Panthers face a tough schedule and might not be done moving out 
talent before the trade deadline, but Sunday’s win is enough to make me 
believe that Chicago could still be in the mix for the worst record in the 
league at 2-4. 

Of course, that would change if the Bears find a way to upset the New 
England Patriots on Monday Night Football. 
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However, the Patriots have played their best football over the past two 
weeks, and at least on paper this appears to be a favourable matchup for 
New England. 

In addition to the futures bet, the pressure is on as we look to extend the 
streak after cashing 14 straight FanDuel Best Bet winners in this column 
dating back to September. 

If you’ve tailed the picks I’ve given out in this column, you are 12-0 in the 
month of October. 

Obviously, the streak will eventually come to an end. 

Hopefully, we can keep it going tonight with a FanDuel Best Bet for 
Monday Night Football. 

Here’s the Morning Coffee for Monday October 24th, 2022. 

A FanDuel Best Bet For Monday Night Football 

New England opened as a 6.5-point favourite for tonight’s game at 
FanDuel. 

The money has poured in on the Patriots throughout the week, pushing 
the spread to New England -8.5. 

That movement won’t catch anybody by surprise. 

    Primetime.#CHIvsNE | #GilletteLabs Stadium 
pic.twitter.com/UyJFnfz0wW 

    — New England Patriots (@Patriots) October 24, 2022 

Chicago has lost three straight games, including a five-point loss to the 
Washington Commanders as a small underdog at home last week. 

New England has strung together back-to-back wins over the Detroit 
Lions and Cleveland Browns, outscoring those two opponents by a 
combined 67-15. 

Meanwhile, the total for tonight’s game opened at 38.5 at FanDuel – the 
lowest total on the board for Week 7. 

We’ve seen that number tick up over the past couple of days to 40.5. 

    Bill Belichick with a whopping seven minutes and over 1,000 words on 
how good the Bears are pic.twitter.com/xS9UbK7zru 

    — Dakota Randall (@DakRandallNESN) October 19, 2022 

The under is 14-7 in prime-time games this season, and the under has hit 
at a 60 per cent rate overall, which makes the adjustment that we’ve 
seen that much more notable. 

While I have a couple of leans for tonight’s game, I’m targeting a specific 
player prop for my FanDuel Best Bet. 

    Patriots tight ends today: 

    Jonnu Smith has two-catches for 61 yards. That's his most receiving 
yards since Week 3 of 2020. 

    Hunter Henry has three catches for 56 yards and a TD. That's his most 
receiving yards since Week 18 of last season. 

    — Mark Daniels (@MarkDanielsPJ) October 16, 2022 

Expectations were sky high when the Patriots signed tight end Jonnu 
Smith to a four-year, $50 million contract last off-season. 

New England couldn’t replace tight end Rob Gronkowski. 

While they tried their best with the additions of Smith and Hunter Henry in 
free agency, it’s been a mixed bag of results to date. 

However, that tandem flashed its potential again in last week’s win over 
the Browns when they combined for six catches, 122 yards and a 
touchdown on nine targets. 

    — New England Patriots (@Patriots) October 16, 2022 

Smith finished with two catches for 61 yards on two targets. 

He’s registered 25+ receiving yards in three of his four games played so 
far this season, with 2+ catches in each of those games. 

Coming off their best game as a tandem, with all of the talk about 
National Tight Ends Day on Sunday, and with Nelson Agholor and 
Kendrick Bourne banged up at wide receiver, I think Smith and Henry 
should be in line for a decent workload again tonight against Chicago. 

I’ll make Jonnu Smith over 10.5 receiving yards my FanDuel Best Bet for 
Monday Night Football. 

Astros A Heavy World Series Favourite Versus Phillies 

The Houston Astros and Philadelphia Phillies will meet in the 2022 World 
Series. 

It will be a match-up between the last team to clinch a playoff berth 
versus the team that hasn’t lost a single game this postseason, and 
FanDuel’s updated World Series winner odds reflect that. 

    The World Series matchup is all set. #postseason 
pic.twitter.com/8jfsjb9ioG 

    — MLB (@MLB) October 24, 2022 

FanDuel has the Astros as a -180 favourite to win it all. 

The comeback on the Phillies is +150. 

While both teams cruised in their respective LCS, Houston finished the 
regular season with 106 wins compared to just 87 for Philadelphia, which 
sets up the second-largest regular-season disparity in a World Series all-
time. 

Per ESPN Stats & Info, the Phillies are just the sixth team in the Wild 
Card era to reach the World Series after snapping a 10-season playoff 
drought. 

Only one of the previous five went on to win it all. 

    — br_betting (@br_betting) October 23, 2022 

I bet on the Astros to win it all heading into the ALCS. 

At the time, I felt pretty comfortable with the bet regardless of which NL 
opponent they would be matched up against. 

I still feel that way this morning as they get set to face Philadelphia. 
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TSN.CA / Fixing the Canucks’ offence starts with the defence 

 

Travis Yost 

 

The Vancouver Canucks are 0-4-2 to start the season and are perhaps 
the NHL’s biggest early-season disappointment. 

Once again, the Canucks can’t generate meaningful offence – a factor so 
constraining it’s already putting the team’s postseason hopes into 
question. I cannot imagine how frustrated the fan base is right now, 
because this story has been written so many times before. 

The organization is already searching for answers. Head coach Bruce 
Boudreau remarked on Saturday he had grave concerns with the effort 
level his team is putting forward, this after a blowout loss courtesy the 
Buffalo Sabres. 

If Vancouver can’t dig themselves out of this hole, we are going to veer 
quickly into talks about whether the team needs to pull the proverbial 
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Band-Aid and start selling off assets, igniting a rebuild some have argued 
is long overdue. Others argue there is enough talent on the roster, and 
other components (front office, coaching, specific holes in the lineup) 
should be addressed first. 

I circle back to the offence with the Canucks. It’s a paradox. Either we 
have greatly overstated the individual skill sets of forwards like Elias 
Pettersson, J.T. Miller, Brock Boeser, Bo Horvat, and Conor Garland, or 
there is something else impeding Vancouver’s core from regularly 
producing. 

It is admittedly hard to stare at this lineup – the one the Canucks iced on 
Saturday night – and think they are too thin on scoring prowess (via 
DailyFaceoff): 

The fourth line leaves something to be desired, but there is plenty of 
playmaking and shooting ability inside of the top nine to qualify for the 
playoffs. 

But set aside our qualitative opinions about the skill across this forward 
group. This, along with goalie Thatcher Demko, should be the core 
strength of this team. It’s certainly not the defence, which is a horror 
show – more on this in a moment. 

Let’s look at Vancouver’s five-year offensive production at even strength. 
Despite this talent across the lineup, they haven’t cracked league 
averages once. In fact, they are as sure a bet as any to finish in the 
bottom third of the league offensively – certainly in the Pettersson (2018-
present) era: 

So, what’s going on here? Are we being unrealistic about the skill in the 
lineup, or is something else causing Vancouver to be about 8 per cent 
less effective than the league-average team at even strength – and as 
high as 11 per cent this season? 

I think the defence, or lack thereof, is contributing to a lot of this. And how 
Vancouver’s front office chooses to attack this issue, considering how 
tight their salary cap situation currently is, feels nebulous to me. Because 
if you watch a Canucks game, the amount of difficulty this team has 
moving the puck out of the defensive zone is impossible to miss. It not 
only impedes any chance of a transition or counterattacking game, but it 
also sucks the forwards deeper into the defensive third, working harder to 
stave off goals against and sacrificing offensive opportunities as a result. 
Unless puck-moving sensation Quinn Hughes is on the ice (he’s currently 
day-to-day with an injury), it’s a grind. 

Consider Vancouver’s four preeminent scorers, and how they produce 
with and without Hughes on the ice over the past three seasons. Quality 
of teammate can have an obvious impact on production, and across the 
league, first-line forwards playing with first-pair defenders are always the 
most productive; swap the first pair with the third pair, and you will see a 
performance drawdown. 

But these performance drawdowns are staggering: 

The Canucks have scored like one of the better teams in the NHL when 
the top units have been on the ice. The problem is as soon as the first-
pairing defence comes off the ice, the offence immediately moves in 
reverse – players like Miller and Boeser see nearly 10 per cent less 
production, and Pettersson is as high as 20 per cent. (Curiously, Bo 
Horvat sees his numbers improve with Hughes away. I haven’t figured 
that one out yet!) 

This, of course, also ignores the defensive component at play here. 
These forwards – when not playing with the first pairing – have less 
meaningful offensive zone time per shift, and because their shift lengths 
remain unchanged, we know they are spending more of their minutes 
cleaning up the defensive zone or working their way through the middle 
of the ice. That’s certainly a significant part of hockey, and these 
forwards aren’t just compensated to score goals. They are also paid to 
play reliable defensive hockey and, most prominently, drive favourable 
goal differentials for their team. 

And that’s the rub. This Vancouver group has a hard enough time 
controlling play with their best units on the ice. Take away their top 
pairing, and it’s a war of attrition. 

Oliver Ekman-Larsson, Tyler Myers, Kyle Burroughs, Luke Schenn 
(Hughes’ most common partner so far this season), Riley Stillman, 
Tucker Poolman, and the rest of the Canucks’ blueline depth chart have 
redeemable skills. But as a collection of talent in comparison to what 
other teams are dressing around the league, it’s deeply underwhelming. 
And sometimes a bad defensive group doesn’t just mean poor defensive 
play and big goals against totals. 

In this case, Vancouver’s defensive problems are manifesting all over the 
ice. 
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